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This thesis describes original research by the author into the quality of life impact of 
significant health interventions on patients’ psychology.  Nine publications spanning 
10 years of research, multiple medical specialities, and study methodologies, are 
presented.  A unifying factor across this research is that all participants have been in 
receipt of an evidence-based intervention to address their specific challenges.   
Six papers describe primary data collection and analysis to gain an understanding of 
prevalence or change over time of a health psychology phenomenon.  Following on 
from these papers, three systematic reviews are included.  These present the 
evidence base for psychological phenomena in a population, or the effectiveness of 
an intervention. 
The thesis is structured around the design of the studies included.  Three distinct 
study designs are employed; 2 single time point or ‘snapshot’ paper, 3 two-time 
point or ‘Pre- & Post’ studies, and a longitudinal study.  All adopted a cohort 
approach for both methodological and practical reasons.  Each produced findings 
that contribute to our knowledge of the phenomenon under investigation, as 
outlined in the following chapters. 
The longitudinal cohort study, additionally contributed methodologically to the field 
of health psychology research.  By using a novel adaptation of cross-sequential 
design, and Linear Mixed-effect Modelling for analysis, this research demonstrated 
how long term conditions in relatively small populations can be rigorously 
investigated. 
All six primary research papers recognise the importance of Public Patient 
Involvement.  I have always taken a strong moral stance on the inclusion of the 
patient perspective in study design and data interpretation, and it is now being 
formally included as a core part of health psychology research design and funding.  
As a Health Psychologist and methodologist, this thesis reflects on how working with 
research participants across projects has influenced my clinical and research practice, 
and how I have tried to explore the impact of their treatments on psychological well-
being.   
I present how each paper has contributed to new knowledge and how it has 
informed my development as an independent researcher.  Lastly, I propose a 
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research agenda, informed by the research in this thesis, with suggestions of how this 
may fit with my research interests, the changing face of research and service 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
The purpose of this thesis is to present nine publications for which I am the sole or 
joint author, and to demonstrate how these publications contribute to understanding 
the psychological impact of the disease and/or the treatment being experienced.  In 
particular, the focus of a number of the papers is quality of life (QoL).  All papers 
relate to health interventions addressing a range of chronic conditions.  The papers 
are grouped according to their study design. 
1.1 Aims of the thesis 
The aim of the thesis is to describe my research into the impact of health 
interventions on patients’ psychology with emphasis on QoL, across positive and 
negative psychological change.  What unites this research is that the participants 
have all experienced a significant chronic health-related challenge, and all have been 
in receipt of an evidence-based intervention to address this challenge.  The 
interventions included are: 
 Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) 
 Treatments for cancer including surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and 
combined therapies 
 Pulmonary rehabilitation (PR) 
 Parent Child Interaction Therapy (PCIT) 
The patient cohorts that will be covered by these treatments are: 
 People who had undergone treatment for Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) 
 People who had been diagnosed with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
(COPD) 
 Children with Developmental Speech or Language difficulties, specifically 
those with a speech sound disorder 
A chronic condition is defined by Holman and Lorig (2000) as; usually having a 
gradual onset, being of indefinite duration, usually with multiple changing causes 
over time, having an uncertain diagnosis or prognosis, having an uncertain trajectory, 
and, where health care professionals and patients have complementary knowledge.   
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Head and neck cancer and COPD easily fit into this definition, but speech sound 
disorder need greater consideration. 
Speech sound disorder onset is gradual in children in as far as they are not following 
a normal development profile.  Shriberg (2010) estimates that as many as 75% of 
children who present with SSD at age 3 will have normalised speech by age 6.  
However, a substantial minority of children have persistent speech disorder which 
continues into older childhood and sometimes adulthood, thus it can be of indefinite 
duration.  Persistent speech disorder can be observed in children who have no 
identifiable cause for their difficulties.  Wren et al (2016) found that 3.6% of children 
in a large scale community population study had persistent speech disorder at age 8.  
Thus for this group of children speech sound disorder can be seen as a chronic 
condition. 
1.2 The structure of the thesis 
Within the domain of health psychology, my particular contribution has been 
methodological.  I am a methodologist.  
Each paper makes individual contributions to our understanding of how the 
psychology of a person can be impacted by their treatment for a health condition.  
These impacts may manifest as a positive or negative reframing of the participant’s 
world view, or with specific changes in elements of QoL.  The sophistication of our 
understanding is dependent on our methodology, and the papers are grouped by 
research design to demonstrate this.  
I also show that how a phenomenon is investigated (the methodology) can affect the 
clinical team’s understanding of the patient impact.  Drawing this research together 
allows the reader to view my wider contribution to our understanding of 
psychological change.  This thesis also allows me (the researcher) to reflect and more 
fully ground myself within my personal ethnography and discuss how this lens affects 
my past choices, and future plans. 
The overall structure of the thesis is as follows: 
Chapter 2 describes my philosophical position and presents my auto-ethnographical 
stance, through my reflection of working personally with research participants, co-
researchers, and clinicians. 
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Chapters 3 to 6 are structured around the featured papers, with each chapter 
presenting a distinct methodology.  They will demonstrate how I have been 
influenced by patients’ experiences and subsequently tried to explore the impact of 
their treatments on psychological well-being.  I will discuss the limitations of the 
methods used and how these affect the interpretation of the data within the 
publication and its usefulness to the practice of clinicians and allied health 
professionals.   
Chapter 3 presents two papers.  The first paper investigates the prevalence of 
psychological problems in a population with COPD.  The second paper looks at the 
impact of treatment for HNC in the short term.  Both papers are single time point 
studies. 
1.  Jones RCM, Harding SA, Chung M, Campbell J (2009) The prevalence of 
PTSD and changes in PTSD symptoms following pulmonary rehabilitation. 
Journal of Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and Prevention. Journal of 
Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and Prevention. 29(1): 49-56. DOI: 
10.1097/HCR.0b013e318192787e. 
2.  Harding S & Moss, T (2018) The impact of treatment for head and neck 
cancer on positive psychological change within a year of completing 
treatment. International journal of oral and maxillofacial surgery. DOI: 
10.1016/j.ijom.2017.07.023 
Chapter 4 presents three papers containing data from patients before (pre) and after 
(post) intervention or therapy.  The first paper in this chapter presents findings on 
the impact of pulmonary rehabilitation on people with COPD.  The other two papers 
look at the impact of treatment for people that have had HNC.   
3.  Jones RMC, Wang X, Harding SA, Bott J & Hyland M (2008) Educational 
impact of pulmonary rehabilitation: Lung Information Needs 
Questionnaire. Respiratory Medicine. 102(10): 1439-45.  
4.  Harding SA, Courtney DJ, Hodder SC, Bryson PJ (2008) Impact of 
perioperative hyperbaric oxygen therapy on the quality of life of 
maxillofacial patients who undergo surgery on irradiated fields. 




5.  Harding SA, Hodder SC, Courtney DJ, Bryson PJ (2012) The Effects of 
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy on Quality Of Life in Maxillofacial Patients with 
Type III Osteoradionecrosis. Journal of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery.  
70(12):2786-92. DOI: 10.1016/j.joms.2012.04.011. 
Chapter 5 presents one paper and focuses on the longitudinal impact of chronic 
diseases and predictors of psychological changes.   
6.  Harding S (2018) The trajectory of positive psychological change in a head 
and neck cancer population. International journal or oral and maxillofacial 
surgery. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijom.2017.09.010 
Chapter 6 presents three systematic reviews, where evaluation of published evidence 
allows a clear understanding of the information available to clinicians.  I will discuss 
how undertaking systematic reviews has informed my practice.  I will reflect on some 
of the challenges associated with this type of review such as only using published or 
readily available studies, and how this might affect clinical decision-making. 
7.  Harding S, Sanipour F & Moss T (2014) Existence of benefit finding and 
posttraumatic growth in people treated for head and neck cancer: a 
systematic review. PeerJ https://peerj.com/articles/256.pdf 
8. Blackwell AKM, Harding SA, Babayigit S & Roulstone S (2014) 
Characteristics of Parent-Child Interactions: A Systematic Review of studies 
comparing children with primary language impairment and their typically 
developing peers. Communication Disorder Quarterly, DOI: 
10.1177/1525740114540202 
9. Wren Y, Harding S, Goldbart J & Roulstone S (2018) A systematic review 
and classification of interventions for speech-sound disorder in preschool 
children. International Journal of Language & Communication Disorders. 
DOI: 10.1111/1460-6984.12371 
Chapter 7 draws the implications of the preceding chapters together.  It goes on to 
propose a research agenda that follows on from my published works and how this 
may fit the changing face of research and service provision within the NHS and social 
care. 
The percentage contributions made by each of the researchers on their respective 
papers are given on the 'Contribution to publications' forms in Appendix 1. 
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1.3 The papers presented in this thesis 
The papers included in this thesis relate to four main interventions and three patient 
cohorts.  The papers will be discussed in relation to the methodology used and how 
this affects the interpretation, and generalisability of the findings. 
The publications included use cohorts, to gain an understanding of prevalence, or 
change over time.  Several systematic reviews are included and these show the 
evidence base for psychological phenomena in a population.  Systematic reviews can 
also suggest the effectiveness of an intervention.  Table 1 shows the interventions 
against the patient cohorts represented in the selected papers.  The nine papers form 
the core of this thesis and these and will be referred to throughout.  My percentage 
contribution for each of the papers is presented in Table 1 and confirmed in the 




Table 1: interventions against the patient cohorts represented in the selected papers 









The prevalence of posttraumatic stress disorder in 
patients undergoing pulmonary rehabilitation and 




Pulmonary Rehabilitation 30% 
2 
The impact of treatment for head and neck cancer on 
positive psychological change within a year of 
completing treatment 
3 2018 Head and Neck Cancer  




Educational impact of pulmonary rehabilitation: Lung 




Pulmonary Rehabilitation 25% 
4 
Impact of perioperative hyperbaric oxygen therapy 
on the quality of life of maxillofacial patients who 
undergo surgery in irradiated fields 
4 2008 Head and Neck Cancer  Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy  85% 
5 
Effects of hyperbaric oxygen therapy on quality of life 
in maxillofacial patients with type III 
Osteoradionecrosis 
4 2012 Head and Neck Cancer  Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy  85% 
6 The trajectory of positive psychological change in a 
head and neck cancer population 
5 2018 Head and Neck Cancer  




Existence of benefit finding and posttraumatic growth 
in people treated for head and neck cancer: a 
systematic review 
6 2014 Head and Neck Cancer   -  85% 
8 
Characteristics of parent child interactions: A 
systematic review of studies comparing children with 
primary language impairment and their typically 
developing peers. 
6 2014 Language Impairment  -  10% 
9 
A systematic review and classification of 
interventions for speech-sound disorder in preschool 
children 






Chapter 2 Philosophy 
This chapter describes my (the researcher) philosophical position and presents my 
auto-ethnographical stance, through my reflection on working with research 
participants, co-researchers and clinicians. 
2.1 Philosophical basis for the research 
There is a need to discuss philosophy since it has a fundamental impact on the 
research conducted, the results derived and the solution developed.  Creswell (1994) 
identifies five levels of assumptions regarding research in general.  These 
assumptions relate to the ontological, epistemological, axiological, rhetorical and 
methodological positions that researchers adopt when considering their research 
and the questions that they are seeking to answer.  The most fundamental of these 
assumptions is the ontological one since this deals with seeking to define what is 
meant by ‘reality’ and the position of the researcher within that reality.  For this 
reason, it will be considered in some depth; the other assumptions follow on from 
this initial position and the purpose of their inclusion here is to demonstrate an 
understanding of the issues raised and to ensure that a consistent philosophical 
thread runs through the research. 
2.1.1 Ontology 
Ontology relates to the branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature of being, 
that is the degree to which there is an absolute reality that is distinguishable from 
the observer’s perception (Creswell, 1994).  At one end of the ontological spectrum, 
there is the existential opinion that there is no absolute reality, that what we know as 
reality is merely a construct formed by our brains to interpret the signals received 
from the senses.  There is no method for independently verifying those signals and so 
there is no method for independently verifying reality.  In a similar vein, the causal 
relationships observed are generated by the brain to interpret better the signals 
received and may not reflect any absolute laws.  At the extreme, there can be no 
independent verification for the existence of others, leading to the solipsist stance 
that everything, including the existence of others, is a construct of the brain.  This has 
profound implications for research since any knowledge acquired will be rooted in 
the constructs of the researcher.  There is thus no way of transferring those 
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constructs to another person and no way of generalising the knowledge gained 
(Creswell, 1994). 
The axiomatic realist approach (Meredith et al., 1989) at the other end of the 
continuum suggests that there is a rational, independent reality and that we all 
experience the same reality (Sears et al., 1987).  Since this reality is external to the 
observer, objectivity can be maintained in observing, recording and deducing results 
from those observations.  Quantitative measures should be used to remove the 
scope for interpretative distortion of reality.  For the axiomatic realist, the 
fundamental limitation with research involving not only humans but living systems in 
general, is the lack of repeatability and lack of control over the variables (Kirk and 
Miller, 1991).  
For the purposes of this thesis and the papers featured, a realist perspective is 
adopted that recognises that a psychological reality can be objectively observed 
through careful methods design, whilst recognising that the interpretation of those 
observations are filtered through the researcher’s perspectives (Pawson and Tilley, 
1997). 
2.1.2 Epistemology 
Following on from the ontology of the research, consideration of epistemology is 
required; that is the nature of knowledge and the relationship between the 
researcher and the research domain (Creswell, 1994).  To maintain philosophical 
integrity there should be a clear route from ontological to epistemological 
assumptions.  Adopting an existential ontology leads one towards a critical theory of 
knowledge generation along the lines of Habermas (1991, 1986) where the 
researcher is an integral part of the research domain. 
Quantitative or axiomatic research requires an objective researcher that maintains a 
distance from the research domain so as to maintain the purity of the data gathered.  
There should be a clear distinction between the researcher, the research domain and 
the grounds upon which the knowledge is formulated. 
2.1.3 Axiology 
Axiology considers the role of values and the extent to which rules can be 
extrapolated from the knowledge gained about our reality (Creswell, 1994).  If the 
researcher is objectively detached from the research domain (coming from a 
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positivist perspective), as in quantitative research, it is assumed that data will be 
value-free and bias in raw data will be removed through careful experiment design.  
However, if the research is from a realist perspective, the research is value laden.  
The researcher is biased by world views, cultural experiences and upbringings.  These 
affect research findings, but the methods are pragmatically chosen to answer the 
question.  These can be either qualitative, quantitative or mixed methods studies. 
2.1.4 Rhetoric 
The use of language within research changes as one moves along the ontological 
scale.  Quantitative research tends to adopt a formal and impersonal language, 
developing definitions and equations upon which value-free data can be related 
(Creswell, 1994).  Qualitative research uses informal language and story-telling is 
frequently found to develop arguments which explain the value-laden data. 
2.1.5 Methodology 
Finally, there is the methodology that is adopted for conducting research, which 
should reflect the assumptions concerning ontology, epistemology, axiology and 
rhetoric (Creswell, 1994).  The quantitative use of questionnaires is consistent with 
the researcher’s ontological position, i.e. that observations can be made that are 
external to the reality of the observer.  
2.1.6 Philosophical conclusion 
Professionals who work in healthcare often see all the difficulties and hurdles that 
can prevent research from succeeding or even being attempted.  Beyond risk factors 
identified by statistical analysis there is no substitute for clinical experience (NHS 
Scotland, 2016).  Clinical experience suggests that by understanding and probing the 
mechanism of change one can understand the impact of an event or an intervention.  
The systematic nature of healthcare and the positioning of the person within it, 
combined with real life clinical experience of work with the people who have had a 
diagnosis of a chronic health care problem and research experiences, have led the 
researcher to embrace a realist perspective in undertaking research.  This represents 
a philosophy that is aligned through the levels identified by Creswell (1994) and is 
consistent with the research domains being explored.  It also resonates with the 
triarchic approach of evidence-based practice and the seminal definition of Sackett et 
al (1996), which suggests that evidence-based practice occurs when external 
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research evidence is applied with expertise and in the light of patient preferences; 
others have also emphasised the role of context in framing evidence-based practice 
(Foster et al, 2013).   
2.2 Autoethnography 
Autoethnography is a form of qualitative research in which an author uses self-
reflection and writing to explore anecdotal and personal experience and connect this 
autobiographical story to wider cultural, political, and social meanings and 
understandings.  In doing autoethnography, the author confronts "the tension 
between insider and outsider perspectives, between social practice and social 
constraints" (Reed-Danahay, 2009).  Hence, autoethnography is a research method 
that: 
 Uses a researcher's personal experience to describe and critique cultural 
beliefs, practices and experiences 
 Acknowledges and values a researcher's relationships with others 
 Uses deep and careful self-reflection - typically referred to as "reflexivity" - to 
name and interrogate the intersections between self and society, the 
particular and the general, the personal and the political 
 Shows people in the process of figuring out what to do, how to live, and the 
meaning of their struggles  
 Balances intellectual and methodological rigor, emotion and creativity 
 Strives for social justice and to make life better 
Adam, Holman Jones, & Ellis (2015) 
2.2.1 Researchers auto-ethnographic stance 
Given the nature and style of writing in auto-ethnography I will use the first person in 
this section, and subsequently when my personal reflections and experiences have 
an impact on the development and progression of my research. 
I come from a solid working class family, growing up just outside Cambridge.  
Education was valued, but with the main aim of getting a job, as soon as was 
possible.  This also came with an implicit understanding that you 'know your place', 
and that this was more important than 'bettering yourself'.  I recall very clearly a 
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week before I started my undergraduate degree my nana saying that "You should get 
a job in the co-op and find a husband".  I am the first and currently only member of 
my family to have A-levels.  The wider family thought that that was more than 
enough academic freedom and could not understand what attraction University 
could possibly hold.  To be honest, I wasn't sure either, but I knew that it was 
something that I wanted to try.  Something that was the obvious next step! 
Perhaps my view of university and my subsequent research career has skipped along 
with the same thought in mind... well that is the obvious next step!  Looking back, it 
feels like I was brought up project managing my life, fitting everything in, delivering 
on time and on target.  My primary focus has always on being able to 'do' things.  
That has led me to feel most happy whilst undertaking tasks and adapting 
pragmatically to problems.  The problem is that most of research isn't actively doing 
stuff, a lot of it is sitting and thinking, and reading and writing.  I hate writing!  So 
how did I end up here? 
I love having a question and then working it through with patients, carers, spouses, 
Allied Health Professionals, medical doctors, nurses, scientists, and researchers.  I 
love the excitement of unpicking what that answer actually means to all the 
stakeholders.  I love understanding how it informs and impacts people and their 
choices. 
Every person I have worked with has given me at least their time.  A vast majority 
have given me encouragement (often in combination with coffee and criticism).  
With some I have shared tears and laughter. One with some of his last breaths 
reinforced how his experiences can live on in my research.  I got here to thank all 
those people and to try to represent their voices in what happens to people within 
the healthcare environments (practitioners or patients) now and in the future. 
2.3 Summary 
I have adopted a realist perspective in undertaking the research included in this 
thesis.  This supports the inclusion in the research process of the perspectives of both 
the researcher and the participant/patient.   
In the following chapters I will review the methods used and how these affect the 
interpretation of the data within the publication and make some comments about its 
usefulness to the practice. 
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Chapter 3 Single Time Point Studies 
This chapter includes papers reporting primary research investigating the prevalence 
and presence of a psychological phenomenon.  They provide examples of the first 
element of an investigation where the researcher seeks to identify if the 
phenomenon exists or is present within the study population. 
Central to the development of my research has been the application of health 
psychology to better understand clinical practice.  These two papers demonstrate 
this.  The first explores the occurrence of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in a 
population with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorder (COPD).  The second 
investigates the presence of positive psychological change (PPC) following treatment 
for head and neck cancer (HNC) within one year of treatment. 
3.1 Paper 1 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
This research came about through the interest of one of the co-authors (Rupert 
Jones).  His interest in PTSD arose from clinical practice as a general practitioner, 
when he found that patients with PTSD presented a difficult clinical challenge.  They 
had a marked reluctance to admit their problems, and would go to some lengths to 
find alternative explanations for their symptoms, often ashamed to admit they had 
the symptoms of PTSD.  Typical presenting features included somatic symptoms, 
negative cognition and incongruous behaviour.  Patients with PTSD struggled with 
relationships and made comments that Rupert interpreted to mean that they felt 
alone in the world with their problems.  Eventually, when they came to accept the 
diagnosis, there was a huge improvement in their demeanour and their relationships 
with their spouses and families. 
Rupert received funding from the Royal College of Physicians to undertake a project 
to identify PTSD in chronic cardiopulmonary populations, which included Ischaemic 
Heart Disease and COPD.  I applied to be the research assistant on the COPD element 
of the research.  The project interested me as I had been working with patients with 
various medical conditions and treatment side effects.  My official role with patients 
to this point had been to help with management of their physical issues, but I spoke 
with them informally about psychological challenges.  They had spoken to me about 
the struggle of dealing with diagnosis, feared recurrence of their original illness and 
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how living day to day was shaped by their experiences. 
Acute medical conditions, such as myocardial infarction, may trigger PTSD, (Tedstone 
& Tarrier, 2003) but less is known of the potential for chronic medical conditions to 
cause PTSD (Alonzo, 2000).  COPD is a common, progressive debilitating condition 
which causes dyspnoea, coughing and often severe anxiety (Karajgi et al., 1990; 
Wagena et al., 2005).  People with COPD may also experience acute exacerbations 
which can cause life threatening breathlessness.  COPD causes 30,000 deaths per 
year in the UK (Office for National Statistics, 2000), with many deaths occurring 
during an exacerbation.  Alonzo (2000) hypothesised that COPD may be a precipitant 
of PTSD, but commented that there were no published data to confirm or refute the 
hypothesis.  The interaction between COPD and PTSD may cause clinically important 
problems via various mechanisms.  These mechanisms include effects mediated 
through classical symptoms of hyperarousal, avoidance and intrusive thoughts and 
also through health related behaviour such as smoking, exercise and diet. 
3.1.1 Research Questions 
The work was developed to answer three questions: 
1) What is the prevalence of PTSD in patients with COPD referred to Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation (PR)? 
2) Do PTSD symptom scores fall following PR?  
3) What is the relationship between PTSD symptom scores and changes in 
exercise tolerance and health status measures in patients with COPD? 
3.1.2 Study Design 
We chose to examine a population of patients who were attending PR. This was a 
convenient sample; they were already being selected and assessed for PR.  This 
approach also offered the possibility of observing changes in outcomes in those with 
and without PTSD after PR.  
In stage one it was decided to undertake an assessment of the prevalence of PTSD in 
COPD patients referred to PR without a control group.  If it was found that the 
prevalence of PTSD was at a clinically important level, a more detailed study would 
be conducted as stage two.  We did not reach the threshold for stage two.   
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3.1.2.1 Defining Posttraumatic Stress Disorder 
In the psychometric literature at the time of conducting the research disseminated in 
paper 1, trauma was defined as an event that involved "actual or threatened death, 
serious injury, or other threat to one's physical integrity" (APA, 2000, p. 463). 
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a common psychological and physiological 
response to a traumatic event.  According to the DSM-IV-TR (Diagnostic Statistical 
Manual; APA, 2000), the essential feature of this disorder is that symptoms occur as a 
direct result of exposure to a traumatic event involving either direct personal 
experience, or witnessing or learning about an event that involves another person 
(APA, 2000).  The person must also feel "intense fear, helplessness, or horror" (APA, 
2000, p. 463) in response to the event, as well as persistently re-experiencing the of 
traumatic event, avoiding trauma-related stimuli, demonstrating a numbing of 
general responsiveness, and experiencing increased arousal and significant distress 
or impairment for at least one month after trauma (APA, 2000).  Subsequent to the 
data collection, the Diagnostic Statistical Manual was revised, with a reduction in the 
severity of the trauma and an increase in the range of symptoms being included.  
However, no revisions were made to the questionnaires used within research to 
measure PTSD. 
3.1.3 The prevalence of PTSD and changes in PTSD symptoms 






















3.1.4 Study limitations 
3.1.4.1 Sampling considerations 
This study was a preliminary investigation performed with patients referred to PR 
and, as such, they should not be considered representative of all COPD patients. 
Pulmonary rehabilitation is recommended for patients with functional disability, so 
people undergoing PR tend to have moderate to severe COPD.   
Patients with comorbidities affecting their mobility were specifically excluded; this 
was to ensure that COPD was the causal factor for any identified PTSD.  Participants 
were recruited from the South West of England and could be unrepresentative of 
wider COPD populations, for example, there were very few people from ethnic 
minorities. 
Patients with very severe COPD who are unable to leave the house seldom attend PR 
(National Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions, 2004).  Those with PTSD may 
self-exclude by avoiding PR or declining to take part in the research project.  
3.1.4.2 Control group 
As a prevalence study there was no control group of subjects without COPD, so the 
finding of eight percent having PTSD is hard to interpret beyond a low incidence of 
occurrence in the sample population.  Future larger controlled studies would be 
needed to evaluate the role of PTSD in COPD patients, but the clinical threshold to 
justify a larger study was not met.   
3.1.4.3 Interpreting the findings 
Only eight of 100 participants met the diagnostic criteria for PTSD and, only six had 
PTSD related to their lung disease.  The small numbers affect the generalisability of 
the findings as atypical individuals may skew the results.  Statistically there was 
insufficient power to show significant differences in Quality of Life (QoL) and exercise 
capacity in those with and without PTSD.  For the same reason, changes in PTSD 
scores following PR must also be considered as preliminary. 
I noted that the prevalence of PTSD diagnosis was higher in patients in the early 
stages of the project and this may have several explanations, one of which is that we 
used different interviewers.  Marked differences in prevalence were noted ranging 
from 1.3% to 50%.  The interviewers were all trained in a similar way, but different 
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interviewers may have subconsciously influence participants’ responses.  Patient 
characteristics like the socioeconomic status and exposure to military service may 
also affect the prevalence of PTSD.  While the numbers were small, there were no 
apparent explanations for these differences amongst patient characteristics.  For 
example, researcher four saw participants from deprived urban areas to wealthy 
rural areas and consistently found a low prevalence rate.  It might also be that the 
first set of participants were seen on their own at the PR venue, whereas, I saw all 
participants in their homes, often with their spouses/carers.  It maybe that these 
people had more social support and therefore developed fewer PTSD symptoms, or 
that they were less willing to reveal their concerns in front of their spouses.   
These differences highlight the critical role of wider context in data collection for 
psychological research.  The same individual may provide different responses in 
different settings, and researchers may interpret qualitative findings differently given 
contextual data and their underlying experiences.  
3.1.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
3.1.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
This was the first study to assess the presence and prevalence of PTSD in a COPD 
population.  In this study, the prevalence of current PTSD in 100 patients with COPD 
referred for PR was assessed.  The prevalence was found to be eight percent, which 
was lower than originally anticipated on the basis of clinical experience.  The 
contribution to knowledge was that a clinical perception (prevalence of PTSD in 
COPD patients) was evaluated in a rigorous study and found to be exaggerated.  
There may be many reasons for this over-estimation (which would require a separate 
study to explore), but the work informed clinicians caring for COPD patients in how 
the diagnosis may affect those patients.  
Appendix 2 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 1 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 1 has been cited, followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
3.1.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
I applied for the role of the RA on this project as it appealed academically.  I not only 
felt I matched the personal descriptors, and that I had the skills for the role, but that I 
would also be able to grow as a researcher.  However, at the time I was not sure the 
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direction that growth would take.  In fact I clearly remember being asked 'what 
training I think I would need if I was offered the job?' As I recall I suggested that I 
wasn't sure where my areas of deficit for the project lay, so would like to meet with 
the team once I had become familiar with the project.  I cannot recall or find 
evidence of any formal training undertaken during this project, but there was lots of 
informal development. 
This was the first time I had experience of conducting primary research with 
individuals in their home environment.  The experience of lone working, and 
following University guidelines on safety and alerting people to my location etc. was 
new.  I appreciate that operating procedures such as lone worker policy are there for 
the safety of the researcher and the protection of the university, it was however still 
a challenge to adapt.  I felt very uncomfortable attending people’s homes, asking 
them to trust me sufficiently to open up and talk to me about traumatic events in 
their life, but all the time having processes in place that indicate that they may want 
to harm me.   
I was learning that the duty of care extended as much to the research team (myself in 
this instance) as to the research participants. 
Another challenge was how to deal with people disclosing or revealing significant 
personal issues that may negatively impact on the participant’s health and wellbeing.  
The issue was that I was interacting with them as a researcher not a clinician.  
However, they may well see me as having a dual role, and potentially able to 
influence their care.  When I sought consent from potential participants I had to bear 
in mind my professional role.  Although at the time I was not a qualified health 
psychologist, I was potentially in a perceived position of authority.  Potential 
participants may have been concerned about negative consequences if they refuse to 
help, or indeed hoped for additional professional interaction that would not fall 
within a research role.  The challenge for participants would be if they could not 
distinguish between requesting help from me as a researcher, or hoping to gain 
access to services via me as a perceived clinician.  I faced a similar challenge in 
maintaining clarity over my role.  In the context of an open interview, which parts 
related purely to the research questions, and which could have impact outside my 
remit and might require onward referral?  This also raised potential ethical 
considerations of required consent to disclose information given within the 
confidential research setting.   
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A concrete example of this internal conflict occurred when a participant revealed 
that she had been sexually abused as a child, then physically abused by her first 
husband, and how she was now suffering following the death of her second husband 
to cancer.  These life experiences were all revealed in light of our discussions around 
traumatic events.  The challenge arose when she raised her desire to end her own 
life.   
Prior to starting interviews, the team had not formally constructed a policy for 
safeguarding in this type of situation.  So, when the participant revealed her current 
state, I ended the research interview, explained that I had concerns about leaving 
her, and asked if she wanted to talk more about her situation.  She was open to 
talking, so we discussed her interaction with her general practitioner, which she 
perceived as a failing relationship.  With permission, I talked to her general 
practitioner who then attended and supported the patient.   
3.1.7 Future research questions 
I undertook many of the interviews in participants’ own homes, frequently with their 
spouses, hearing not only the participants’ stories, but also how these events 
impacted those closest to them.  This led me to think about how those spouses may 
develop secondary trauma.  Secondary Trauma is a concept developed by trauma 
specialists Beth Stamm, Charles Figley and others in the early 1990s as they sought to 
understand why service providers seemed to be exhibiting symptoms similar to PTSD 
without direct exposure to trauma themselves.  This could easily be associated with 
the experiences of relatives and carers.   
There is an unexplored research question around the prevalence of ST and/or PTSD 
due to COPD in a spouse/carer.  This could be expanded in line with the research 
presented in paper 1, to assess if spousal participation in PR had an additional 




3.2 Paper 2 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
Prior to and during my involvement with the research that culminated in paper 1, I 
was working with people diagnosed with HNC.  I started to hear about the struggles 
patients faced on the day they received their cancer diagnosis, and how they were 
repeatedly distressed during treatments and when attending clinical appointments.  I 
started to wonder about the potential occurrence of PTSD in this clinical population 
and began to think of a way to investigate it.  Within the hospital clinical team, we 
discussed at what time points from diagnosis to completion of treatment it would be 
best to approach patients.  We reviewed how the patients could be tracked to ensure 
the questionnaires were given at the right point.  The team felt that a single posting 
to everyone who met the inclusion criteria would be the most pragmatic way to gain 
insight into QoL and PTSD in an HNC population.  However, following my experiences 
with the previous research, I felt uncomfortable about sending questionnaires asking 
about symptoms of PTSD.  What if being asked to identify factors relating to PTSD, 
was in itself a trauma causing distress?   
The research undertaken for paper 2 was unfunded, with my time provided on a 
voluntary basis. Support from the hospital covered only printing and postage costs.  
This meant that no additional RA time was available for face to face visits, and only a 
telephone number and hospital email address were given in order for the potential 
participants to contact me. 
I thought that we could still investigate the phenomenon, but using a different more 
positive lens.  The experience of a traumatic or extremely stressful event may be 
sufficient to challenge a strongly held set of assumptions about the world and the 
self.  In 1975, Parkes used the phrase ‘assumptive world’ to refer to people’s view of 
reality, defined as “a strongly held set of assumptions about the world and the self 
which is confidently maintained and used as a means of recognising, planning and 
acting…. Assumptions such as these are learned and confirmed by the experience of 
many years.”  (Parkes, 1975. p152).  According to this theory, we are rarely aware of 
the fundamental elements of our assumptive world; the minor disappointments, 
challenges and failures of day-to-day life seldom bring them to light.  It has been said 
that they are conservative cognitive schemes that resist change and disconfirmation 
(Janoff-Bulman and Schwartzberg, 1991).  The questioning of the basic assumptions 
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is what fractures the assumptive world and triggers the rebuilding of them to 
accommodate new realities (Janoff-Bulman and Schwartzberg, 1991).  A life-
threatening illness such as cancer could be sufficient to shatter a person’s assumptive 
world.  In some people, this may lead to the development of PTSD, or the 
increasingly recognised phenomenon of PPC whereby a person’s reactions to the 
challenge are beneficial to one or more areas of their life.   
3.2.1 Research Question 
After the completion of treatment for Head and Neck Cancer, what are the 
demographic, clinical, and psychological factors associated with PPC that occur in the 
acute period, defined as between 3 and 12 months? 
3.2.2 Study Design 
In the UK in 2013, 7,591 people were diagnosed with oral cancer, making this the 16th 
most common cancer diagnosis (Cancer Research UK, 2015).  Unlike breast cancer, 
the population to engage in research at one treatment centre is small.  It was 
therefore important to maximise recruitment in any single site study.   
It was specifically decided not to approach people while attending clinic 
appointments, as the researcher had been informed by people that had received 
treatment for HNC that, even in routine follow-ups, they felt anxious from the point 
of receiving the appointment letter until after seeing the consultant.  They also did 
not want to stay in the hospital to complete a survey after their review.  The practical 
solution to this was a postal survey.  Undertaking the survey annually reduced the 
number of times this data had to be centrally requested.  It also meant that the 
hospital notes were less likely to be in use by the clinical team, so requesting them 
would not hamper the patient’s clinical treatment or review.  This reduced the 
burden on hospital resources and the researcher.  It was hoped that this method 
would also minimise the burden on the potential respondents. 
I had permission to access the Somerset Cancer Register database at Derriford 
Hospital (Plymouth).  All new cancer diagnoses are required to be entered on to this 
system as part of a national monitoring programme.  The administrator of this 
database ran a data search within this database and supplied the names, addresses, 
dates of birth, gender, diagnosis and treatments of people treated by the Head and 
Neck Directorate in the preceding year.  
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To see if PPC was present in a HNC population within 1 year of treatment a single 
time point study was required.  To this end, we decided to use a cross-sectional study 
design.  Cross-sectional studies have several characteristics that make them 
attractive to researchers.  They are relatively inexpensive, quick and easy to do, are 
useful for generating and clarifying hypotheses, piloting new measures or technology 
and can lay the groundwork for decisions about future follow-up studies (Kraemer, 
1994).  They provide information about group differences or inter-individual 
differences (Miller, 2007).  They do not, however, provide information about changes 
or inter-individual differences in intra-individual change (Miller, 2007; Wohlwill, 
1973).   
3.2.2.1 Psychometric Measures of Positive Psychological Change 
In the 1990s, a number of self-report psychometric measures were developed 
including the SLQ.  However, only one study has compared different measures of PPC 
by looking at the structural classifications of the measures (Joseph et al., 2004).  
Joseph et al. (2004) recruited 176 adults, who had experienced a range of distressing 
life events.  These people completed the Perceived Benefit Scales, the Thriving Scale, 
and the Posttraumatic Growth Inventory.  Confirmatory factor analysis found that all 
of these sub-scales loaded highly on a single component, which the authors believe is 
PPC.  There was also a suggestion of three second-order components of 
interpersonal relationships, self-perception, and spirituality.  This indicates that 
many, if not all, developed scales in the field of study may measure an umbrella 
concept which can be labelled as PPC, but that they may vary in the nature of specific 
sub-scales. 
The SLQ was developed in the same geographical region as the research reported in 
paper 2 (Sodergren and Hyland, 1998).  The mixed disease cohort used to develop 
the SLQ included a mixed cancer group who were being treated in the same hospital 
where the wider research project recruited its participants.  The SLQ was developed 
out of a series of interviews that found 18 categories or themes of PPC.  These 
categories included; improved interpersonal relationships, positive influence on 
others, reappraisal of life, restructuring of life or life style, changes in spirituality, 
changes in priorities, and seeing illness as a challenge to be overcome.  The authors 
of the scale used language that participants in their interviews had used and refined 
the phrasing in a similar cohort (Sodergren and Hyland, 1998).  Although the 
interview stage of SLQ development found 18 themes, some of which directly 
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mapped onto those found in the Post-traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGI), the 
finalised scale is uni-dimensional. 
The SLQ had a 95% completion rate on those surveys that were returned; it was the 
longest of the measures used.  Confirmatory factor analysis of the SLQ by McBride et 
al. (2008) and McBride et al. (2009) suggest that a 16 or 24 (respectively) item 
version of the SLQ with subscales might be valid.  The use of the 16 item version 
would reduce the number of questions being asked by a quarter, which it is 
hypothesised would have a positive impact on the number of measures returned, as 
well as increasing the completion rate of the measures that are returned.   
The PTGI is currently the most widely used PPC measure in the literature.  It has 21 
items, so is shorter than the SLQ.  However, the PTGI is American and I felt that the 
framing of the questions, i.e. the language used in the items, was not directly 
relatable to a UK audience.  However, of greater concern are the results of studies 
attempting to cross-validate the work of Tedeschi and Calhoun (1996).  For example, 
a three-factor structure was discovered in Spanish female immigrants (Weiss & 
Beiger, 2006), and Chinese cancer patients (Ho, Chan, & Ho, 2004), as opposed to the 
five subscales found by the scale’s developers.  The failure to replicate the factor 
structure of the original PTGI in these samples was attributed to reasons including 
translational difficulties, that certain items of the PTGI were not applicable to cancer 
patients, and that the factor structure of posttraumatic growth may vary across 
different populations (Ho, Chan, & Ho, 2004).  Sheikh and Marotta (2005) utilised the 
original PTGI in a sample of white, middle-aged, cardiovascular disease patients from 
the United States of America and the United Kingdom and found a two-factor 
solution, in which the factors were labelled ‘general posttraumatic growth’ and 
‘spiritual changes’.   
The SLQ was developed to be used with people who have an unspecified disease or 
illness as a measure of PPC, whereas the PTGI and other measures were developed to 
assess traumatic events such as earthquakes, rape, and acts of terrorism.  As such, 
the SLQ may be of use to researchers and clinicians who wish to design interventions 
to target specific areas of PPC and to measure the success or otherwise of 
psychosocial intervention strategies purported to be of benefit to individuals with 
chronic illnesses.  Given that Linley and Joseph (2004) concluded that there was a 
need for such measures, it would seem that the use of the SLQ in research was 
appropriate as it provides baseline data and insight into the natural progression of 
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PPC development.  I concluded that the SLQ has the potential to provide researchers 
with a multi-dimensional generic tool to measure PPC, and with further investigation 
into the validity and reliability of a shortened version this could be used effectively in 
research and clinical settings. 
3.2.3 The impact of treatment for head and neck cancer on positive 


















3.2.4 Study limitations 
3.2.4.1 Study design 
The most often cited limitation of single time point studies using a cross-sectional 
design is that they cannot answer questions about the stability of a characteristic or 
process over time (Miller, 2007).  A further criticism of cross-sectional studies is that 
their external validity (i.e. generalisability) may be affected by historical/cultural 
differences between cohorts (Achenbach, 1978).  This is perhaps their most serious 
limitation; you cannot easily separate the effects of age from the effects of belonging 
to a particular cohort, especially if that cohort is defined by birth.  Miller (2007) 
argues that the seriousness of this problem relates to the dependent variable: the 
more basic or biological the variable (e.g. heart rate, visual acuity), the less likely it is 
that the cohort effect will be present.  Adopting a cross-sectional approach to 
studying the process of change or development would not permit the identification 
of predictors associated with having a reduced ability to speak or eat, whereas 
adopting a longitudinal approach would allow such analyses (Campbell, 1988).   
3.2.4.2 Participant response rates 
The scales used in the paper 2 had completion rates between 48 and 95 percent.  
Information about progressive health issues not related to cancer was not presented 
in the electronic records interrogated in this research.  Therefore, the responses sent 
back providing this information were very useful, and highlight that future 




may interact with primary health condition in the development or moderation of 
PPC.  
The three measures used (Medical Outcomes Short Form -12 (SF-12), Silver Lining 
Questionnaire (SLQ), University of Washington (UoW)) were ordered using a Latin 
Square.  Appendix 4 provides great detail about each of these measures.  The 
ordering of the presentation of the questionnaires means it is unlikely that the poor 
completion rate is due to fatigue related to the length of the survey.  In the research 
connected with paper 2 there was a surprisingly poor completion rate for the SF-12 
(48%). 
It is possible that the SF-12 may have a low level of acceptability for respondents.  
There has previously been concern over completion rates for the SF-12 in community 
studies.  An Australian study found that 78% completed all 12 items (Lim and Fisher, 
1999), and a British study found 84.1% of 55,000 respondents completed all 12 items 
(Jenkinson et al., 2001), but the research undertaken in the production of paper 2 is 
notably worse than these.  No free-text was asked for from the respondents 
regarding incomplete returns, however, the reason for the high incompletion rate in 
the larger project remains unclear and would benefit from discussion with my public 
patient involvement (PPI) group to try to identify possible reasons.  The SF-12 
remains effective as a brief but broad-ranging instrument, suitable for survey use and 
sensitive to change as an evaluative instrument (McDowell, 2006).  Further 
investigation is required to understand the low completion rates in the wider project 
from which this paper is derived, but I would retain this measure in future 
studies/work due to its generic nature and brevity.  
There is no data reporting on completion or partial completion rates where the 
respondents returned the SLQ via a postal survey.  One study that recruited 194 
patients had a 1.5% non-completion rate but did not report how many of their 
participants partially completed measures (Sodergren et al., 2004).  The SLQ authors 
describe a process to calculate a total score from a return that has at least 93% of the 
items completed.  Previous studies have not reported the use of this process for 
calculating a total score from completed returned surveys.  In research used in paper 
2 there was a 71% total completion of the SLQ, with this rising to 95% using the 
correction method.  Those who did not complete the scale at all reported that they 




being asked them.  Others commented that they had not had an illness, or that the 
disease/treatment they had did not have any effect on their outlook on life.  
The UoW is a disease-specific measure (HNC) and as such focuses on issues relevant 
to people who have had a diagnosis of this type of cancer.  By virtue of its brevity, it 
does not include other issues related to QoL, e.g. cognitive function.  The 
questionnaire has proven itself a suitable head and neck measure for routine clinical 
practice as it is quick and simple for patients to complete and is easy for clinicians 
and researchers alike to interpret (Rogers et al., 1998).  A completion rate of 88% 
was reported in a study where the measure was compared to QoL measures (Rogers 
et al., 1998).  In this work leading to paper 2, 93% of the returns had a fully 
completed UoW.  The high level of completion indicates a good level of acceptability 
of the questions and recognition that the measure is directly related to the person’s 
experiences of HNC and its potential acute and long term consequences.  
The questionnaires used in the presented research were not the only ones that could 
have been used.  But they were selected for use in the research that led to paper 2 
for their psychometric properties, previous use in the patient group, and length.  
Even so, it might be that these measures do not ask the type of questions in a way 
that would elicit relevant information from the particular patient cohort.  An elderly 
population such as the HNC cohort, who often have multiple comorbidities, may have 
found that even 25 minutes to complete all the measures too much of a burden. 
3.2.4.3 Limitations 
The response rate or non-response error refers to the condition wherein people of a 
particular ilk are systematically not represented because such people are alike in 
their tendency not to respond.  There could be multiple groups of people who do not 
respond to surveys generically because such groups, by their very nature, are 
disinclined to respond (e.g., introverts, extremely busy people, people with low 
esteem; Krosnick, Lavrakas and Kim, 2013; Porter and Whitcomb, 2005).  In the 
research leading to paper 2 there was no difference between responders and non-
responders on the variables that we had for non-responders.  There may be factors 
where they would differ, which may make it difficult to say how the entire sample 
would have responded.  Generalising from the sample to the intended population 
thus becomes risky.  For this reason, non-response error in mail surveys has long 




must be considered and it is not possible to measure every variable that might 
impact on a person’s likelihood of responding.  Therefore working with the 
information collected, I am confident that the respondents are representative of the 
people diagnosed with HNC in the local geographical area. 
3.2.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
3.2.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
Paper 2 found a relationship between bio-medical variables, Health Related Quality 
of Life (HRQoL), social factors, and subjective reports of PPC following treatment for 
HNC. We found that a greater disease adversity overcome (survived), fewer disease 
and treatment side-effects, and higher HRQoL were associated with greater PPC, as 
defined by the SLQ. 
3.2.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
As with paper 1, Appendix 5 has an overview of how the research undertaken in 
paper 2 was disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of 
papers where paper 2 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of 
the paper. 
Early on in the research I established a public patient involvement (PPI) group.  This 
group had 12 people who had all experienced HNC in the last 5 years.  All had been 
part of previous research projects I had undertaken, so had a pre-existing 
relationship with me.  We discussed the theoretical basis of the study and the 
potential methodologies that we could use.  They helped construct the protocol, 
ethics forms and applications, as well as reviewing and commenting on materials 
before I disseminated them.  Public Patient Involvement group’s involvement should 
mean that the research and its findings were more relevant to the patients’ 
experience.  Their thoughts and feelings about their treatment journey and how 
research can fit into this and how it might make a difference in the treatment of 
future patients was fascinating and informed not only this project, but all my 
subsequent research and its design. 
3.2.6. Presenting findings to an HNC population 
A couple of years into the project that led to paper 2, I presented some initial 
findings at the 8th International Conference Quality of Life in Head & Neck Cancer.  




on posttraumatic growth'.  The audience at this conference were HNC clinicians, 
Nurses, Physiotherapist and Speech and Language Therapists.  There were however a 
number of people who had been treated for HNC.  It was this cohort of people that 
provided me with an interesting learning experience and lots to think about in how I 
framed my future dissemination.  
At the time of the presentation I was using the term 'Posttraumatic Growth', rather 
than PPC.  I was more than half way through the talk when several people entered.  
At the end of the presentation during questions one of these people stood up and 
asked 'How dare I say that having HNC is a good thing!'.  I was taken aback!  I 
attempted to answer the question, but not to the person’s satisfaction.  At this point 
the chair called the session to the end and I asked if I could speak to the gentleman if 
he had time. 
It took some time, allowing the gentleman to have his say about how awful his 
diagnosis and treatment had been.  He also stated that if I had ever spoken to anyone 
who had experienced HNC then there would be no way I would come up with such 
an 'idiotic' research idea. 
It was a real challenge to start my side of the conversation with him.  He felt that my 
acknowledgement of his trauma was 'lip service’ to stop him complaining.  Where I 
had to start was with an apology for his feelings, and with the hope that he would 
allow me to give him an overview of the start of my presentation that he had 
unfortunately missed; my explanation that for Posttraumatic Growth to occur there 
had to have been a trauma.  
As well as the conceptualisation of a post traumatic psychological change, it 
transpired that a linguistic hurdle needed to be overcome.  When we had unpacked 
his 'misunderstanding' and defused the situation, it transpired that he interpreted 
the word 'growth' in posttraumatic growth to be directly related to the growth or re-
growth of the cancerous tumour.  So how could the growth of the cancer ever be a 
good thing!  This was a revelation, and I was very grateful for him sharing this 
interpretation with me.  I explained how my PPI group had never mentioned this and 
that this might be because of the extended periods of time I had spent with them 
developing the work.  We discussed changing terminology and acceptability of 
Posttraumatic Growth, and we thought that PPC would be a better phrase when 




3.2.7 Future research questions 
In summarising the findings of the study, an interesting pattern was found.  Time 
since completion of therapy in the short term, between 3 and 12 months, did not 
show any relationship with PPC.  However, some medical factors did show some 
association.  The analysis suggested that stage of the tumour and the treatment 
regimen undergone by the participant both have a relationship with PPC as defined 
with the SLQ.  Participants with stage 1 tumours reported a higher level of PPC than 
those with stage 2 and 3 and noticeably higher than those with stage 4 tumours.  
Participants who had surgery alone reported more PPC than those who had surgery 
with radiotherapy, and those who were not treated surgically but who had 
radiotherapy with or without chemotherapy.  A social factor related with higher 
levels of PPC in this time frame was being married or living with a partner when 
compared to living alone or with relatives.   
The question left was; is this pattern maintained over time?  Do people in the short 
term report psychological benefit from surviving, but is this benefit actually an 
underlying reformation of the person’s assumptive world, and thus a PPC? 
3.3 Summary 
3.3.1 Summary of contribution to knowledge 
Paper 1, presents the first study to assess the presence and prevalence of PTSD in a 
COPD population.  Whilst paper 2, built on a very limited number of publications 
investigating PPC following HNC.  It found a relationship between biomedical, HRQoL 
and social factors in the development of PPC within a year of completion of 
treatment. 
3.3.2 Summary of autoethnographic issues 
Both underlying pieces of research involved working with people with the health 
condition of interest, to design, refine, deliver and disseminate the work.  I enjoy 
working with PPI groups, as it ensures the relevance of the research to the people 
affected by the disease.  Building long term relationships where PPI group members 
feel able to freely voice their experiences and their thoughts about the research 




Chapter 4 Pre & Post Studies 
This chapter examines the conduct of primary research investigating the impact on 
Quality of Life (QoL) of a health intervention.  This is a more complex research 
question than the identification of an impact as described in the previous chapter, as 
it looks at the impact of an intervention on a person, rather than if a phenomenon 
exists within them.  The use of pre- and post- measures can support correlations and 
suggest where a causal link between the health intervention and change in QoL may 
exist. 
This pre- post- approach is reported in three papers focusing on patient groups who 
experience either pulmonary rehabilitation (PR, paper 3) or Hyperbaric Oxygen 
Therapy (HBOT, papers 4 and 5).  These groups completed both generic and disease 
specific QoL measures before and after the intervention.  This allowed us to identify 
the clinical and psychological impact of an intervention on a patient cohort. 
4.1 Paper 3 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
While working in the Respiratory Research Unit, primarily to undertake the work 
reported in paper 1 (Chapter 3), I had the capacity to support other research 
projects.  One was the development and validation of the Lung Information Needs 
Questionnaire (LINQ).  This gave me the opportunity to undertake focus groups with 
people with a condition that I was not familiar with.  This enabled me to ask patients 
to teach me, to allow them to be the experts in their own condition.  My lack of 
experience meant that I was free of clinical bias and able to ask clarifying questions 
that may have been missed by clinicians.   
The development and use of LINQ also fitted into my developing identity as a health 
psychologist.  An element of this work was developing an understanding of the 
patients’ understanding of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), and how 
this has two elements; their knowledge and their information needs.  At this time 
there were several COPD patient knowledge assessments, based either on 
questionnaires (open or closed questions) or using scenarios.  However, patient 
information needs was an under-investigated area.  The challenge with this work was 
to identify the needs that are relevant to the patients and clinicians, and that 
clinicians can use to improve the patient’s treatments.  This work situated itself 
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within the social cognitive models of health (e.g. Theory of planned behaviour; Ajzen, 
1991) and further refined by health behaviour models and patients’ understandings 
and beliefs about their illness (Leventhal, Nerenz & Steele, 1984; Leventhal, 
Diefenbach, & Leventhal, 1992). 
4.1.1 Research Questions 
This paper sought to: 
1. Assess the ability of the LINQ to measure changing information needs before 
and after PR 
2. Assess the variation in the LINQ score between sites 
3. Investigate the relationship between the LINQ scores and other outcomes 
including QoL and exercise capacity 
4.1.2 Study Design 
Patient knowledge questionnaires are useful for assessing the effectiveness of 
educational programmes.  This type of questionnaire varies in both content and 
length, reflecting variability in what clinicians believe COPD patients should know.  
The longer ones provide a more comprehensive form of assessment.  For example, 
the Bristol COPD Knowledge Questionnaire has 65 items and takes about 20 minutes 
to complete (White et al, 2006).  However, this comprehensiveness is achieved at the 
price of convenience for everyday clinical use.  Patients differ in terms of depth and 
type of information that they seek, and so, whatever their length or content, such 
questionnaires can fail to reflect the patient perspective in terms of what the patient 
wants to know.  What an individual patient wants to know is a reflection of the 
individual differences between patients and the fact that psychological problems, 
such as anxiety, depression and social isolation, affect the way patients seek and 
respond to education.  Guidelines recommend that education should take into 
account the differing needs of patients at differing stages of their disease (National 
Collaborating Centre for Chronic Conditions, 2004).  It is also important to 
understand that needs can differ from the perspective of the patient and the 
clinicians. 
Information needs can be defined in two ways.  First, if a patient expresses a desire 
for more information, then the patient has an information need, thereby taking into 
account differing levels of educational need.  Second, a clinician can believe a 
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patient’s response to a question suggests their self-management is compromised.  
This may also indicate that the patient has an information need.  In contrast to 
knowledge questionnaires, clinician defined information needs provide a more 
focused perspective, identifying where lack of knowledge can compromise the 
patient’s ability to self-manage.  Such evidence includes research that smoking 
cessation and exercise affect prognosis and QoL, and that early response to 
symptoms reduces the impact of an exacerbation.  An information needs 
questionnaire does not necessarily inform the clinician what the patient knows, but it 
does show that there is an aspect of education that needs attention, and because it is 
designed with brevity in mind is particularly suited for pre-intervention assessment. 
Following the development of the LINQ and assessment of its test-retest reliability, 
we wanted to assess if it was able to measure changing information needs.  To do 
this, the work presented in paper 3 sampled several groups of patients with COPD, 
who were participating in PR, to assess pre and post information needs.  These 
changing information needs were explored in response to other factors such as QoL 
and exercise. 
A prospective pre-, post-intervention cohort study design was adopted.  A cohort 
study design was chosen because the primary research question, that of assessing 
the ability of the LINQ to evaluate information needs before and after PR, described a 
coherent group of individuals all experiencing the same phenomenon.  While the 
study was spread across six sites, careful research design ensured that, for the 
purposes of analysis, they could be considered one cohort. Since patients were 
referred for PR, it was possible to gather pre-intervention data as well as post-
intervention data. 
4.1.3 Educational impact of pulmonary rehabilitation: Lung 



















4.1.4 Study Limitations  
4.1.4.1 Study Design 
Cohort studies are widely used within clinical and psychological research.  They 
provide a methodology for examining a group of individuals with a common 
characteristic (referral for PR in this instance) against a specific research question 
(the ability of the LINQ to assess information needs pre- and post- intervention).  
Additionally, they allowed individuals from across multiple sites to be treated as a 
single group, thus strengthening the statistical power of the analysis. In addition to 
answering the primary research question, the cohort design also allows other 
outcomes to be evaluated.  
Although the current studies looked for a change over time, the duration of the 
intervention was such that we cannot claim that these changes are longitudinal or 
permanent.  A study design that might have helped answer the question about 
information needs over time and the long term usefulness of both the LINQ and PR 
would be a cross-sectional methodology.  Cross-sectional studies have several 
characteristics that make them attractive to researchers.  They are relatively 
inexpensive, quick and easy to do, are useful for generating and clarifying 
hypotheses, piloting new measures or technology and can lay the groundwork for 
decisions about future follow-up studies (Kraemer, 1994).  They provide information 
about group differences or inter-individual differences (Miller, 2007).   
Cross-sectional studies do not, however, provide information about changes or inter-
individual differences in intra-individual change (Miller, 2007; Wohlwill, 1973).  Cross-
sectional studies are also subject to methodological concerns and limitations as 
discussed in section 3.2.4.1. 
4.1.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
4.1.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
The LINQ was the first tool designed with patients to assess their PR information 
needs rather than their level of knowledge.  The LINQ allowed the clinical teams to 
tailor information provision to participants during PR, and also during routine clinical 
visits.  The LINQ was subsequently identified by the British Thoracic Society  PR 
guidelines as one of the tools that should be used to ensure the educational content 
of clinic visits is appropriate and improved/reviewed regularly.  
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The LINQ allows clinicians to identify individuals who need particular attention to 
their understanding of their disease, and specific areas of needs.  It further showed 
that there was not a clear causal link between changes in educational need and 
outcomes over a PR intervention.  It is also short and quick to complete, allowing it to 
be used in routine clinical practice. 
Appendix 7 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 3 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 3 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
4.1.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
This was the first project where I was invited to help out, where my skills were 
requested.  As such, I was able to seek out new experiences and understand more of 
the pragmatic aspects of setting up and running groups for and with people with 
different needs.   
It was attending one of the PR groups organised by a NHS chest service, where it 
became clear to me that sometimes the people organising these groups do not 
always fully account for the people attending. For example, at one site the PR was 
booked to run on the first floor of a community clinic, where the lift had been out of 
service for more than 2 years.  This meant that people with significant lung diseases 
and often highly reduced mobility had to walk up two flights of stairs simply to access 
the group.  On more than one occasion, I stood at the bottom of the stairs half an 
hour before the group started and walked some of the attendees up, providing them 
an arm, and someone to talk to or just sit with when they need to sit down between 
flights of stairs.  At another site, a group was arranged in a church hall, and a patient 
felt they could not attend as they were not Christian, but did not want to voice this to 
the staff.   
These experiences meant I became explicitly aware of the needs of the individuals.  
Up to this point I had undertaken formal risk assessments of research environments; 
was there a fire escape, how many people could the room hold, had all the 
equipment been portable appliance tested etc.  But I had always thought that 
participants’ individual needs and requirements would have been taken in to 
consideration, in the same way as asking about allergies if we were organising an 
event where food was provided.  So how did this change me?  I ensured I fed back to 
the organisers of the events when I saw, or was made aware of any challenges being 
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experienced.  In doing this I found out that although numerous people commented 
on a problem to me, or between themselves expressed a negative opinion, none of 
them had commented to the PR staff in person or on the evaluation sheet, even 
though there was specifically identified space to comment on the room/setting.   
Consequently, the organisers were often surprised when I told them, but in the 
majority of cases were able to arrange new venues where needed, and amend 
patient facing documents to obtain additional information, such as ethnicity and 
religion to ensure venues were acceptable.   
I now endeavour to seek participants’ opinions, and gain their views of the 
construction of an intervention, the venues where events will take place, and any 
aspects that they feel are important.  At the end of the research or intervention, I 
specifically ask participants for their views around the practicalities of the event, 
couching the discussion in terms of patient involvement and the improvement of the 
service.   
4.1.7 Future research questions 
During the research, I noticed that there appeared to be a greater level of physical 
and psychological improvement in the patients whose partners/spouses attended 
with them.  I discussed my thoughts with the team and a number of them felt the 
same.  However, data had not been collected on these 'co-attendees', and no record 
has been made of those patients whose partners had come with them.  So, the 
question I was left with was; is pulmonary rehabilitation more effective for people 
with COPD if their spouses participate in the programme as well? 
Unfortunately, at the end of the project I was coming to the end of my contract and I 
did not have the opportunity to investigate this.  In the years since the publication of 
the research in 2008, others have investigated this area and indicated that my 
thoughts and feelings were accurate (Chen et al 2017; Figueiredo et al 2016; Jeong & 
Yoo, 2015).  This has gone on to show how our health and the interventions that we 
design are more than the clinicians, more than the patients’ biology, more than their 
psychology and more than their social support.  Although our treatments largely 
focus on one of these, we need to be aware of the larger systems that we all inhabit 
and how they impact on those we care for at home and at work.
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4.2 Paper 4 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
I started working at the Diving Disease Research Centre (DDRC; now DDRC 
Healthcare) in July of 1999.  I approached DDRC with a project idea, and although 
generally supportive they asked me to develop the idea, and learn to dive.  I did 
these two things and returned with some new skills and my first research proposal.  
While seeking funding, I was trained as a Hyperbaric chamber attendant and 
operator, and as a Diver Medic Technician.  This was an exciting time and I learnt a 
lot, but I was not actively using my Psychology knowledge and skills.  It also became 
clear that this 'Research Centre' was not actually investigating its impact on the 
patients it was treating.  It was from this point that DDRC encouraged me to 
undertake research into the impact of HBOT, on the QoL of patients who had 
undergone radiotherapy for the treatment of head and neck cancer (HNC). 
The Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Society defines HBOT as an intervention in 
which an individual breathes near 100% oxygen intermittently while inside a 
hyperbaric chamber that is pressurised to greater than sea level pressure (1 
atmosphere absolute, or ATA).  For clinical purposes, the pressure must equal or 
exceed 1.4 ATA while breathing near 100% oxygen.  Current evidence supports its 
use in 14 medical conditions, one of which is delayed radiation tissue damage, which 
is an umbrella term covering soft tissue and osteoradionecrosis.  The provision of 
HBOT is very specialised and DDRC is one of only six category one chambers within 
the United Kingdom enabled to provide this therapy on a 24 hour routine or 
emergency basis. 
4.2.1 Research Questions 
The work reported in paper 4 investigated how receiving HBOT before and after 
treatment for the long term side effects, of treatment for HNC (requirement to have 
teeth removed, dental implant placed, or to treat osteoradionecrosis) affected the 
QoL of these patients. 
4.2.2 Study Design  
In wanting to understand the impact of a treatment on a cohort of people, it was 
decided that a pre-, post-cohort design was most suitable.  DDRC is a charity which 
provides HBOT as specialist treatment to NHS patients.  Even more than within the 
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NHS, the patients referred are a limited subset of people who have been treated for 
HNC.  In order to be referred, at least part of their treatment had to have been 
radiotherapy.  The medically induced problem they are being managed for are either 
due to the toxic effect of radiotherapy or the heightened risk of damage occurring 
due to surgical intervention within the irradiated field. 
Radiation injuries can be sub-classified as acute, sub-acute or delayed complications 
(Rubin & Cassarrett, 1968).  Acute injuries are due to direct and near immediate 
cellular toxicity caused by free radical-mediated damage to cellular DNA.  This type of 
radiation injury is usually short term and treated symptomatically, for example 
treatments for oral thrush, and skin burns.  However, they can be very debilitating 
during their duration.  Sub-acute injuries typically onset two to three months after 
treatment and may persist for several months.  Delayed radiation complications are 
typically seen after a period of six months or more and may develop many years after 
the radiation exposure.  Sometimes, acute injuries are so severe that they never 
resolve and evolve to become chronic injuries indistinguishable from delayed 
radiation injuries (Dorr & Hendry, 2001).  Often, delayed injuries are precipitated by 
another incident or intervention such as surgery within the radiation field.   
It has been suggested that the impact of hyperbaric oxygen in terms of its beneficial 
effects in irradiated tissues includes: 1) Stimulation of angiogenesis and secondarily 
improvement of tissue oxygenation; 2) Reduction of fibrosis; and 3) Mobilisation and 
stimulation of stem cells within irradiated tissues (Marx, 1999; Trott, 1984; Goldstein, 
Gallaher, Bauer et al, 2006).  
The great majority of the research has focused on these biological effects; evaluation 
of the impact of QoL related to HBOT was very limited.  General QoL research with 
people treated for HNC has been ongoing for over 30 years, and the questionnaires 
used in these studies were reviewed, and guided the setting of research objectives 
and selection of the research measures.  We recruited consecutive prospective 
patients who had been referred for HBOT for delayed radiation tissue damage where 
surgery was planned over a period of more than four years. 
4.2.3 Impact of perioperative hyperbaric oxygen therapy on the 





















4.2.4 Study Limitations 
4.2.4.1 Data collection time points 
Over the duration of the work reported in paper 4, it became evident that I had not 
optimised the data collection time points.  Figure 1 shows, in the blue, when I 
collected the data reported.  What I found after approximately a year was that on 
occasion people completed their pre-surgical course of HBOT, and then because of 
the level of healing or general improvement in their condition, did not have surgery.  
One of two things would then happen; they returned for more HBOT to consolidate 
their healing, or did not return, as their consultant felt additional treatments were 
not necessary.  In the latter case I did not have the opportunity to collect 'post HBOT' 
measures. 
To address this, I obtained an amendment to the study protocol and undertook data 
collection at the three time points in green in figure 1. It was decided not to ask 
people to complete a measure post-surgery because this can be as little as one day 
and usually no more than a week from when they completed their pre-op HBOT.  
Figure 1: Data collection points 
 
This data has yet to be written up for publication, but it is anticipated that for at least 
some variables, there would be an improvement between pre-HBOT and Post-
HBO/Pre-surgery and then a further improvement at the end of the subsequent 
series of HBOT.  It would be difficult to unpick what improvements are attributable to 
the HBOT and what to the surgery.  A control group would aid our understanding of 
those relationships. 
4.2.4.2 Control groups 
As DDRC is a charity and outside the NHS, it is impossible to get a control group in the 
type of pragmatic recruitment study undertaken in papers 4 and 5.  I could not 
choose to not treat people referred to the service to see how they did and how their 
QoL changed, by receiving standard non-HBOT treatment or natural progression of 
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their disorder.  I did not have access to the NHS databases to find matched 
participants, and with the referral process, we were unable to undertake an 
extended baseline assessment to establish the stability of the respondents QoL prior 
to their HBOT. 
There are ways to add a HBOT control in for the treatment, in a similar way to giving 
a Placebo.  This would be to undertake research with sham treatments.  The goal of a 
sham treatment is to ensure that patients and investigators are unable to distinguish 
sham from actual HBOT (thereby removing a potential placebo effect), while the 
sham procedure must not have any effect on the disease being treated.  Because 
patients have to clear (or pop) their ears when pressure is increased in HBOT, sham 
therapy also has to use pressure to create/mimic this experience.  However, 
increasing the atmospheric pressure has an effect on the partial pressures of gases, 
potentially causing the sham treatment to become an active agent.  This dilemma, 
together with considerations regarding practicality, safety and blinding, has resulted 
in different strategies being used in various trials over the years, each with their own 
advantages and disadvantages. 
1) use of a lower pressure than that of the hyperbaric oxygen 
group, while breathing 21% oxygen 
2) use of the same pressure as the hyperbaric oxygen group, while 
breathing an adjusted percentage of oxygen 
3) use of the same pressure as the hyperbaric oxygen group, while 
breathing 21% oxygen 
Once again because the data was being collected on patients referred for treatment, 
rather than recruited into a research trial, it was not possible to use any of these 
control groups either. Although, understanding how these controls would work and 
their implications is vital if undertaking a distinct research project where a control 
would be included and costed into the grant. 
4.2.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
4.2.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
At the time we started data collection (2001), only one study of HBOT and HNC had 
included any measure of QoL (Chougule et al, 1999) and by the time this paper was 
published (2008) only two more had been published (Gelach et al 2008; Schoen et al 
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2007), both with significantly smaller sample sizes (21 and 26 respectively).  
Therefore, this paper gave greater data to allow for power calculations to be 
undertaken in future research.  It also provides some idea of the patient-identified 
added bonus provided by HBOT, as they reported improvements in factors such as 
xerostomia, social contact and shoulder movement, none of which were areas 
directly related to the purpose of their original referrals.  
Appendix 9 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 4 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 4 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
4.2.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
This was the first research involving ‘patients’ that I undertook.  I designed, gained 
ethical approval, ran and reported it from start to finish.  What this clearly showed 
me was that clinical research can be embedded into everyday practice.  It need not 
be a distinctly separate piece of work with specific people only allowed or enabled to 
undertake tasks.  There are specialist skills and knowledge involved but there were 
also many opportunities for research to be a part of ‘normal’ everyday clinical 
practice, just as with every other specialist role within the NHS. 
I feel that embedding research is a proactive way to ensure the findings are almost 
immediately ready to be used in practice and that these findings have emerged 
directly from day-to-day clinical practice.  In discussion with some people employed 
as researchers this view has been strongly opposed, with them voicing the opinion 
that research cannot be done without specific funding and personnel.  I am not sure 
to what extent their views are to do with protecting their thoughts and beliefs of role 
identity as allied health professional researchers, or if they believe that research 
cannot be done on a day-to-day basis without specific funding.  I, however, continue 
to believe that research is a team activity that can be incorporated into everyday 
clinical practice; although I am positive this discussion will be had for many years to 
come. 
While undertaking this research, I was also working clinically for the first time.  The 
people we treated while I was at DDRC helped me understand what it is like to have 
HNC, their extended journey through diagnosis to treatment to the long term side 
effects of treatment and the impact this has on them biologically, psychologically and 
socially.  They also told me how, me asking them permission to help them when they 
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appeared they needed assistance, made them feel empowered, and how giving them 
back a sense of self whilst in a medical environment was something they had not 
realised they had lost.  These experiences and many more have made me want to 
ensure that people/patients I work with must be asked about the projects to ensure 
they are relevant to them, and what problems I might be running into from their 
perspective, and what significant issues clinicians are overlooking.  As a minimum I 
am informed by the national standards outlined by NIHR Involve 
(https://www.invo.org.uk/posttypepublication/national-standards-for-public-
involvement/), but more often than not the people I am working with have their own 
distinct ideas about how to move forward and the processes they want put in place. 
4.2.6 Future research questions 
As mentioned, the involvement of patients and the public was driven home during 
this work.  It is important to ensure that the research is relevant and seen as 
important by those people who will potentially be participants.  It also has the 
beneficial effect of making it easier ‘to sell’ projects to potential participants, thereby 
maximising recruitment.  I have therefore actively sought out support groups or 
willing individuals to inform the development and running of research that I have 
developed.   
Regarding the research reported in paper 4, this led to a modification of the data 
collection protocol and data was collected post HBOT and pre surgery.  As mentioned 
above, some patients did not receive a surgical intervention during their HBOT.  This 
meant that their data needed to be considered differently and directly influenced the 
production of paper 5, with a strictly defined sub-group of people. 
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4.3 Paper 5 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
Whilst undertaking the research presented in paper 4, it became apparent that some 
patients were either referred for treatment of Type III Osteoradionecrosis (ORN) or 
spontaneous ORN.  This type of ORN can occur any time after radiotherapy, but 
usually has an onset between 6 months and 2 years, and occurs without any obvious 
surgical or traumatic event.  This differs from the people represented in paper 4, as 
they were being treated prophylactically, in order to minimise the onset or 
progression of ORN due to having dental extractions or implants in an irradiated 
area.   
It became clear that this group of people, with Type III ORN, had a different 
experience than the other people who had had HNC, prior to attending DDRC.  They 
tended to have some side effects of treatment such as xerostomia or trismus which 
they were managed symptomatically with e.g. saliva substitutes, or through 
behavioural changes, such as soft food diets and cutting food into smaller pieces.  At 
some point they had experienced sudden pain or discomfort in their jaw, which 
subsequently transpired to be a fracture in their mandible or less frequently their 
maxilla.  Their consultants often were reluctant to intervene surgically due to the risk 
of exacerbating their problem, as surgical plating requires ‘good quality’ bone to 
anchor the plate to, and people with ORN in their jaw do not have this.  Therefore, 
surgery can lead to greater side effects, and potentially in some of the worst cases, 
this can lead to patients having to have their mandible fully removed 
(mandibulectomy) and being left with what is known as the ‘Andy Gump’ deformity 
(Figure 2).   
This was a very different trajectory to the participants represented in paper 4.  
Although their condition had the potential to progress negatively, this was thought to 
be over tens of years.  However, those with Type III ORN, had experienced a sudden 
change with a potentially very quick progression of their condition leading to major 
surgery and significant life changing events.  From these conversations and their 





Figure 2: Severe deformity 
 
 
4.3.1 Research Questions 
What changes in QoL, reported via a battery of questionnaires, are experienced by 
people receiving HBOT for Type III ORN following treatment for HNC? 
4.3.2 Study Design 
The same study design was used for paper 5 and paper 4, reported in section 4.2.2. 
4.3.3 Effects of Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy on Quality of Life in 


















4.3.4 Study Limitations 
The major limitation to this study was the sample size.  Everybody who fitted the 
criteria over the four years of recruitment and was treated at DDRC had their data 
included.  To this extent, the study was of the whole population, rather than a 
sample.  Even so, this rate of referral would require more than eleven years to obtain 
data from 50 people, which is what calculations suggest would be needed to allow 
for an understanding of variables such as age and gender, and even greater numbers 
would be required to look at treatment variable such as Gray of radiotherapy, time 
since treatment, location and staging of tumour etc. 
4.3.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
4.3.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
At the time of writing, paper 5 remains the only peer reviewed paper to be 
published, that specifically investigates the impact of HBOT on the QoL of people 
with Type III ORN.  It also provides data that is directly comparable to people 
receiving HBOT for the side effects of radiotherapy for HNC, where HBOT is being 
used prophylactically.  
Appendix 12 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 5 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 5 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
4.3.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
Working with this group of people made me aware that having a diagnosis of cancer 
might be traumatic, but living with the aftermath might be even worse.  One problem 
with the types of delayed medical side effects I was seeing was their rarity.  About 
four percent of HNC patients who receive radiotherapy as their treatment or part 
thereof develop ORN.  Less than 1 percent develop type III ORN.  I found myself 
questioning if I would readily agree to radiotherapy as part of my treatment if I had a 
cancer diagnosis, given the potential dreadful side effects and the experiences that 
had been reported to me.  But as they told me; ‘if I knew I was going to be part of the 
1 percent that got this, then I would have said no.  But what is one percent when your 
life is on the line’ [DM, 2004].  
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4.3.6 Informing the research journey 
Patient experience is central to evaluating quality of care in the NHS and Department 
of Health.  Although there are no national mandates or guidelines, there is a drive 
towards delivering services that patients want.  There is also growing evidence to 
support the systematic use of patient reported outcome measures (PROMs) in 
routine clinical practice in cancer (Dimopoulos et al 2009).  Quality of Life tools fit 
under the umbrella of PROMS and indeed holistic needs assessments.  Benefits of 
collecting PROM data from patients include; early detection of physical and 
psychological symptoms that may otherwise be overlooked, monitoring disease 
progression, provision of information on the impact of prescribed treatment, 
facilitation of patient-clinician communication, and promotion of a model of shared 
decision making (Valderas et al 2008).  In the management of chronic illness and 
cancer, PROMs have demonstrated improved processes and patient satisfaction with 
their care (Marshall et al 2006; Howell et al 2015).  Following on from the research 
reported in papers 4 and 5, DDRC undertook to collect this data routinely and assess 
it on an individual basis to address the needs of patients whilst with the centre.  This 
data needs collating and assessing as a cohort thereby providing a larger sample than 
that reported in either paper 4 or 5.  It is hoped that this data will be analysed and 
reported after 100 people have completed the measures at all time points. 
A similar phenomenon to type III ORN is Bisphosphonate induced necrosis of the 
mandible.  Bisphosphonate-associated osteonecrosis of the jaw is an important 
condition seen most commonly in oncology patients receiving high-dose intravenous 
bisphosphonates. Low-dose bisphosphonates given either orally or intravenously in 
osteoporosis patients may also be linked to the development of osteonecrosis of the 
jaw. Some evidence has been forthcoming supporting the use of HBOT in 
combination with antibiotic treatments.  However, more data would be useful, and 
there have been a number of cases treated at DDRC which would make a valuable 
case series.  As mentioned previously in this chapter, embedding research into 
everyday practice would probably have meant that this data would have already 
been written up for dissemination at conference and for publication.  Unfortunately, 





All the papers (3-5) look at change over the duration of a treatment (PR, paper 3; 
HBOT papers 4 & 5).  They collect data from people before they undertake a 
treatment and then at the end, just before they are discharged from that episode of 
care.  In this respect, they all share a clear common characteristic, making them ideal 
for cohort studies. 
There are challenges with this type of design, and these come to the fore when 
collecting QoL data.  The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale was used in all the 
papers in this chapter.  In each case, it was given to people to complete at some 
point during the initial assessment that ensured their suitability for the intervention.  
This timing may capture people when they have heightened levels of anxiety due to 
the assessment process, rather than their ongoing feelings about their medical 
condition.  Issues also arise when collecting data at the end of 
treatment/intervention.  At this point people may have formed friendships with 
other patients, a rapport with staff, and be generally more comfortable with the 
expectations of the intervention.  All of these may have an impact on reducing 
anxiety and depression and improving the other aspects of QoL being measured.  It is 
also possible that people will unconsciously respond in a more positive way in order 
to unconsciously reward the clinical team for their care, and to maintain good 
relationships with those people that may have an impact on their future treatments.   
Single sample prospective cohort studies, will always be criticised for being unable to 
control for these types of factors, with the critical call to include some form of 
control or control group.  None of the three papers presented in this chapter used a 
control group.  The reasons included; that as a charity DDRC, outside of the NHS, it 
does not have access to people who would be suitable for the intervention, but 
cannot access it without a referral from their NHS based care team. This is often 
going to be the case in pragmatic and embedded studies undertaken in clinical 
practice. 
4.4.1 Summary of contribution to knowledge 
Paper 3 disseminated information on the LINQ, the first tool designed with patients 
to assess their information needs rather than their knowledge.  This enables 




Papers 4 and 5 build on the evidence base of psychosocial impact of HBOT on people 
treated for HNC, thereby allowing clinicians to include these factors in their 
considerations as to whether to refer their patients for this treatment. 
4.4.2 Summary of the autoethnographic issues 
Undertaking this research reported in this chapter has highlighted the importance of 
listening to patients.  The experiences showed me how vital it is to embed the 
research into the clinical setting, and that listening to patients ensures that the 
questions being asked are relevant and meaningful to improving patient care.  
Lastly, all the people I spoke to during the data collection for papers 4 and 5, told 
about how finishing treatment did not equate to them reaching the end of their 
disease journey.  How, being told about side-effects of treatments and the risk of 
experiencing them only becomes relevant when you become one of the 1%.  It was 
brought home to me how varied an experience of cancer treatment can be, and how 
the ongoing experiences of these people are mostly overlooked. 
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Chapter 5 Longitudinal Studies 
This chapter discusses longitudinal (multiple time points) studies.  Longitudinal data 
provides us with an understanding of how a phenomenon changes over time.  This is 
a vital piece of evidence that is often not available to people who develop 
interventions.  Single and two time point studies can identify the prevalence of a 
phenomenon, but without longitudinal studies, a change attributed to an 
intervention could simply be a result of time passing.  This type of study builds on 
single time point prevalence research and two time point (cross-sectional) cohort 
work.   
This chapter reports on one paper covering primary research that investigates the 
longitudinal pattern of positive psychological change (PPC) in a head and neck cancer 
(HNC) population.  This paper is built directly on the work presented in paper 2, 
Chapter 3.   
5.1 Paper 6 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
It became clear very early on in my work with people who had had HNC that life did 
not return to normal a matter of months following completion of treatment.  
Although it was vital to undertake the work presented in paper 2, there was an 
obvious absence of data that looked at the persistence, if any, of PPC.   
My experience with cross-sectional research reported in chapter 4, and reviewing the 
literature of PPC made it clear to me that a piece of research that was truly 
longitudinal was needed.  I chose to collect 5 years of data to understand a person’s 
journey over the duration of their contact with a hospital for their cancer.  That is to 
say, from at least 3 months post treatment to 5 years or more when they would have 
been formally discharged from the cancer service. 
5.1.1 Research Questions 
After the completion of treatment for Head and Neck Cancer, what are the 




5.1.2 Study Design 
Two commonly used designs for studies examining PPC are the cross-sectional design 
and the longitudinal design.  The cross-sequential design represents an alternative to 
these designs, which aims to correct some of the problems inherent in the cross-
sectional and longitudinal designs.  Farrington (1991) states that the cross-sequential 
strategy is “a way of achieving the benefits of the longitudinal method while 
minimizing the problems” (p. 369).  The specific advantages are that it allows intra-
individual changes to be assessed within a shorter follow-up period than that 
required for a traditional longitudinal design and that the use of multiple cohorts 
increases confidence in the generalisability of the results to the sample population as 
a whole (Miller, 2007).   
It is important to be mindful of the limitations of the research methodology design, 
and the extent to which legitimate and accurate conclusions can be drawn.  I 
considered that this was the appropriate method to undertake data collection for the 
current work, due to the timeframe available, the nature of the trauma (cancer), and 
the desire to understand a longitudinal pattern of development and change.  It could 
be argued that a traditional longitudinal design may be methodologically stronger; 
however it is confounded by the time of measurement.  It would also require more 
resources and a longer time frame than I had available.  Good research design is 
always a balance between the research question being addressed, resources 
available, and the particular circumstances of the study population. 
Traditionally, cross-sequential designs recruit people for a set period of time and 
have overlapping cohorts.  Due to the possibility of the HNC cohort having a 
recurrence or dying, this process was adapted in the research, with the different 
cohorts being constructed.  Each year the previous cohort potential participants were 
reviewed to ensure they still met the inclusion criteria.  If they did, even if they did 
not respond the previous year, they were sent a cover letter and a copy of the 
survey.  Then the medical records of all the new potential participants were reviewed 
and where appropriate sent a set of questionnaires, thereby constructing a modified 
new cohort year on year. 
The strength of this method is its ability to compare the development (longitudinally) 
of PPC and comparison of cohorts.  This study design has the advantage of being able 
to unpick factors such as whether age or birth cohort makes a difference. 
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The two key disadvantages of this study design that were overcome were; its 
complex nature and that it is time consuming to run because of the continued annual 
review of data and ongoing recruitment.  The findings are arguably still only 
generalisable to cohorts and the historical periods of time measured. 
The same data collection methodology as paper 2 (Section 3.2.2) was used in this 
work, with the inclusion of new participants year on year to improve the granularity 
of the data, and allow for a larger sample size over an extended time period. 
5.1.3 The trajectory of positive psychological change in a head and 



















5.1.4 Study Strengths and Limitations 
5.1.4.1 Study Design 
Research into PPC and cancer has used a number of different baseline definitions 
e.g.: 1) post diagnosis, to pre treatment, 2) post surgery, but while chemo, 
radiotherapy may still be on-going, 3) immediately following treatment.  It is my 
contention that any change in PPC, measured in a cross-sectional study, using these 
baseline time points, would always find a positive change.  How could a person not 
report feeling better than they did at the time they were diagnosed with cancer, or 
during their treatment?  
It could, however, be argued that the research undertaken for both papers 2 and 6 
does not have a baseline measurement, as no data was collected before diagnosis or 
at least before treatment.  The theory of PPC requires there to have been a traumatic 
or seismic event in a person’s life, for their assumptions to have been shattered.  It is 
not practicable to attempt to administer the full suite of research measures on 
everyone at each general practitioner's appointment on the off chance that it might 
be the appointment that precedes a diagnosis of cancer.  The question then becomes 
when to measure. 
Most people who receive a diagnosis of cancer are referred to hospitals for 
investigation of their symptoms.  During these investigations and likely at the time of 
referral for investigation, they will be told that cancer is a possible diagnosis, and it is 
likely that they will have elevated levels of anxiety.  Measuring PPC at this point 
would be misleading, as a diagnosis has not been given and confirmation of the 
traumatic event is still pending.  The negative effect of elevated anxiety and worry at 
this time would mean that a return to normal levels of psychological functioning may 
appear to a researcher to be PPC.  The same problems could be seen if the initial 
measurement was undertaken post-diagnosis, but pre-treatment as it was by 
Danhauer et al. (2009) with a breast cancer cohort, Steele et al (2008) with people 
with Hepatobiliary cancer and Llewellyn et al. (2013) with a similar HNC cohort to the 
current research.  Silva et al. (2012) added in further variation where the first 
measurement time point was post-surgery, the second time point was ‘during 
adjuvant’ treatment of chemotherapy, radiotherapy or chemo-radiotherapy, and at 
their third time point 28% of their respondents were still having hormonotherapy, 
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even though the authors say that this last measurement was 6 months after 
treatment had been completed. 
This variation in choice of time point for data collection requires consideration to be 
given to the nature of cancer; is it a chronic or acute event?  It can be argued that 
cancer is a chronic extreme event in clinical and conceptual terms.  However, some 
people may see it as an acute event due to a single short treatment, such as a 
surgical intervention, with a good known outcome (Holman and Lorig, 2000).  I would 
argue that cancer should not be regarded as an acute trauma, but, rather, that it 
should be considered a chronic stressor due to; 
- the difficulty in identifying a sole stressor,  
- the internal nature of the illness,  
- the temporal orientation of the person’s expectations of the future as well as 
memories of the diagnosis,  
- treatments and other challenges that may be experienced due to having 
HNC,  
- the practical impossibility of establishing the onset and termination of the 
traumatic event, and, 
- differences in perceived control.   
Measuring PPC while treatment is on-going is likely to be while the person is still 
experiencing extreme stress.  This may be why the majority of peer review journal 
articles report the time of data collection either in relation to time since diagnosis or 
time since treatment completion. 
Time since diagnosis is a commonly used and interesting point of reference (Bellizzi 
et al., 2010; Danhauer et al., 2015; Leong et al., 2015; Manne et al., 2004).  It 
provides an absolute reference point which would be the same for all participants, 
but it does not allow for variation in the time individual treatment regimens can take 
and the subsequent variation in time since completion of treatment that would be 
present within a participant pool.   
The other time point model used is the time since treatment had been completed.  
The time chosen varies between studies without any consensus, Pat-Horenczyk et al. 
(2015) required people to be at least 3 months post treatment, while Sears et al. 
(2003) measured PPC at 20 weeks post-treatment.  Harrington et al. (2008) 
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undertook a prospective study and HNC participants were between 6 months and 10 
years post-treatment.  While Holtmaat et al. (2016) only recruited people that were 
at least 1 month post-treatment, and Ho et al. (2011) required people to have 
completed therapy for at least 6 months.   
Consideration of the impact of the different time frames on change in PPC, 
accounting for the various and continuous stressors experienced by people with 
cancer, and to have a consistent reference point for all people completing the 
measures, were all deliberated during the construction of the study leading to papers 
2 and 6. 
A difference between the research undertaken leading to papers 2 and 6 and other 
research in this area is that this work sent out the measures to all appropriate 
potential participants during the first week in October for five consecutive years.  
Other researchers have had participants’ complete measures at specific times, such 
as 20 weeks post-treatment.  The method used in this study has the benefit of 
providing a greater resolution of data.  Collecting data at a single calendar time point 
means that some participants will be just over 3 months post-completion of 
treatment, and some will be nearly 12 months post-completion.  Using this method, 
if a sufficient sample size could be collected; it would be possible to have a data point 
for each week post-treatment.  The annual nature of the data collection did mean 
that the individual respondents were only approached once, and therefore 
minimised the burden on them to return multiple surveys within a year.  This is a 
noticeable difference from those studies that collect multiple time points over a 
relatively short duration, such as Wang et al. (2014) who collected data one day, and 
then 3, 6, and 12 months following surgery.   
5.1.4.2 Participant response rates 
The data collection methodology meant that there is missing information.  The 
phenomenon of missing data is commonly referred to as data holes.  After five years 
of data collection, survey returns stood at a total of 416 from 185 patients and; 
 71 people out of a potential 289 returned the survey pack once 
 53 people out of a potential 230 returned the survey pack twice 
 24 people out of a potential 178 returned the survey pack three times 
 15 people out of a potential 146 returned the survey pack four times 
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 22 people out of a potential 57 returned the survey pack five times 
Not all of these returns could be used in the analysis due to incomplete responses.  
According to the research design, only the data from those people that returned the 
survey pack three or more times (n=61) were included in the longitudinal analysis.  
The use of linear mixed-effects models meant that even with data holes all 61 
people's data would be included in the analysis.   
In relation to response rates, this equated to between 36 and 49 percent of 
questionnaires being returned.  This is in line with the literature which suggests that, 
for the length of survey used in the current study (65 questions), a 40% return rate is 
common (Iglesias et al., 2002).  As mentioned in section 3.2.4.2 the scales used in this 
research had completion rates between 48 and 95 percent.  Some of the reasons for 
incomplete responses are also presented in chapter 3, with discussion of the validity 
of the selected measures. 
A challenge with this research is the relatively small participant pool.  Similar 
research with a breast cancer cohort recruited more than 600 women covering an 18 
month data collection (Danhauer, 2015).  With this sample size, they were able to 
identify multiple trajectories, whereas I only found one within my research.  If a 
multi-centre study could be funded it would be interesting to see if more than one 
trajectory could be identified within a HNC population. 
5.1.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
5.1.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
The research leading to paper 6 has created new knowledge through the 
identification and characterisation of a trajectory in the development of PPC in a HNC 
population.  Trajectories have previously been identified in a breast cancer 
population (Danhauer, 2015), but not with HNC.  It has further contributed to 
knowledge by covering a longer time span, over 5 years post treatment.  This 
represents the first longitudinal study into PPC within a HNC population, where 
previous research has stopped at 12 or 18 months following diagnosis or treatment.   
This research contributed further through the use of a cross-sequential methodology 
in a HNC population.  The adoption of this cross-sequential methodology allowed for 
longitudinal data collection in a population that present challenges for long term data 
collection due to the nature of the HNC and patterns of survival.  Demonstrating the 
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appropriateness and advantages of cross-sequential methodologies in examining 
PPC, encourages others to adopt this methodology in future. 
Appendix 13 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 6 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 6 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper.  
5.1.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
The paper referenced in this chapter represents one of the most complex pieces of 
research I have initiated.  It was conducted over an extended period of time (over 5 
years) meaning I had to establish clear protocols and processes that would survive 
the extended period.  As this work was self-funded (except postage costs, covered by 
the hospital) I did not have the luxury of a large research team.  I needed to work 
smart to have the time and psychological resources to maintain and build my 
relationship with my PI group.  This provided an internal governance check by my PI 
members.  This relationship allowed me to ensure the research processes and 
interpretation remained relevant to the patient cohort. 
The cross-sequential design has been under-utilised because it is perceived to be 
complex; I needed to ensure that I could maintain a focus on the fundamental 
research questions without getting diverted by methodological complications.  The 
analysis also involved complex statistical tools that I had not used before.  For the 
analysis phase, I worked closely with a statistician to ensure that I chose the right 
tools, and deployed them properly.  
One of the major frustrations for me as a researcher is the grant application game.  
Papers 2 (chapter 3) and 6 were undertaken by me self-funding the studies.  My 
frustrations are not driven by the process, but by the realisation that if a person is 
working in a specialised area, even if they can show their investigation would lead to 
significant patient impact, they are still less likely to receive funding than those 
working with a larger disease group, e.g. HNC vs breast cancer.  This has made me 
more cynical, and more determined to move my research interests forward.  
Another aspect of the research game is the need for team.  I find myself talking to 
junior researchers and explaining that although it is up to them to drive 'their' project 




5.1.6 Future research questions  
In modelling the longitudinal nature of PPC, the stage of the tumour and the 
treatment regimen both have a relationship with the total score of the Silver Lining 
Questionnaire (SLQ).  The participants with lower stage tumours and those who only 
had surgical intervention report more PPC. 
In the multivariable model that adjusts for psychosocial variables, SLQ had a 
quadratic relationship with time since diagnosis, increasing initially after diagnosis 
and levelling off over time, after about 18 months. Longitudinally the SLQ did not 
show any association when modelled with gender or family status.  Other social 
factors did show a relationship with PPC.  Participants with high or low socio-
economic status as measured by the IMD reported greater levels of PPC than those 
participants in the middle of the scale.  This differs from the results of the short-term 
baseline data reported in paper 2. 
Positive change, with fewer associated problems, was impacted most by chewing, 
speech and taste from the University of Washington (UoW) questionnaire, suggesting 
how these elements of eating were important to the respondents.  The longitudinal 
model with the SLQ as dependent variable did not find a relationship with the 
Medical Outcomes Short Form-12 (SF-12) or any of its sub-scales. 
In reviewing the literature around PPC I was led to question if this was a real 
phenomenon, or an illusion, a subjective experience, rather than an objective change 
(Sumalla et al., 2009; Zoellner and Maercker, 2006).  There is the possibility that 
reported PPC masked a lack of coping and/or denial. Another possibility is that it is 
used as an acute coping strategy.  If PPC is a long term coping strategy, this could 
explain the seeming contradiction of a person’s ability to show PPC whilst also 
reportedly experiencing post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms.  Future 
studies could look at this contradiction within an HNC cohort. 
I was once again left with a number of questions.  Are there mediators and 
moderators for the development of PPC?  Do patients’ and clinicians’ perspectives 
differ in their views of the severity of the cancer as a traumatic event, and if it is an 
acute or chronic experience?  Can interventions stimulate PPC in a HNC population?  





Figure 3: There is an I in team 
 
But even here there is frustration.  Having an idea, wanting to lead on the 
investigation and then having it taken by more senior research staff is upsetting.  This 
is especially the case when there is the expectation that I will still be the one actually 
undertaking the research.  How these situations are managed is an on-going part of 
my development.  I am therefore very upfront with the researchers who I am 
advising/guiding, and seek to make all my interactions collaborative. 
5.2 Summary 
5.2.1 Summary of contribution to knowledge 
The research presented within paper 6 created new knowledge both 
methodologically and conceptually by the identification and characterisation of 
trajectories in the development of PPC in a HNC population.  
5.2.2 Summary of autoethnographic issues 
There are two main impacts of undertaking the research reported in papers 2 and 6 
(both part of the same longitudinal project).  First, the importance of maintaining and 
building meaningful, trusting and honest relationships with people.  Here, I am 
talking about the people who have experienced HNC and their commitment to 
making my research better by ensuring it is relevant to themselves and those who 
will have HNC in the future.  Second, recognising the pleasure of working with a 
team.  This team will of course be in part represented by the Public Patient 
Involvement (PPI) group formed, but it goes wider, such as the ability to work 
collaboratively in the day-to-day undertaking of research tasks, and figuring out ways 
to embed those tasks in clinical routine.  Facilitating research to happen 
pragmatically, so that the benefits of positive outcomes can be rapidly picked up by 
other settings and used to improve patient care and pathways.   
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I feel very strongly, that research must be disseminated.  Traditional peer reviewed 
journal articles can spread your findings widely, but only if they are read.  Word of 
mouth from clinical teams potentially provides more credibility within service 
providers, and the more buy-in from the clinical team, the more they are likely to talk 
about it to colleagues.  My hope is that this will lead to quicker uptake within 




Chapter 6 Systematic Reviews 
This chapter presents three systematic reviews.  All were undertaken to examine the 
current state of research knowledge in their area of interest.  They differ in their 
reasons for being undertaken, and what the authors present to the readers.  The first 
paper (7) examined the state of literature in order to collate the quantitative data 
and look at patterns of biopsychosocial factors.  The second paper (8) looked at 
differences in the characteristics of two groups when studied in naturalistic 
environments.  The third paper (9) is a sub-set of a larger review.  It takes papers 
identified as being relevant to preschool children's speech and language and refines 
the retained papers to those related to speech sound disorders (SSD), and then 
further categorizes them by intervention.  Each review was undertaken following the 
PRISMA guidelines, and reported using the PRISMA flowchart. 
6.1 Paper 7 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
This systematic review is part of the corpus reported in papers two and six, looking at 
positive psychological change (PPC) present in people following treatment for head 
and neck cancer (HNC).  I needed to select the measures to administer to potential 
participants, and understand the findings of previous research that had used these 
measures, and the cohorts with whom they had been used.  During this initial work I 
found a surprisingly large number of scales reported as measuring positive change 
(Appendix 16).  It was clear that there was a growing body of literature supporting 
the suggestion that a stressful or traumatic event may be a catalyst for PPC (Tedeschi 
and Calhoun, 2004; Updegraff and Taylor, 2000).  However, as with the range of 
measures, there has been no single term used consistently in the literature.  In 1991, 
Yalom and Lieberman used the term ‘positive psychological changes’.  These positive 
changes, have also been referred to as ‘perceived benefits’, ‘benefit finding’, 
‘thriving’, ‘stress-related growth’, ‘adversarial growth’, ‘post-traumatic growth’, or 
‘existential growth’, and were written about in light of changes in the perceptions of 
oneself, social relationships with family and friends and life priorities and 
appreciation of life.   
The term ‘Post-traumatic growth’ is now the most widely used term due to its ability 
to describe the need for individuals to have experienced trauma before they 
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experience positive change over time.  As previously noted in this thesis and the 
previous two papers (2 and 6), the term PPC has also been used.  The choice of PPC 
over post-traumatic growth was made due to the nature of the trauma experienced 
by the participants in this research.  In presenting work on PPC to people who have 
received a diagnosis of HNC the researcher has found that the word ‘growth’ has 
significant negative meaning, as it is a word associated with a cancerous tumour 
(Section 3.2.6).  In working with this group of people, it became evident that the 
phrase positive psychological change was better received and facilitated 
communication with the researcher. 
At the time of undertaking this review, I was still new to this area of study and trying 
to define my own understanding of the concept.  I was having numerous 
conversations with academics, clinicians and people who had experienced HNC.  I 
was forming the opinion that all of the described phenomenon could all be covered 
by the umbrella term of PPC.  However, an early set of reviewer’s comments on 
paper 2, made it very clear that this reviewer saw Benefit Finding and Posttraumatic 
Growth as distinctly different.  I felt I needed to reconfigure the systematic review to 
present positive change in the short term as Benefit Finding and in the long term as 
Posttraumatic Growth, although now I feel I would probably argue a stronger case for 
both Benefit Finding and Posttraumatic Growth being subsets of the larger concept 
of PPC. 
6.1.1 Research Questions 
This systematic review (paper 7) aimed to collate the current (search date: February, 
2012) quantitative data to understand how differing medical, psychological and social 
characteristics of HNC may lead to Benefit Finding/Posttraumatic Growth. 
6.1.2 Study Design  
The review strategy was a minor adaption of the Cochrane Collaboration systematic 
review methodology (e.g., we did not use the EMEZ search strategy) and uses a 
narrative synthesis (The Cochrane Collaboration, 1999) and guidance from Petticrew 
& Roberts (2006).  Booth and Fry-Smith’s (2004) PICO model (Population, 
Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) guided the development of the search strategy. 
Once the PICO model was framed and search strategy designed, five separate 
searches were conducted in electronic databases; Pubmed, Psych Info (CSA), Psyc 
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Articles (CSA), OVID Medline, and Published International Literature on Traumatic 
Stress, to identify appropriate studies in articles published from the earliest entries of 
any of the databases until February 2012.  No limits were placed on the electronic 
search in relation to age range of participants studied or language of publication.   
All identified manuscripts were checked for inclusion by me and one of my co-
authors, and then again we both checked the quality of the research using the Critical 
Appraisal Skills Programme Cohort Study appraisal tools (Critical Appraisal Skills 
Programme, 2011). 
6.1.3 Existence of benefit finding and posttraumatic growth in people 








































































6.1.4 Study Limitations 
This was the first systematic review I had undertaken and was completed following a 
Master’s level training course on performing these and meta-analysis studies.  It was 
therefore interesting to receive a reviewer's comment suggesting that I wait and re-
do the review when more work had been published: 
I commend the authors for their effort in compiling the literature 
on this important topic. However, my main issue with this 
manuscript is that the review includes only 3 published articles 
and 2 unpublished manuscripts (which are written by the review 
authors). The authors also acknowledge this as a major 
limitation of the study. However, it seems to me that research 
on benefit finding and posttraumatic growth in people who have 
experienced head and neck cancer is not yet developed or ripe 
enough for a systematic review. Although the general methods 
used in the current study seem sound, with the exception for 
including unpublished data and only one author performing the 
main study screening, I recommend the authors to wait with 
trying to publish this manuscript in its current form until more 
studies have been published in this field. However, if the authors 
indeed want to publish the current findings I would advise them 
to frame their write up more as a conceptual and argumentative 
paper that could include an informal review of the current 
literature, rather than a formal systematic review. 
My response was: 
We share the reviewer’s frustration that there is not more high quality 
research in this field.  However, we do not believe that this detracts from 
the validity of conducting a systematic review.  We are reminded of the 
original purpose of conducting and reporting a systematic review.  This is 
to evaluate the extent of published evidence, and consider the quality of 
that evidence.  The finding that there is little published that meets the 
inclusion criteria is in itself important.  It is not uncommon for systematic 
reviews to be published with a small number of included studies, and we 
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are aware of at least one systematic review published with no studies 
meeting the inclusion criteria (Mogan and Vogel, 2009). 
Of course the reviewer makes a valid point, and even after completing my research 
reported in paper 6, there were still only 8 papers published in this area with people 
who had had HNC.  An issue raised by the reviewer is also that of grey or unpublished 
literature.  The two pieces of grey literature cited in this systematic review were both 
by me, and as can be seen from this thesis, it took another 6 years for this work to be 
published. 
All three systematic reviews reported in this chapter retain solely papers that use 
quantifiable data.  While there are qualitative systematic reviews, I think it is 
methodologically more challenging to manage this type of data.  This is increasingly 
complicated by the new types of data that researchers can access.  Qualitative 
researchers may find blogs and vlogs to be valuable sources of information for 
investigating human health experiences.  However, they present a challenge in their 
analysis, as they may include distinctly different types of information from the 
traditional methodological and validity type questions. 
From a researcher perspective, using blogs/vlogs and web fora allows for 
‘naturalistic’ data collection without interfering with the natural process of data 
creation, which is fully done in interaction with other web forum users rather than 
via a researcher (Tinati et al 2014).  Therefore, there are less likely to be self-
presentation biases, biases towards the researcher’s agenda are avoided and what is 
discussed is truly of relevance to the group under investigation.  Other advantages of 
using these web-based sources of data include decreased research costs and a wider 
geographic range.  The extensive geographical area allows researchers the access to 
greater numbers of individuals with specified health problems than would be 
possible in a physical study with geographic constraints.   Although I find these 
advantages to be tempting, especially when considering investigating conditions that 
might be classified as 'rare', for example male breast cancer, the public and private 
nature of blog content, needs to be considered.  Researchers need to consider their 
research design with regard to protection of human subjects, informed consent, and 
bloggers’ rights to privacy (British Psychological Society, 2012).  Blogs/Vlogs are 
simultaneously private and yet quite public (Huffington Post, 2008).  The private 
nature is reflected in the ‘‘intimate, often ferocious expression of the blogger’s 
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passions’’ (Huffington Post, 2008, p. 6), whereas the public nature is inherent in the 
very fact that anyone with Internet access can read those intimate expressions.   
These considerations are just some of the elements of research that need to be 
addressed if we are going to embrace the widening sources of available data, without 
even considering the collection and storage, the diverse approaches to social media 
as data, analytical tools, or social media tools (Sloan, 2016). 
A further issue in the challenge of including work in quantitative or qualitative 
systematic reviews, is when the peer review article is actually a video journal such as 
the Journal of Visualized Experiments (e.g. 
https://www.jove.com/video/54788/behavioral-assessment-hearing-2-to-4-year-old-
children-two-interval), and developing methodologically sound approaches for how 
these are evaluated and compared to the more traditional forms of presentation. 
6.1.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
6.1.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
When I undertook the review included as paper 7, the primary aim was to establish 
what measures were used within the field of PPC.  It was also important to 
understand what at the time, counted as knowledge in that area (i.e., what factors 
were investigated and recorded in the disease group).  The aim, as cited within the 
paper, was to establish what was currently known; the specific purpose, to argue that 
the subsequent research was relatable to previous research, but also contributing to 
knowledge.  I believe that this was achieved, and allowed me to relate my own work 
to the literature on HNC, and also understand it in wider, primarily breast cancer 
studies. 
Appendix 17 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 7 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 7 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
6.1.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
This was my first systematic review.  I led it from conception to publication.  An 
element of this that I enjoyed was its process-driven nature.  The precise step-by-
step requirements of undertaking the review allows for multiple small 'wins'.  This is 
unusual in the life of a researcher.  We spend a lot of time working on grant writing, 
putting together ethics applications, undertaking analysis and writing journal articles 
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etc.  All of these can take weeks or months to complete and may lead to nothing.  
The review process, however, although not always leading to a publication, provides 
a series of end points (run the search, de-duplicate the database, remove references 
at title level etc.). 
During the life-cycle of this systematic review, I began working on two other reviews 
and these are represented by papers 8 and 9 in this thesis.  These publications have 
led to me getting the reputation of being a go-to person for help and guidance when 
undertaking a systematic review.  Consequently, the research and innovation 
department of the NHS trust I work for, advise people who ask them for help in grant 
development where a review is likely to be included, or when they want to undertake 
a review prior to a grant application, to work with me.  It is lovely being identified as 
a person with a specific skill set, but I am conscious of not wanting to become pigeon 
holed. 
6.1.6 Future research questions 
The questions at the end of the systematic review reported in paper 7, were those 
that led to papers 2 and 6:   
 After the completion of treatment for Head and Neck Cancer, what are the 
demographic, clinical, and psychological factors associated with PPC that 
occur in the acute period, defined as between 3 and 12 months? 
and  
 After the completion of treatment for Head and Neck Cancer, what are the 
trajectories for positive psychological change longitudinally (defined as 
longer than 12 months)? 
Specifically it was evident that people did not understand what the pattern of PPC 
development was in the long term. 
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6.2 Paper 8 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
I started working at the Bristol Speech and Language Therapy Research Unit in July of 
2011.  I was employed as a senior research assistant on an NIHR programme grant 
(Child Talk - RP-PG-0109-10073) which aimed to investigate speech and language 
therapy practices used with preschool children with speech language or 
communication needs, in isolation from any other disorder such as autism, or 
cerebral palsy.  It was in this role that I met and started to work with Anna Blackwell 
the first author of paper 8.  Anna was funded as part of Child Talk to undertake a 
PhD, which looked at the evolving language environments of preschool children. 
Paper 8 examines the available literature using observations of parent child 
interaction with children with primary language impairment and their typically 
developing peers.  The extent of parent child interaction differences between these 
groups has implications for the use of parent child interaction interventions and for 
research into the relationship between children’s environment and their language 
development. 
Anna and I worked together to develop the search strategy and strings.  We then 
worked through the review stages together.  This included reaching consensus about 
inclusion of papers and quality appraisal scores.  It made sense that I was the second 
reviewer as the systematic review covered work Anna needed for her thesis. 
6.2.1 Research Questions 
The aim of this review was to identify whether or not there are differences in the 
characteristics of parent child interaction between preschool children with language 
delay and their typically developing peers. 
6.2.2 Study Design  
The same study design presented in Section 6.1.2 was completed for paper 8.  The 
key difference being the selection of the search terms was conducted in 
collaboration with Anna Blackwell. 
6.2.3 Characteristics of Parent-Child Interactions: A systematic review 
of studies comparing children with primary language impairment and 







































6.2.4 Study Limitations 
An interesting factor that has become increasingly apparent during my ongoing 
experience with systematic reviews is that multiple retained papers may be reporting 
the same piece of research from a slightly different perspective.  In paper 8, only five 
completely separate samples were actually represented in the nine papers.  So, 
fewer than 250 children across the two groups were actually included in analysis.  
The pressure on academics to publish in volume may be contributing to this 
slice’n’dice approach to research, perhaps the topic of a future review, but it does 
make conducting high quality systematic reviews more challenging. It often takes a 
lot of effort to unpick the relationship between papers, and as they can be published 
a number of years apart, or as a sub-set of a larger study, and it often is unclear how 
they relate to each other. 
A factor we (Anna and I) were concerned about at the start of our systematic reviews 
was the concept of Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID).  The MCID was 
first defined by Jaeschke (1989) as ‘the smallest difference in score in the domain of 
interest which patients perceive as beneficial and which would mandate, in the 
absence of troublesome side effects and excessive cost, a change in the patient’s 
management’.  Our concern was understanding what a change in a measurement 
actually meant.  At what point does a change in a measure (in either direction, 
positive or negative) suggest attention or action is required from the professional 
caring for the person/child?  Although this was not discussed in our reviews (papers 7 
and 8), I would like to take a few lines to consider some aspect of MCID, that I 
investigated through my reading during the work undertaken to underpin these 
papers. 
MCID values are important in understanding observed changes, to individuals and 
groups.  For the patients, a meaningful change may be one that reflects a reduction 
in symptoms, or improvement in physical ability or function. A meaningful change for 
the healthcare professional may indicate a need to change a treatment (Cook, 2008; 
Crosby, Kolotkin & Williams, 2003). 
There is however, no one agreed way of calculating an MCID and no clear consensus 
exists regarding which methods are most suitable.  An extensive review of available 
methods was published by Wells and colleagues who classified them into nine 
different methods (Wells, Beaton, Shea et al, 2001).  A paper that may be of more 
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use to a healthcare professional, however, was written by Rai, Yazdany, et al. (2015), 
who undertook an evaluation of the different approaches for estimating minimal 
clinically important differences. 
The outcome of Rai, Yazdany, et al. (2015) application of different methods on a 
single data set was to suggest that the MCID should be based on the context of each 
study.  Therefore, to use the most appropriate method to calculate MCID, working 
closely with statisticians is highly recommended.  But it is also necessary to select the 
appropriate outcome measures which, of course, needs patient and clinician input.  
Having a MCID related to Health Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) measures would 
enable researchers and systematic reviewers to draw conclusions about ‘how much 
change’ of QoL is important, rather than patterns of change.   
6.2.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
6.2.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
The findings of the systematic review question the therapists’ pre-existing 
assumptions that communicative environments of children with language delay are 
different from those of typically developing children, although the evidence is from a 
small sample of children.  Rather, it may be that children with language delay are less 
able to learn from their environment.  The review highlighted the gap in 
understanding the relationship between parent and child language use during parent 
child interaction.  The need for further, longitudinal research is apparent, including 
children ranging in type and severity of delay, across diverse socioeconomic 
backgrounds. 
Appendix 18 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 8 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 8 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
6.2.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
It is hard to unpick what I learnt about the topic, as it so closely mapped the Child 
Talk work, on which I was the senior research associate.  What does stand out for me 
is working with a junior researcher, very much at the start of their career.  This was 
the first time that I felt that I was the touchstone; the person to go to ask process 
questions and to seek advice.  Up to then, I had developed and led research, but had 
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either undertaken it on my own, or as part of a small team where we each had 
different areas of knowledge and each took the lead on those areas. 
Helping Anna with her review gave us a concrete task to focus on and develop a work 
based relationship.  As we were both undertaking a review for the first time 
(although I was working on paper 7 in parallel it was not yet published), we were 
peers in the process.  So it was easy to have open discussions around confusions and 
frustrations of the process, and this helped in developing the team spirit we ended 
up with within the Child Talk team of RAs.   
I must admit that I did initially find working with Anna and the three Child Talk 
Research Assistants a challenge, as I was used to doing the work myself.  Handing 
over tasks and then being asked lots of questions seemed to take longer than just 
doing it myself.  However, as time passed and they grew in confidence and I grew in 
experience, I was able to focus on my work and their development.  I knew that in 
the long run we would all improve our skills if we worked on sharing our strengths 
and supporting each other.  This was particularly important, as the senior members 
of the team had limited time to be directly involved in the day-to-day delivery of the 
work.   
6.2.6 Future research questions 
Over the duration of the Child Talk project I developed an interest in parental 
understanding of speech, language and communication needs.  This was present in 
the final Child Talk report in the two factors we labelled ‘Adult Understanding’ and 
‘Adult-Child Interaction’.  When thinking about these two factors, and the impact of 
the child’s environment as covered in paper 8, I began to hypothesise what it was 
about a “standard” home environment that a “normal” child experiences that 
enhances communication and how that impacts a child with a communication need.  
This led to discussions with Professor Sue Roulstone, Chief Investigator of Child Talk 
and then the development of a bid to the Economic and Social Research Council.  
Although this bid was not successful, we have subsequently been awarded money 
from the Heather van der Lely foundation to fund a PhD studentship to undertake 
this investigation, and I will be a supervisor on the project. 
Although open to change, the project has been conceptualised to improve 
understanding of the range and diversity in language and interaction environments 
that children with language impairment  are exposed to in order to inform the theory 
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and practice of parent-child interactions that are used in interventions with children 
with LI. 
The specific objectives will be to: 
1. To determine the variation in linguistic and social practices in home 
environments of children with LI across diverse communities. 
2. To understand how a range of parental ethno-theories (i.e., parents' 
explanations of their customs and beliefs relating to linguistic and social 
practices at home) impact upon language and interaction practices with 
children with LI. 
3. To use the findings to generate intervention frameworks that are culturally 
and linguistically sensitive to the contexts of all families. 
4. To generate techniques and strategies to support children's language 
development that families find acceptable and useful and that could 
subsequently be tested within intervention studies. 
5. To understand how the methodological approach used in this research 
contributes to our understanding and study of LI and its interventions. 
The systematic review presented as paper 8 identified the gap in knowledge that 
allowed me to develop this hypothesis that we will now explore more fully.  
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6.3 Paper 9 - Clinical experience leading to the research work and 
production of the paper 
As mentioned in 6.2, I started working at the Bristol Speech and Language Therapy 
Research Unit in July 2011.  My role was to be the senior research associate on the 
NIHR programme grant, Child Talk.  As a programme grant, there were six streams of 
work to be undertaken; 1) Speech and Language Therapy practice, 2) Parental 
understanding and experience of speech and language therapy, 3) Under-served 
groups’ experience of speech and language therapy, 4) Children's engagement with 
speech and language therapy, 5) Documentary analysis of speech and language 
therapy services and the service pathways, and 6) Systematic review. 
I was the only full time member of the team working on this grant and as such acted 
as a hub for all activities.  I was also responsible for managing the work of three RAs.  
At the start of the project, we had a team meeting and split the streams between us, 
so that each research assistant had ownership of one aspect, and a senior member of 
the team to work with.  One of the three research assistants was a psychologist, and 
asked to lead the under-served groups, the other two research assistance were both 
speech and language therapists and selected the therapist practice and the parental 
understanding.  The chief investigator took ownership of the documentary analysis as 
this would require liaison with service managers across the country, and we felt that 
this would be more fruitful if a senior person at least opened these discussions.  This 
left the children's engagement and the systematic review, which I led on.   
At the time, I had only really read systematic reviews.  I therefore enrolled on the 
Masters level training mentioned previously in this chapter.  The experience of 
running and being involved with papers 7 and 8 prepared me to undertake the much 
larger review that was included in Child Talk. 
6.3.1 Research Questions 
The aim of this study was to review systematically and critically appraise the strength 
of the evidence for interventions for SSD in preschool children, and then categorise 
those interventions that fulfilled the selection criteria within the model of 
classifications of interventions for SSD, devised by the authors. 
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6.3.2 Study Design  
The systematic review reported in paper 9, is a sub-review of that undertaken as part 
of Child Talk.  This larger review was registered with PROSPERO (reference number 
CRD42013006369), an international register of prospective systematic reviews. 
As with papers 7 and 8, I used the Booth and Fry-Smith (2004) PICO model to guide 
the development of the search strategy.  The ‘population’ of interest was defined as 
preschool children between the ages of 2 years and 5 years 11 months with Primary 
Speech and Language Impairment.  
The Child Talk research team invested considerable time in defining ‘preschool’.  
Within clinical fields it has been shown that it is unlikely that a language disorder 
would be identified prior to the age of 2;0 (Rescorla and Schwartz, 1990; Law et al, 
1998; Law et al, 2000; Broomfield and Dodd, 2004).  Use of 2;0 as the earliest age 
also reflects the volume of evidence associating this age with accelerated language 
growth and increased complexity of sentences (Bauman-Waengler, 2000; Brown, 
1973, McLeod and Bleile, 2003).  The older age of 5;11 reflects the international 
average of beginning school at age 6 (Sharp, 2002).  Within the UK this reaches to the 
end of the statutory definition of “Early Years” (the academic year in which the child 
turns five, EYFS, 2008).  This period also covers the vast majority of typically 
developing children’s speech and language development including phonological 
development (Grunwell, 1987; Dodd & Gillon, 2001; Bauman-Waengler, 2000, 
McLeod and Bliele, 2003), use of complex sentences, maintenance of conversation, 
an ability to express a variety of communicative intents and adapting their 
communication style dependent on the listener (Brown, 1973, James, 1990). 
The papers had to include an empirical intervention, although we did not specify the 
nature of the intervention. A comparison group was not a requirement in the 
included papers but there had to be at least one outcome measurement of speech or 
language. 
We followed the PRISMA guidelines in undertaking the review extraction and quality 
appraisal and then once we had finalised the retained list of articles we mapped 
them against the nine themes developed within the Child Talk framework of speech 





Figure 4: Numbers of studies from the systematic review that were allocated to each theme 
 
Once we had identified the speech papers we further refined them against a model 
originally developed by first author Wren (2005).  This process excluded papers that 
only had aspects phonological awareness and no other speech elements. 
6.3.3 A systematic review and classification of interventions for 






































































6.3.4 Study Limitations 
The systematic review had a specific remit to look at the evidence base related to 
intervention for SSD with preschool children (2yrs–5yrs 11mths).  When we received 
reviews from our original submission there were some strongly voiced queries about 
why some papers were not included, leading to us constructing appendix C in the 
paper.   
It was fortunate that we had had very strong and defensible inclusion and exclusion 
criteria from the outset.  The biggest challenge to the inclusion of papers was the 
population of interest.  Because we focused on ‘preschool’ children and required at 
least 80 percent to be within our defined age bracket and therefore some frequently 
cited papers were not included in the review. 
One hundred and forty eight papers matched the inclusion criteria for the full Child 
Talk review.  In order to ensure only high quality papers were included in the final 
stage, we followed previous researchers in using a score of ≥ 6 on the quality 
appraisal tools (PEDro-P and SCED) used to indicate a high-quality study (Maher, 
Sherrington, Herbert et al 2003; Camarinos & Marinko, 2009).  A score of ≥ 6 was 
therefore used to determine the studies of acceptably high quality to be retained for 
inclusion in this work (n = 58).  
An additional challenge for the review reported in paper 9 is that included papers 
had to contain an outcome measure which assessed speech output.  The review did 
not include interventions that focused on prosodic skills or speech perception or 
other underlying speech processing skills unless these were included alongside a 
measurement of speech output.  This was frequently reduced to mean length of 
utterance, which although clinically relevant, would have been better supported by a 
validated tool such as the Diagnostic Evaluation of Articulation and Phonology.   
6.3.5 Contribution to knowledge and autoethnographic issues 
6.3.5.1 Contribution to knowledge 
This study systematically reviewed the evidence for those interventions that have 
been tested with children under 6 years of age.  A model for classification of 
intervention studies in SSD is proposed and the evidence to support interventions 
within the model provided. 
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The evidence around interventions for children and service delivery can be complex.  
The paper provides a clear and transparent report about a facet (Speech) of practice.  
Speech and language therapists will be able to identify, at a glance, which 
interventions that have been tested with children under age 6 have evidence to 
support them.  Evidence is varied in strength, and intervention studies using more 
robust research designs are needed to test fully the interventions described in the 
current literature. 
Appendix 17 has an overview of how the research undertaken in paper 7 was 
disseminated prior to the paper’s publication.  It also provides a list of papers where 
paper 7 has been cited, and this is followed by a quality appraisal of the paper. 
6.3.5.2 Autoethnographic issues 
The majority of papers in this thesis have been written as team efforts.  This was the 
first that required a discussion around ‘Publication ethics.’  The challenge with paper 
9, was that I led the systematic review element of the Child Talk project.  As such, 
paper 9 had originally been intended to be a Harding et al paper.  However, we then 
included a model that was developed directly from the work of Yvonne Wren and her 
doctoral thesis.  So who should be lead author? 
Many journals publish a document outlining their ethical stance (Elsevier, 2017; 
Wiley, 2014), covering the duties of the publisher, editor, reviewers and authors.  
But, it seems that most people follow their previous experience as a guide to what 
they should do, and that this differs with disciplines.  It was therefore interesting to 
discuss this with a range of people from different academic institutions.  In some 
situations, and historically, authorship was given if you were in the team at any stage 
and no matter the level of input, in others you had to have made a significant 
contribution during the writing of the paper, but not necessarily at any other point. 
Figure 5, lays out the criteria for authorship, and although from reading these it does 
feel unfair to those people who participate in the data collection, it is clear that 
significant involvement in analysis and paper preparation is required.  What 
continues not to be specified is how to account for author order.   
In preparing paper 9 for publication, the authors had a discussion which revolved 
around who the audience for the publication was, and who amongst us was most 
closely affiliated with that field of practice.  This was clearly Yvonne Wren, and 
therefore she was identified as the corresponding author.  In addition to the 
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development and use of her doctoral model we felt that she should be first author.  
This then led to me being second, as the person who had undertaken the systematic 
review, with Juliet Goldbart being third as the academic lead on this element of Child 
Talk and Sue Roulstone at fourth, as the CI on the project. 
Although these discussions were more than amicable, I felt that it would have been 
good to have a justifiable, defensible set of regulations to follow.  This would provide 
a way to take any emotion out of the decision if it had not been as easy to come to.   
This has led me to read more around the topic and identify some tools published by 
the American Psychological Association, that I will use in the future (Winston, 1985; 
https://www.apa.org/science/leadership/students/authorship-determination-
scorecard.pdf; https://www.apa.org/science/leadership/students/authorship-tie-
breaker-scorecard.pdf).  They also give me a clear set of principles to apply in 
discussion with people who seek my advice on this matter.  As time has passed and 
my career has progressed, it has become clearer to me how important publications 
(and grants) are in progressing one’s own career.  It has also become clear to me that 
I am not very good at selling myself or fighting my corner in relation to this element 
of academic practice.  Using these checklists to discuss the issue to authorship and 
author order objectively has and will continue to help me. 
6.3.6 Future research questions 
Child Talk’s final report was published in 2015.  Other than the publications written 
by the two PhD students that were part of the team (Blackwell, 2016; Davies, 2014), 
only one other paper had been published (Marshall, Harding & Roulstone, 2017) 
prior to paper 9.  Since 2015, we have had a number of Child Talk articles that have 
been making slow progress in their production, but as no one in the team is now 
funded to work on the project or the dissemination it is hard to find the time.  
However, two more papers have been accepted for publication (Morgan, Marshall, 
Harding, et al 2019; Coad, Harding, Hambly, et al, 2020) and it is hoped that others 
will be ready for submission in the near future and that these will support the 
submission of grants to investigate parental understanding of speech and language 




Figure 5: Defining the Role of Authors 
 
6.4 Summary 
6.4.1 Summary of contribution to knowledge 
All three papers had the aim of establishing current state of knowledge within the 
fields of investigation.  In paper 7, I identified the factors previously used by other 
authors and groups used during the investigation of PPC in a HNC population. 
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Paper 8 was able to suggest that children with language delay may be less able to 
learn from their environment than their typically developing peers.  Paper 9 
produced a model for classification of interventions for SSD in preschool children, 
and provides researchers and practitioners with the current evidence. 
6.4.2 Summary of autoethnographic issues 
Systematic reviews are not intrinsically difficult, but they do require clear 
identification of the area of investigation, and following a process in rigorous fashion.  
Having someone experienced in the process, and with a demonstrable track record of 
success (publication), is seen as a benefit when working with teams that have limited 
experience.  This is the role that I have been given by the Trust that employs me; I 
work with teams that are undertaking reviews which will be used to inform the 
development of future research bids.  This frequently leads to being a co-applicant of 




Chapter 7 Discussion of Research Journey 
The common research aim across the nine published papers that form this thesis has 
been to further our understanding of the positive, and negative, psychological 
change that can occur following a significant health intervention.  All the participants 
in the reported studies have experienced a significant health related challenge and all 
have been in receipt of an evidence-based intervention to address this challenge. 
Drawing this research together allows the reader to view the researcher's wider 
contribution to our understanding of psychological change.  This thesis also allows 
me (the researcher) to reflect and more fully ground myself within my personal 
ethnography and discuss how this lens affects my past choices, and future plans. 
7.1 Research apprenticeship 
I completed my undergraduate degree in Psychology in 1998 and since then have 
worked with medical charities and the NHS, and across several medical specialities.  
In a way, I view this thesis as the summation of my ‘research apprenticeship’.  If I was 
to have planned what my apprenticeship was going to look like, I would not have 
been able to envisage the breadth and depth of experiences I have had the fortune 
to engage in. 
There is no single pathway into conducting rigorous research.  In my professional 
career, I support many aspiring researchers from across the NHS who approach 
research from a number of philosophical positions and work within a wide range of 
disciplines.  A large part of my experience described within the papers presented 
here, has been to develop my own research expertise to deploy appropriately the 
correct methodological suite of tools to the research question at hand.  Whilst my 
journey has been unique, there are some common themes for conducting research 
as a health psychologist. 
If I were to plan a research apprenticeship, for someone else, I would provide 
extensive practical experience, under supervision, of all or most of the stages of an 
empirical research project, from the formulation of the research questions, through 
to research design and analysis, to the formal write-up of the research report.   
In reflecting on my experiences and the skills I have acquired since my undergraduate 
degree and how I would plan helping someone else starting out in research, I would 
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set targets and outcomes to fall into three sets of skills: Research specific, discipline 
specific and personal. 
7.1.1 Research methods skills 
1. Explore extensively current research methodologies 
2. Work closely and collaboratively with experienced researchers in the design 
and execution of research projects 
3. Understand the appropriate research and analysis methods for each 
research question 
7.1.2 Discipline - specific skills 
4. Explore current research and theories in the specific field of health 
psychology under investigation 
5. Evaluate critically the discipline and demonstrate a thorough working 
knowledge of the content of the research field 
6. Consider ethical issues in research 
7. Conduct high quality empirical research 
7.1.3 Personal skills 
8. Interact effectively and supportively within a research group 
9. Communicate ideas, principles and theories effectively, fluently and 
professionally by written, graphic and oral means 
10. Manage my own learning with minimum guidance using the full range of 
resources of the discipline 
11. Seek and make use of feedback 
12. Manage research as a project and know when to rule interesting things as 
out of scope but keep for a future project proposal 
13. Engage effectively in debate and communicate effectively about research 





7.1.4 Range of setting and cross-professional working 
In addition to the skills outlined above I have been able to work across multiple 
disease/disorder groups (head and neck cancer (HNC), Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease (COPD), Speech and Language Therapy, etc.) with multi-
disciplinary groups of professionals, within the charity sector (in units aligned to but 
not in the NHS), and the NHS, and also on multi-site projects.  This has provided me 
with a range of experiences, and a variety of perspectives to use to inform and 
develop research undertaken with others and in formulating my own.  I believe my 
exposure to a diverse range of settings has enabled me to become a unique 
researcher, and although I know it is more routine to specialise in a specific field of 
research, I would encourage anyone to stretch themselves before choosing their long 
term areas of specialism. 
7.2 Contribution to new knowledge 
Looking back across chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, the work I have been part of and led has 
contributed to new knowledge across disciplines using a range of methodologies. 
7.2.1 Contribution to knowledge of included single time point studies 
(Chapter 3) 
Paper 1, presented the first study assessing the presence and prevalence of post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in a COPD population.  Whilst paper 2, built on a 
very limited number of publications investigating positive psychological change (PPC) 
following HNC.  It found a relationship between biomedical, Health Related Quality of 
Life (HRQoL) and social factors in the development of PPC within a year of 
completion of treatment. 
7.2.2 Contribution to knowledge of pre, post intervention studies 
(Chapter 4) 
Paper 3 disseminated information on the Lung Information Needs Questionnaire 
(LINQ), the first tool designed with patients with COPD, to assess their information 
needs rather than their knowledge.  The aim of this is to enable clinicians to identify 
areas requiring particular attention, during routine clinical practice. 
Papers 4 and 5 build on the evidence base of psychosocial impact of Hyperbaric 
Oxygen Therapy on people treated for HNC, thereby allowing clinicians to include 
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these factors in their considerations as to whether to refer their patients for this 
treatment.  Together these papers also contributed to our knowledge of how to 
design assessments that consider the patients’ perspective across pre- and post-
intervention. 
7.2.3 Contribution to knowledge of longitudinal studies (Chapter 5) 
Chapter 5 includes one paper (paper 6).  The research presented within paper 6 
created new knowledge through the identification and characterisation of 
trajectories in the development of PPC in a HNC population.  Trajectories have 
previously been identified in a breast cancer population (Danhauer, 2015), but not 
with HNC.  It furthered knowledge by covering a longer time span; over 5 years post 
cancer treatment.  This represents the first truly longitudinal study within a cancer 
population, where previous research has stopped at 12 or 18 months following 
diagnosis or treatment.   
Paper 6, further contributed to the knowledge base through the use of a cross-
sequential methodology in a HNC population.  The adoption of this cross-sequential 
methodology allowed for longitudinal data collection in a population that presents 
challenges for long term data collection due to the nature of the HNC and patterns of 
survival.   
7.2.4 Contribution to knowledge of systematic reviews (Chapter 6) 
All three papers in chapter 6 were systematic reviews aiming to establish current 
state of knowledge within their fields of investigation.  In paper 7, I identified the 
factors previously used by other authors and research groups during the 
investigation of PPC in a HNC population.  This informed my subsequent work, 
reported in papers 2 and 6. 
Paper 8 was able to suggest that children with language delay may be less able to 
learn from their environment than their typically developing peers; whilst paper 9 
produced a model for classification of interventions for Speech Sound Disorders (SSD) 
in preschool children. 
Systematic reviews are a very well developed research tool and represent a complete 
domain in their own right.  My work has not extended our knowledge of systematic 
reviews; however, their inclusion here is critical in fully describing the research arc of 
the other papers and my own understanding of the research process. 
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7.2.5 Summary of contribution to our psychological understanding of 
the impact of health interventions in relation to chronic conditions 
This thesis presents nine publications for which I am the sole or joint author; sections 
7.2.1 to 7.2.4 have given an overview of how the individual papers have contributed 
to knowledge of either the health condition under investigation, or the methodology 
used.  Over the years since the research reported in the publications, as evidenced 
through the citations of the published articles (Appendices 1, 5, 7, 9, 12, 14, 18 & 19), 
it can be seen that this body of work has had a wider contribution to the field of 
enquiry. 
The developed tools such as the LINQ (paper 3), and frameworks of practice (paper 9) 
have informed and influenced clinical practice, by providing clinicians with a tool that 
can be used in clinics to effectively understand a patients information needs (paper 
3), or to select an evidence-based intervention for preschool children with a SSD.  
The papers have also shaped other researchers’ activities (papers 1, 3, 7, 8, 9).  They 
have informed the development of theoretical models (e.g. Furlong, Serry, Erickson & 
Morris, 2018), as well as understanding the impact of treatments in a specific cohort 
and generalising to a wider group of people.  Examples of this are the use of papers 1 
and 3 with people with COPD to inform work with cardiac patients’ rehabilitation 
(Van Rotterdam, Hensley & Hazelton, 2019). 
In addition to these points, the papers including Quality of Life (QoL) measures have 
become part of a sustained and growing movement within healthcare to define a 
positive outcome of treatment to be more than ‘survival’.  Where historically the 
Karnofsky Performance Scale Index was the sole measure requested to reflect a 
person’s ability to perform activities of daily living (0=Dead – 100=Normal), it is now 
routine for databases to require at least a disease specific measure.  Data 
disseminated as part of the included publications has allowed comparative analysis 
to be undertaken across groups of people with the same conditions and to be 
generalised to other health condition cohorts. 
A further contribution to the wider field is methodological.  The successful use of a 
cross-sequential design with a small incidence (16th most common) cancer cohort 
(HNC; paper 6) showed that this is a robust and appropriate methodology to use with 
these potentially hard to reach cohorts for longitudinal studies.  This, combined with 
linear mixed-effects modelling, allows for incomplete multiple data returns to be 
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retained in the analysis, increasing the statistical power.  This combination of study 
design and statistical analysis provided greater understanding and generalisability of 
factors effecting the development of the phenomenon under investigation (PPC in 
this instance). 
7.3 Future direction of my research 
In chapter 2, I outline the philosophical basis for my research.  At the start of my 
research journey/apprenticeship I do not think I could have talked or written about 
my stance in formal terms. Whilst I may now have more research tools at my 
disposal, my underlying principles have not changed.  I have always come from a 
realist perspective and used the pragmatics of that position to inform, but not 
dictate, the research methodology.  I hope that I manage to stay involved in research 
that allows me to make findings that are directly relevant to patients and that can 
also be immediately (or at least rapidly) implemented into practice. 
7.3.1 Changing face of research - Greater importance of PPI and 
making research directly relevant 
An element of research that has developed over my time as a researcher is the 
importance of including the public in identifying important areas of research, 
formulating research questions, participating in, and helping with the analysis and 
dissemination of research, and all the bits in between.  Historically, there was one 
tick box on the NHS ethics application to ask if Public Patient Involvement (PPI) had 
had any involvement in the development of a research project.  Now there is an 
expectation that there is involvement and applicants are required to outline what it 
was, and how key stakeholders/PPI will continue to be involved.  To evidence the 
strength of this issue, there is no way that you will be successful in obtaining NHS 
funding if you cannot demonstrate significant PPI involvement throughout the 
proposed research (https://www.invo.org.uk/). 
The importance of PPI has always been central in my work, and it is wonderful to see 
it having an increasingly prominent position within medical research.  Woven 
throughout the chapters of this thesis I have referred to how the people with 
conditions/illness have worked with me to inform both the development of the 
reported research and me.  The people who have given their time, knowledge and 
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feedback have shown me the importance of their perspectives.  The more I listen, the 
greater colour I can include in the interpretation of the data they provide.   
The challenges that come with ensuring the voice of PPI is present from the 
conceptualisation to the promulgation of study are elements of work that I relish.  
My future research will continue to be strongly influenced and involve members of 
the public and patient cohorts.  
7.4 Now bidding as a Chief Investigator  
7.4.1 Novel health condition - Male Breast Cancer 
Building on work I have been undertaking as a co-applicant and supported by both 
NIHR and research capability funding; I have developed a proposal to investigate the 
impact of a diagnosis of, and treatment for, male Breast Cancer (Appendix 21).  The 
key moment that triggered this investigation came when I was in the Breast Care 
Centre waiting room prior to a meeting and a gentleman was called for his 
appointment.  Although there were other men in the room, all conversation stopped 
and it felt as though everyone looked at him.  It felt as if everyone had assumed that 
he was there to support his wife, not to be the patient.  I raised this with the female 
clinician I was meeting with, and her response was, “Yes, I wonder what it is like for a 
man to have a women’s disease!” 
Although the proposed work is small scale, I have already built a supportive multi-
disciplinary team, with a plan for taking the work forward into a national study, for 
which we are currently seeking funding. 
7.4.2 Novel methodologies – Drawing as a novel methodology for use 
with people experiencing HNC 
While undertaking the research reported in papers 4 and 5, I had a lot of feedback 
from patients about the problems with interviews and questionnaires.  Some of the 
problems were practical (poor eye sight, sore mouth and throat when talking), some 
were personal (don’t like questionnaires), all suggested that there must be other 
ways that they could let clinicians know about their experiences.  I therefore 
undertook the work reported in the paper included in appendix 22 (Harding and 
Bradford, 2019).  I have presented this work at international conferences, and 
following conversations with other delegates, was encouraged to seek funding to 
take it further.  I am therefore currently in the process of working up a bid to build on 
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my previous work, and to include some of the team from the Head and Neck 5000 
study (http://www.headandneck5000.org.uk/), and my colleagues at King’s College 
London, Maxillofacial Prosthetics department. 
7.4.3 Parent Child Interaction 
Following on from the work undertaken as part of the Child Talk project (Roulstone 
et al, 2015), and reported in part in the systematic review papers 8 and 9, I worked 
with the team to develop a bid, which we sent to the Heather van der Lely 
Foundation Trust (http://hvdl.org.uk/).  The objective of the proposed work was to 
improve understanding of typical interactions in preschool children from a range of 
backgrounds in order to facilitate the future development of theory of Parent Child 
Interaction Therapy (PCIT) so that interventions are more appropriate and 
acceptable.  
Although, we received good reviews, the grant was not funded.  However, since then 
the trust has approached us directly and offered to fund a PhD to undertake the work 
proposed.  I will be a supervisor on the PhD, and will be developing work that builds 
on other aspects of child talk, as well as the PhD work.  Appendix 23 provides an 
overview of the PhD funded project. 
The work I hope to develop directly from the PhD will compare or use the framework 
constructed with typically developing children, with a population of preschool 
children with Developmental Language Disorder.  While the PhD work is being 
undertaken, I will seek funding to construct and validate a measure similar to the 
Illness Perception Questionnaire – Revised, for use with parents of children with 
Developmental Language Disorder in order that clinicians have a tool that will enable 
them to understand parental perspectives of the causes, timeline, consequences, and 
control of their child’s condition. 
7.5 Conclusion 
The purpose of this thesis has been to present nine publications, for which I am the 
sole or joint author.   These papers demonstrate my understanding of the research 
process and my ability to carry out research that meets the exacting standards 
required for peer-reviewed publications.   
The span of included work contributes to our understanding of quality of life 
following having, and treatment for, a chronic health condition.   
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Paper 1 established the prevalence of post-traumatic stress disorder in a cohort of 
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients.  Paper 2 found that 
positive psychological change (as defined by the Silver Lining Questionnaire) was 
associated with, greater disease adversity overcome (survived), fewer disease and 
treatment side-effects, and higher health related quality of life.  Both these papers 
were single-time-point studies.  
Paper 3 described the development of a novel tool (Lung Information Needs 
Questionnaire) for understanding the information needs of patients referred for 
pulmonary rehabilitation.  Paper 4 established a data-set of quality of life measures 
for patients undergoing hyperbaric oxygen therapy pre- and post- treatment for head 
and neck cancer.  Paper 5 established the hyperbaric oxygen therapy impact on 
quality of life for patients suffering osteoradionecrosis following treatment for head 
and neck cancer.  Papers 2, 4, and 5 were all pre- post- cohort studies.  
Paper 6 identified and characterised a 5-year trajectory in the development of 
positive psychological change in a head and neck cancer population.  Paper 6 also 
adopted a novel cross-sequential research methodology and linear mixed-effects 
model for data analysis. 
Papers 7, 8, and 9 were systematic reviews establishing the current state knowledge 
for a domain and helping to identify research questions for those domains.  Paper 7 
examined extant measures for positive psychological change in head and neck cancer 
cohorts.  Paper 8 highlighted the gap in understanding the relationship between 
parent and child language use during parent child interaction, and set the context for 
additional research in this area.  Paper 9 presented a model for evaluating the 
evidence supporting different interventions for children with speech sound disorder. 
The papers have been presented according to the methodology used.  Surrounding 
the individual papers, I have given an overview of how I became involved in each 
project and then insights into the study limitations.  I have then presented how each 
paper has contributed to knowledge and finally how being part of or leading the 
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Appendix 2: Impact of Research – Paper 1 
Prior to the publication of the paper two poster presentations were given.  One was 
at the Society for Academic Primary Care, a national conference in Keele, UK 
(Appendix 3), and the other was at the American Thorax Society annual conference in 
San Diago, California. 
The Journal of Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and Prevention at the time of writing 
has an impact factor of 1.685, in 2009 it was 1.550.  It also had a Source Normalized 
Impact per Paper value of 0.701.  It is currently ranked 86/128 in cardiac and 
cardiovascular system journals.  It is the official journal of the American Association 
of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Rehabilitation and the Canadian Association of 
Cardiovascular Prevention and Rehabilitation.  This journal was chosen not only 
because of its IF, but because of the audience.  The journal is sent to all the members 
of two associations, thus having a direct impact on their patients care and as such 
could directly change their practice after being exposed to this paper.  It was also 
selected because of its indexing (Journal of Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and 
Prevention is cited in Allied and Complementary Medicine Database, Cumulative 
Index to Nursing Administration and Health Literature, EBSCO A-Z, EMBASE, Ex Libris, 
HINARI, JournalGuide, MEDLINE, ProQuest, PubMed, Science Citation Index 
Expanded, Scopus, TDNet, and Web of Science.), meaning that it is readily findable on 
literature searches. 
Subsequent to the publication of the paper Mendeley indicate that it has been cited 
12 times, 8 of which can be identified through Web of Science services: 
1) Chung MC, Jones RCM, Harding SA, Campbell J (2016) Posttraumatic Stress 
Disorder among Older Patients with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. 
Psychiatric Quarterly. 87(4):605-618. 
2) Harrison SL, Lee A, Janaudis-Ferreira T, Goldstein RS, Brooks D (2016) 
Mindfulness in people with a respiratory diagnosis: A systematic review. 
Patient Educ Couns. 99(3): 348-355. doi: 10.1016/j.pec.2015.10.013. 
3) Zimmermann Teieria PJ, Porto L, Kristensen CH, etal (2015) Post-traumatic 
Stress Sympotoms and Exacerbations in COPD Patients. Journal of Chronic 
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. 12(1):90-95. 
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4) Abrams TE, Blevins A, Weg MW (2015) Chronic obstructive lung disease and 
posttraumatic stress disorder: current perspectives. Int J Chron Obstruct 
Pulmon Dis. 10:2219-33. doi: 10.2147/COPD.S71449. 
5) Disler RT, Currow DC, Phillips JL etal (2012) Interventions to support a 
palliative care approach in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease: An integrative review. International Journal of Nursing Studies. 49(11): 
1443-1458. 
6) Nair HP, Ekenga CC, Cone JE, Brackbill RM, Farfel MR, Stellman SD (2012) Co-
occurring lower respiratory symptoms and posttraumatic stress disorder 5 to 6 
years after the World Trade Center terrorist attack. Am J Public Health. 
102(10):1964-73. doi: 10.2105/AJPH.2012.300690.  
7) Baumschlager D, Haas-Krammer A, Rothenhaeusler HB (2011) Emotional 
status, cognitive performance and quality of life in HIV-Infected patients. 
Nervenarzt. 8(7): 902-909. 
8) De Miranda S, Pochard F, Chaize M, etal (2011) Postintensive care unit 
psychological burden in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
and informal caregivers: a multi-center study. Critical Care Medicine. 39(1): 
112-118 
Other indices of impact are also available.  For example Mendeley Stats give the 
author a measure of readership.  It indicates how many people registered with 
Scopus, who have linked their accounts with the paper, and how want to follow the 
use of the paper in other publications.  The current paper has a Mendeley statistic of 
36.  The challenge with this statistic is that as a standalone article we cannot 
interpret how impactful this is. 
The quality of the paper can be judged rigorously using a standardised Quality 
Appraisal (QA) tools.  Each paper included in the thesis has been quality appraised by 
myself and an independent clinical researcher (Phil Clatworthy; 
https://www.nbt.nhs.uk/our-services/a-z-consultants/dr-philip-clatworthy).  We 
used the Joanna Briggs Institutes range of tools and selected the one which most 
appropriately fitted the methodology of the research.  As with systematic review 
process, differences in our ratings were discussed and consensus reached.   
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Quality Appraisal of paper 1 - Prevalence Data (Munn, Moola, Lisy et al 2015) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Was the sample frame appropriate to address the target 
population? 
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Were study participants sampled in an appropriate way? ☑ □ □ □ 
3. Was the sample size adequate? □ ☑ □ □ 
4. Were the study subjects and the setting described in 
detail? 
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Was the data analysis conducted with sufficient coverage 
of the identified sample?  
☑ □ □ □ 
6. Were valid methods used for the identification of the 
condition?  
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable way 
for all participants?  
☑ □ □ □ 
8. Was there appropriate statistical analysis?  ☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was the response rate adequate, and if not, was the low 
response rate managed appropriately? 
☑ □ □ □ 
 
Assigning a score of 2 for 'Yes', 1 for 'Unclear' and 0 for 'No' and 'Not applicable', this 
paper receives a total of 16/18 or 89%.  As mentioned above (Section 3.1.4.1) there 





Appendix 3: Paper 1 poster presentation 
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Appendix 4: Description of questionnaires used is paper 2 
Both a QoL and a HRQoL measure were included in the current work as they 
investigate different levels of the QoL concept.  Quality of Life is a broad concept 
which covers all aspects of life.  The SF-12 is a health status QoL measure.  The 
authors of the SF-12 aimed to develop a short, generic measure of subjective health 
status that was psychometrically sound and could be applied to a wide range of 
settings (Ware et al., 1996).  The UoW was included as a HRQoL measure.  It focuses 
on the effects of illness and specifically on the impact treatment may have on QoL.  
Quality of Life (in this study the SF-12) is therefore broader than HRQoL (UoW) 
because it includes evaluation of related, non-disease specific features of life 
whereas HRQoL is connected to an individual’s disease status.  HRQoL can help 
understand the distinction between aspects of life related to health. 
Medical Outcomes Short Form 12 Version 2 
The Medical Outcomes Short Form 12 Version 2 (SF-12) is a multipurpose, short-form 
questionnaire with only 12 items, all selected from the SF-36 Health Survey (Ware et 
al., 1996).  It is a generic measure, as opposed to one that targets a specific age, 
disease, or treatment group.  It has been proven to be useful in measuring outcomes 
in clinical trials.  The SF-12 was selected for use in this study as it is well validated but 
brief enough to minimise response burden (Melville et al., 2003; Stoll et al., 2000). 
The SF-12 is a self-administered survey designed to measure health concepts across 
age, disease and treatment groups.  It takes approximately 3 minutes to complete, 
which is a significant advantage compared with the SF-36, which takes 5 to 10 
minutes per respondent (Melville et al., 2003).  It tests eight health domains: 4 of 
physical health (physical functioning, role functioning, bodily pain and general health 
perception), and 4 of mental health (social functioning, role mental, vitality and 
mental health). 
Results for each participant are expressed in terms of two meta-scores; a Physical 
Component Summary (PCS) and a Mental Component Summary (MCS).  To calculate 
the PCS and MCS, test items are scored and normalised in an algorithm described in 
the SF-12 users' manual (Ware et al., 2001).  Raw data are transformed into norm-
based scores for each domain (population mean 50, standard deviation 10) and PCS 
and MCS measures for each participant are calculated using factor score coefficients 
derived from the general population.  This process yields PCS and MCS scores with a 
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range of 0 to 100.  Scores greater than 50 represent above average health status, 
whereas people with a score of 40 function at a level lower than 84% of the 
population (one standard deviation), and people with a score less than 30 function at 
a level lower than approximately 98% of the population (two standard deviations). 
Psychometric status of the SF-12 has been found adequate by studies determining its 
concurrent validity with the SF-36.  Using data from 10 general American population 
surveys (n = 24,293) the SF-12 achieved multiple R squares of 0.91 and 0.92 in 
predictions of the SF-36 PCS and MCS respectively (Ware, et al., 1996).  The SF-12 has 
demonstrated internal consistencies of α = 0.71 – 0.90 for all of the sub-scales 
including the PCS and MCS and test-retest of between r = 0.71 and 0.84 (Ware, et al., 
1996). 
This measure has been used in many fields of health care research including HNC.  
Khafif et al. (2007) investigated generic HRQoL with this measure and its association 
with QoL specifically related to HNC.  Other researchers have utilised the SF-12 to 
compliment the investigate of optimism and pessimism, disfigurement and 
dysfunction and how people with HNC represent their illness in relation to 
Leventhal’s common sense model (Kung et al., 2006; Llewellyn et al., 2007; Terrell et 
al., 1997). 
Silver Lining Questionnaire 
The 38-item Silver Lining Questionnaire (SLQ; Sodergren and Hyland, 2000) was 
selected for its psychometric properties and its reported ability to measure the 
extent to which people believe their illness has had a positive benefit despite the 
negative consequences of being ill. 
The SLQ measures 10 facets of positivity with illness.  These comprise: restructuring 
of life; reappraisal of life; spiritual gains; self-improvement; self-awareness; skills and 
new pursuits; sensitivity to emotions; confrontation of current concerns; improved 
interpersonal relationships and positive consequences for others.  People respond 
using five categories: strongly agree, agree, not sure, disagree, and strongly disagree.  
An overall score is obtained by scoring each item as 1 for responses strongly agree 
and agree, and 0 for all the other response options.  The total score therefore reflects 
the total number of items with which the respondent agrees (i.e. the number of 
positive consequences of illness experienced), and varies between 0 (low positivity, 
i.e. the respondent agrees with no items) and 38 (high positivity, i.e. the respondent 
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agrees with all items).  Cronbach’s alpha is 0.93 and retest reliability is r = 0.90 
(Sodergren et al., 2002).  
The authors of the SLQ refer to it measuring adversarial growth.  Although it has not 
been used to investigate PPC in people specifically with or following HNC, it has been 
used with mixed cancer cohorts (breast, colorectal, gynaecological, and lung) and 
found that adversarial growth is related to cancer stage (McBride et al., 2009).  When 
assessed in the setting of a range of diseases including a mixed cancer cohort, the 
severity of the illness affects the level of PPC reported using the SLQ (Sodergren et 
al., 2004; Sodergren and Hyland, 2000). 
No data is currently available on how long it takes to complete the SLQ. 
University of Washington quality of life questionnaire  
This is a broad measure of HRQoL specifically designed for use with people who have 
or have had HNC.  It has good patient acceptability, practicality, validity, reliability 
and responsiveness (Hassan and Weymuller, 1993).  Not only does the University of 
Washington (UoW) measure HRQoL items, it can also predict outcomes such as 
length of stay in hospital (Rogers et al., 2001) and identify discrete patient groups 
(Rogers et al., 2000).  The UoW (Hassan and Weymuller, 1993) quality of life (QoL) 
questionnaire version 4 was used and covers 12 domains: pain, appearance, activity, 
recreation, swallowing, chewing, speech, shoulder function, taste, saliva, mood and 
anxiety.  Each question is scaled from 0 (worst) to 100 (best) according to the 
hierarchy of response.  There are also three global questions, one asking about 
HRQoL compared to the month before they had cancer, one asking about HRQoL 
during the past 7 days and the third asking about overall QoL during the past 7 days.  
The UoW has been validated by comparison to the Karnofsky Scale and Sickness 
Impact Profile demonstrating an average criterion validity of 0.85 (Hassan and 
Weymuller, 1993).  It has also been found to have internal consistency between α = 
0.80 and 0.79 and Test-retest of r = 0.91 (Rogers et al., 2002). 
The questionnaire was designed to be a self-completed measure specific to HNC 
patients.  Hassan and Weymuller (1993) suggest that the advantages of the UoW are 
that it is brief and self-administered and, from the clinician's perspective, it is multi-
factorial, allowing sufficient detail to identify subtle change as well as providing 
questions specific to HNC.  It allows no input from the health provider, thus reflecting 
QoL as indicated by the patient.  
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Appendix 5: Impact of research of paper 2 
As with paper one, I undertook some lower level dissemination activities. The first of 
these was a poster presentation given at the British Psychological Society BPS Annual 
meeting in London in 2012 (Appendix 6).  I then presented this work at the 9th 
International Conference Head Neck Cancer Quality of Life.  The audience for this 
conference was a mixture of medics, nurses and allied health professionals, most 
speech and language therapists.  The third presentation was given to a national 
meeting of the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapist HNC specialist 
interest group. The International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at the time 
of writing this thesis has an impact factor of 2.164 and a Source Normalized Impact 
per Paper of 1.553.  It is currently ranked 24/200 in journals of dentistry, oral surgery 
and medicine and 77/200 of surgical journals.  International Journal of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery is the journal of the International Association of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgeon.  As such International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
is available free to International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon 
members.  Importantly International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery is 
indexed on some of the key databases (Current Contents / Clinical Medicine, 
EMBASE/Excerpta Medica, Medline/Index Medicus, Medical Documentation Service, 
Research Alert, ISI Science Citation Index, SciSearch, BIOSIS/Biological Abstracts, 
Scopus), ensuring it can be found by medics and other scientists, nurses, allied health 
professionals and researchers. 
The paper was published in 2018 and as such has only been cited once, and that 
citation was in my subsequent longitudinal paper: 
1) Harding SA (2018) The trajectory of positive psychological change in a head 
and neck cancer population. International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery. 47(5):578-584 
Mendeley Stats for paper 2 are at the time of writing 13.  In comparison to 36 of the 
paper, it would appear that it is of less interest to researchers’ and clinicians.  
However, this paper has been in circulation for approximately 18 months, as opposed 
to the 9 years of paper 1.  It is therefore encouraging that this paper in a niche field 
may be stimulating interest.   
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As with paper 1 Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  Once again we used the 




Quality Appraisal - Case Series (Moola, Munn, Tufanaru et al, 2017) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Were there clear criteria for inclusion in the case 
series?  ☑ □ □ □ 
2. Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable 
way for all participants included in the case series? ☑ □ □ □ 
3. Were valid methods used for identification of the 
condition for all participants included in the case 
series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
4. Did the case series have consecutive inclusion of 
participants?  □ ☑ □ □ 
5. Did the case series have complete inclusion of 
participants? □ ☑ □ □ 
6. Was there clear reporting of the demographics of 
the participants in the study? ☑ □ □ □ 
7. Was there clear reporting of clinical information of 
the participants? ☑ □ □ □ 
8. Were the outcomes or follow up results of cases 
clearly reported?  □ □ □ ☑ 
9. Was there clear reporting of the presenting 
site(s)/clinic(s) demographic information? □ ☑ □ □ 








Appendix 7: Impact of research of paper 3 
The team started to disseminate work around the development and usefulness of the 
LINQ in 2004.  Nine poster presentations were given at national and international 
conferences such as European Respiratory Society , Thorax and European General 
Practice Research Network (Appendix 8, and I gave two oral presentations were given 
at the European Health Psychology Conference and the South West Society for 
Academic Primary Care.  The paper was published in Respiratory Medicine, which at 
the time of writing has an impact factor of 3.230 and a Source Normalized Impact per 
Paper value of 1.17.  It is an international journal with a focus on publishing clinically 
relevant research.  Unlike the Journal of Cardiopulmonary Rehabilitation and 
Prevention, this is not a journal of a respiratory organisation.  So, it does not provide 
the automatic dissemination that that type of journal brings.  However, it is indexed 
in the main databases (Scopus, AIDS Abstracts, SIIC Data Bases, Current Contents/Life 
Sciences and Clinical Medicine, MEDLINE®, Excerpta Medica, Science Citation Index, 
Current Awareness in Biological Sciences, EMBASE), and as such can readily identified 
as evidenced by paper 3's inclusion in a systematic review (Roberts, Kidd, Kirkwood 
et al, 2018). 
At the time of writing, Mendeley indicates that it has been cited 21 times, all of 
which can be identified through Web of Science services: 
1) Roberts NJ, Kidd L, Kirkwood K, Cross J, Partridge MR. (2018) A systematic 
review of the content and delivery of education in pulmonary rehabilitation 
programmes. Respiratory Medicine. 145: 161-181  
2) Ward S, Sewell L, Singh S. (2018) Evaluation of multidisciplinary pulmonary 
rehabilitation education delivered by either DVD or spoken talk. Clinical 
Respiratory Journal. 12(11): 2546-2550  
3) Mayer AF, Gulart AA, Dos Santos K, (...), Karoh M, O'Neill B. (2018) 
Translation, cross-cultural adaptation, and reliability of the understanding 
COPD questionnaire for use in Brazil | [Tradução, adaptação transcultural e 
confiabilidade do questionário Understanding COPD para uso no Brasil].  Jornal 
Brasileiro de Pneumologia 44(4): 285-291  
4) Blackstock FC, Lareau SC, Nici L, (...), Meek PM, Singh S. (2018) Chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease education in pulmonary rehabilitation: An 
official American thoracic society/thoracic society of Australia and New 
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Zealand/Canadian thoracic society/British thoracic society workshop report. 
Annals of the American Thoracic Society. 15(7): 769-784  
5) Guilleminault L, Rolland Y, Didier A. (2018) Characteristics of non-
pharmacological interventions in the elderly with COPD. Smoking cessation, 
pulmonary rehabilitation, nutritional management and patient education | 
[Particularités de la prise en charge non médicamenteuse de la BPCO chez les 
sujets âgés. Réhabilitation, sevrage tabagique, nutrition et éducation 
thérapeutique]. Revue des Maladies Respiratoires 35(6): 626-641  
6) Clari M, Ivziku D, Casciaro R, Matarese M. (2018) The Unmet Needs of 
People with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease: A Systematic Review of 
Qualitative Findings. COPD: Journal of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. 
15(1): 79-88  
7) Early F, Young JS, Robinshaw E, (...), Mi EZ, Fuld JP. (2017) A case series of an 
off-the-shelf online health resource with integrated nurse coaching to support 
self-management in COPD. International Journal of COPD. 12, pp. 2955-2967  
8) Sandelowsky H, Krakau I, Modin S, Stallberg B, Nagar A. (2017) Case Method 
in COPD education for primary care physicians: Study protocol for a cluster 
randomised controlled trial. Trials 18(1):197 
9) Rosero-Carvajal HE, Cuero-Campaz DF, Arias-Balanta, Á.J., Wilches-Luna, E.C. 
(2017) Pilot study. Changes in the score of the Lung Information Needs 
Questionnaire (LINQ) after an educational intervention in patients with chronic 
respiratory disease | [Estudio piloto. Mudanças na pontuação do Lung 
Information Needs Questionnaire (LINQ) depois de uma intervenção educativa 
em pacientes com doença respiratória crônica]. Revsta Ciencias de la Salud. 
15(2): 259-271  
10) Crisafulli E, Morandi A, Olivini A, Malerba M, Clini EM. (2014) Rehabilitation 
and supportive therapy in elderly patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease. European Journal of Internal Medicine 25(4): 329-335  
11) Spruit MA, Singh SJ, Garvey C, (...), Donner CF, Wouters EFM. (2013) An 
official American thoracic society/European respiratory society statement: Key 
concepts and advances in pulmonary rehabilitation. American Journal of 
Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine  
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188(8): e13-e64  
12) Verbrugge R, , de Boer F, Georges JJ. (2013) Strategies used by respiratory 
nurses to stimulate self-management in patients with COPD. Journal of Clinical 
Nursing. 22(19-20): 2787-2799  
13) Bolton CE, Bevan-Smith EF, Blakey JD, (...), Walker PP, Walmsley S. (2013) 
British Thoracic Society guideline on pulmonary rehabilitation in adults. Thorax. 
68(SUPPL. 2): ii1-ii30  
14) Cosgrove D, MacMahon J, Bourbeau J, Bradley, J.M., O'Neill, B. (2013) 
Facilitating education in pulmonary rehabilitation using the Living Well with 
COPD programme for pulmonary rehabilitation: A process evaluation. BMC 
Pulmonary Medicine. 13(1): 50 
15) Paneroni M, Clini, E., Crisafulli E, (...), Bianchi L, Vitacca M. (2013) Feasibility 
and effectiveness of an educational program in Italian COPD patients 
undergoing rehabilitation. Respiratory Care. 58(2): 327-333  
16) Jones RCM, Haskell S. (2012) Know the score: A new tool to help assess, 
address, and evaluate COPD education. Canadian Journal of Respiratory 
Therapy. 48(1): 26-27  
17) Wakabayashi R, Motegi T, Yamada K, (...), Gemma A, Kida K. (2011) Efficient 
integrated education for older patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease using the Lung Information Needs Questionnaire. Geriatrics and 
Gerontology International. 11(4): 422-430  
18) Scott AS, Baltzan MA, Dajczman E, Wolkove N. (2011) Patient knowledge in 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: Back to basics. COPD: Journal of 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease. 8(5): 375-379  
19) Singh S, Harrison S, Houchen L, Wagg K. (2011) Exercise assessment and 
training in pulmonary rehabilitation for patients with COPD. European Journal 
of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine. 47(3): 483-497  
20) Dodd JW, Hogg L, Nolan J, (...), Man WDC, Hopkinson,NS. (2011) The COPD 
assessment test (CAT): Response to pulmonary rehabilitation. A multicentre, 
prospective study. Thorax 66(5): 425-429  
21) Carlin BW. (2009) Pulmonary rehabilitation and chronic lung disease: 
Opportunities for the respiratory therapist. Respiratory Care 54(8): 1091-1099  
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Paper 3, at the time of writing, has a Mendeley statistic of 43.   
As with the papers in Chapter 3, Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  Once 
again we used the Joanna Briggs Institutes range of tools and for paper 3 we used the 
Case Series checklist. 
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Quality Appraisal - Case Series (Moola, Munn, Tufanaru et al, 2017) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Were there clear criteria for inclusion in the case 
series?  
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable 
way for all participants included in the case series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Were valid methods used for identification of the 
condition for all participants included in the case 
series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
4. Did the case series have consecutive inclusion of 
participants?  
□ ☑ □ □ 
5. Did the case series have complete inclusion of 
participants? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
6. Was there clear reporting of the demographics of 
the participants in the study? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Was there clear reporting of clinical information of 
the participants? 
☑ □ □ □ 
8. Were the outcomes or follow up results of cases 
clearly reported?  
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was there clear reporting of the presenting 
site(s)/clinic(s) demographic information? 
☑ □ □ □ 








Appendix 9: Impact of research of paper 4 
Due to the very limited amount of research being undertaken at the time of data 
collection, I started to disseminate early findings in 2003, with an oral presentation to 
the British Hyperbaric Association.  This was followed up the next year by 2 poster 
presentations (Appendix 10) and an oral presentation at international conferences 
and then a further oral presentation (Appendix 11) in 2005 to the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society.  Paper 4 was published in the International Journal of 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.  This is the same journal as paper 2.  The impact 
factor, Source Normalized Impact per Paper and abstracting details are presented in 
section appendix 5, although there is no evidence to indicate that this has changed 
practice. 
In the eleven years since this paper was published it has been cited 33 times. 
1) Ravi P, Vaishnavi D, Gnanam A, Krishnakumar Raja VB. (2017) The role of 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy in the prevention and management of radiation-
induced complications of the head and neck – a systematic review of literature. 
Journal of Stomatology, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 118(6): 359-362  
2) Strojan P, Hutcheson KA, Eisbruch A, (...), Rinaldo A, Ferlito A. (2017) 
Treatment of late sequelae after radiotherapy for head and neck cancer. 
Cancer Treatment Reviews. 59: 79-92  
3)Olsson AB, Dillon J, Kolokythas A, Schlott BJ. (2017) Reconstructive Surgery. 
Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 75(8): e264-e301  
4) Chuinard AF, Giasson L, Fortin M. (2016) Hyperbaric oxygen therapy for head 
and neck irradiated patients with special attention to oral and maxillofacial 
treatments. Journal of the Canadian Dental Association. 82: g24 
5) Curi MM, Cardoso CL, De Lima HG, Kowalski LP, Martins MD. (2016) 
Histopathologic and histomorphometric analysis of irradiation injury in bone 
and the surrounding soft tissues of the jaws. Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgery. 74(1): 190-199  
6) Rogers SN, 
D'Souzahttps://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?origin=resultslist&auth
orId=15752582400&zone= JJ, Lowe D, Kanatas A. (2015) Longitudinal 
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evaluation of health-related quality of life after osteoradionecrosis of the 
mandible. British Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 53(9): 854-857  
7) Van Den Bergh B, De Mol Van Otterloo JJ, Van Der Ploeg T, Tuinzing DB, 
Forouzanfar T. (2015) IMF-screws or arch bars as conservative treatment for 
mandibular condyle fractures: Quality of life aspects. Journal of Cranio-
Maxillofacial Surgery. 43(7): 1004-1009  
8) Möst T, Schlegel KA, Lutz R, Schmitt C. (2015) At-risk patients in implant 
dentistry | [Risikopatienten in der implantologie]. Implantologie. 23(1): 39-48  
9) Fox NF, Xiao C, Sood AJ, (...), Sharma A, Day TA. (2015) Hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy for the treatment of radiation-induced xerostomia: A systematic 
review. Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, Oral Pathology and Oral Radiology. 120(1): 
22-28  
10) Zheng M, Li L, Tang Y, Liang X-H. (2014) How to improve the survival rate of 
implants after radiotherapy for head and neck cancer? Journal of Periodontal 
and Implant Science. 44(1): 2-7  
11) Lee A, Forner L, Jansen EC. (2014) Patients perspective on Hyperbaric 
Oxygen treatment of Osteoradionecrosis. International Journal of Technology 
Assessment in Health Care. 96 
12) Lee A, Forner L, Jansen EC. (2014) Patients perspective on Hyperbaric 
Oxygen treatment of Osteoradionecrosis. International Journal of Technology 
Assessment in Health Care  30(2): 188-193  
13) Erdemci F, Gunaydin Y, Sencimen M, (...), Dogan N, Gider IK. (2014) 
Histomorphometric evaluation of the effect of systemic and topical ozone on 
alveolar bone healing following tooth extraction in rats. International Journal of 
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 43(6): 777-783  
14) Donos N, Calciolari E. (2014) Dental implants in patients affected by 
systemic diseases. British Dental Journal.217(8): 425-430  
15) Irgens A, Vaagbo G, Aanderud L. (2013) Quality of life - The effect of 
hyperbaric oxygen treatment on radiation injury. Undersea and Hyperbaric 
Medicine. 40(6): 479-485  
16) Singer S, Arraras JI, Chie W-C, (...), Keszte J, Hofmeister D. (2013) 
Performance of the EORTC questionnaire for the assessment of quality of life in 
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head and neck cancer patients EORTC QLQ-H&N35: A methodological review. 
Quality of Life Research. 22(8): 1927-1941 
17) Jacobson AS, Zevallos J, Smith M, (...), Persky M, Urken ML. (2013) Quality 
of life after management of advanced osteoradionecrosis of the mandible. 
International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 42(9): 1121-1128  
18) Bassi F, Carr AB, Chang T-L, (...), Stanford CM, Wolfaardt J. (2013) 
Functional outcomes for clinical evaluation of implant restorations. 
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Quality Appraisal - Case Series (Moola, Munn, Tufanaru et al, 2017) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Were there clear criteria for inclusion in the case 
series?  
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable 
way for all participants included in the case series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Were valid methods used for identification of the 
condition for all participants included in the case 
series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
4. Did the case series have consecutive inclusion of 
participants?  
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Did the case series have complete inclusion of 
participants? 
☑ □ □ □ 
6. Was there clear reporting of the demographics of 
the participants in the study? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Was there clear reporting of clinical information of 
the participants? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
8. Were the outcomes or follow up results of cases 
clearly reported?  
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was there clear reporting of the presenting 
site(s)/clinic(s) demographic information? 
□ ☑ □ □ 























Appendix 12: Impact of research of paper 5 
As with paper 4, there was a very limited amount of research being undertaken at 
the time of data collection.  I started to disseminate early findings in 2004, through 
an oral presentation to the British Hyperbaric Association.  This was followed the 
next year by two poster presentations and an oral presentation at international 
conferences and then a further oral presentation in 2005 to the Undersea and 
Hyperbaric Medical Society.  Paper 5 was published in the Journal of Oral and 
Maxillofacial Surgery.  This is the American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial 
surgeons’ journal and at the time of publishing this article the impact factor was 1.78 
and Source Normalized Impact per Paper value was 1.45.  In comparison to paper 4 
this has been cited fewer times, 7 as compared to 34 (at the time of writing).  This is 
likely due to the rarity of the disease in combination with the use of Hyperbaric 
Oxygen Therapy.  Meaning that the reference is less likely to be cited by other 
researchers, as the patient cohort is hard to access. 
1) Strojan P, Hutcheson KA, Eisbruch A, (...), Rinaldo A, Ferlito A. (2017) 
Treatment of late sequelae after radiotherapy for head and neck cancer. 
Cancer Treatment Reviews. 59: 79-92 
2) Long Y, Tan J, Nie Y, (...), Mei X, Tu C. (2017) Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is 
safe and effective for the treatment of sleep disorders in children with cerebral 
palsy. Neurological Research. 39(3): 239-247  
3) Gottrup F, Dissemond J, Baines C, (...), Kronger K, Longobardi P. (2017) Use 
of oxygen therapies in wound healing: Focus on topical and hyperbaric oxygen 
treatment. Journal of Wound Care. 26(5): S1-S44  
4) Gottrup F, Dissemond J, Baines C, (...), Kronger K, Longobardi P. (2017) Use 
of oxygen therapies. Journal of Wound Care. 26, pp. S1-S42  
5) Rogers SN, D'Souza JJ, Lowe D, Kanatas A. (2015) Longitudinal evaluation of 
health-related quality of life after osteoradionecrosis of the mandible. British 
Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery. 53(9): 854-857 
6) Fox NF, Xiao C, Sood AJ, (...), Sharma A, Day TA. (2015) Hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy for the treatment of radiation-induced xerostomia: A systematic 




7) Lee A, Forner L, Jansen EC. (2014) Patients perspective on Hyperbaric 
Oxygen treatment of Osteoradionecrosis. International Journal of Technology 
Assessment in Health Care. 96 
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hyperbaric oxygen treatment on radiation injury. Undersea and Hyperbaric 
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Quality Appraisal - Case Series (Moola, Munn, Tufanaru et al, 2017) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Were there clear criteria for inclusion in the case 
series?  
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Was the condition measured in a standard, reliable 
way for all participants included in the case series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Were valid methods used for identification of the 
condition for all participants included in the case 
series? 
☑ □ □ □ 
4. Did the case series have consecutive inclusion of 
participants?  
□ □ ☑ □ 
5. Did the case series have complete inclusion of 
participants? 
□ □ ☑ □ 
6. Was there clear reporting of the demographics of 
the participants in the study? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Was there clear reporting of clinical information of 
the participants? 
☑ □ □ □ 
8. Were the outcomes or follow up results of cases 
clearly reported?  
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was there clear reporting of the presenting 
site(s)/clinic(s) demographic information? 
☑ □ □ □ 




Appendix 13: Impact of research of paper 6 
This paper was published early online towards the end of 2017 and in hard copy in 
2018.  This paper was a direct development of paper 2 (chapter 3).   
The International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery at the time of writing has 
an impact factor of 2.164, and a Source Normalized Impact per Paper value of 1.254.  
It is currently ranked 24/200 in journals of dentistry, oral surgery and medicine and 
77/200 of surgical journals.  International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery is 
the journal of the International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon.  As 
such International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery is available free to 
International Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon  members.  Importantly 
International Journal of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery is indexed on some of the key 
databases (Current Contents / Clinical Medicine, EMBASE/Excerpta Medica, 
Medline/Index Medicus, Medical Documentation Service, Research Alert, ISI Science 
Citation Index, SciSearch, BIOSIS/Biological Abstracts, Scopus), ensuring it can be 
found by a comprehensive range of professionals including medics, scientists, nurses, 
allied health professionals and researchers. 
As research into PPC within a HNC population is a slow moving field, with only 6 
other papers being published since 2008 and prior to this one, it is unsurprising it has 
yet to be cited.  However, as with the previously discussed research, I have 
undertaken other dissemination activities. 
An early iteration of the work was presented at the 10th International Conference 
Head Neck Cancer Quality of Life in 2014.  The audience for this conference was a 
mixture of medics, nurses and allied health professionals, most speech and language 
therapists.  In 2018, I was invited to present the research as published (Appendix 15) 
with a greater focus on the underlying theory at the Royal College of Speech and 
Language Therapists Head and Neck Cancer Clinical Excellence Network.  
As with paper 2, and mentioned above, this paper has only been in circulation for 18 
months and is investigating specialised area of practice.  So a Mendeley statistic of 12 
is low, but comparable to that of paper 2.  
As with all previous paper in this thesis Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  




Quality Appraisal - Cross-Sectional (Moola, Munn, Tufanaru et al 2017) 
 Yes No Unclear Not 
applicable 
1. Were the criteria for inclusion in the sample 
clearly defined? 
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Were the study subjects and the setting 
described in detail? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Was the exposure measured in a valid and 
reliable way? 
☑ □ □ □ 
4. Were objective, standard criteria used for 
measurement of the condition? 
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Were confounding factors identified? ☑ □ □ □ 
6. Were strategies to deal with confounding 
factors stated? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Were the outcomes measured in a valid and 
reliable way? 
☑ □ □ □ 





































Appendix 15: Mediators and Moderators of PPC 
The research undertaken for paper 6 has been interested in answering the question 
of how PPC develops or is maintained over an extended time frame.  Longitudinal 
research is not the only area that has been identified as requiring attention in this 
field of study.  The identification and statistical analysis of mediating and moderating 
factors still needs addressing (Joseph and Linley, 2008).   
No research has been published that looks at mediator and moderators of PPC within 
an HNC population, although work has been undertaken in other areas.  Pre-trauma 
mental health has been identified by Calhoun and Tedeschi (2006) as important for 
PPC.  They predicted that, in line with some other theorists (e.g. Miller and C’deBaca, 
1994) “people who experience Posttraumatic Growth need to have had room to 
grow, but be healthy enough to cope relatively successfully with their emotional 
distress” (Calhoun and Tedeschi, 1998 p.226).  This is the point in which coping plays 
a part in their model, as those who have adequate coping skills will it predicts, avoid 
being overwhelmed by trauma, and are more likely to experience PPC. 
In a meta-analysis Helgeson et al., (2006) assesses the time that had passed since the 
trauma.  They observed that PPC after a trauma was more strongly related to less 
depression and more positive affect when the trauma occurred more than two years 
previously.  However, they found that overall time since trauma was not related to 
an increase in PPC.  It could be suggested that time may still be a contributing factor 
and further research could examine this, as out of the 77 articles that Helgeson et al. 
(2006) reviewed, only 6 (8%) reported data concerning the time that had passed 
since the incident occurred.  It is also the case that the variation in the time points 
makes it difficult to make an accurate comment on how time affects the 
development of PPC.  The curvilinear effect of time since diagnosis on PPC 
development in the current study suggests that time may also be a complicating 
factor. 
The relationships of cancer stage and treatment regimen with PPC found in my work 
would be an interesting investigation.  As it may be that treatment regimens have a 
moderating effect on the mediator, cancer stage.  
Patient and Clinicians Perspectives of HNC 
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I would also be interested to undertake future research that may elicit understanding 
of the patient’s perspective.  This research would examine patient and clinician 
interactions, and then subsequently what each actor thought independently about 
the trauma of cancer and the development of PPC.  This would allow for insights into 
the description of the disease, treatment, outcomes as well as the short and long 
term expectations and beliefs about the HNC disease journey.  This is important as 
the understanding of an illness may affect the psychological impact of a treatment 
and its side effects. 
A key consideration in, my opinion, which needs illumination is whether HNC is 
considered to be acute or chronic.  It has been suggested that patients with a chronic 
condition may be expected to adopt a more active role in managing their problems 
than might be expected from those with an acute medical problem (White, 2001).  
Holman and Lorig (2000) have highlighted some differences between acute and 
chronic illnesses and comparison of the definitions offers a challenge to 
understanding cancer using these headings.  It is likely that some people with cancer 
had no idea that they are going to receive a cancer diagnosis and therefore it can be 
argued that the disease onset is abrupt, but others may have suspected that this 
diagnosis was likely and in some cases have delayed seeking medical intervention 
and lived with the gradually increasing symptoms.  Additionally, how the prognosis is 
described to the patient may well have a lasting impact on when the patient thinks 
they have ‘come out of the other side’ of their illness.  One patient may believe that 
on completion of their surgery they have overcome the disease, whilst another may 
not feel like this until they are discharged from the service five years after they have 
completed their treatment.  Indefinite outcomes and the associated pervasive levels 
of uncertainty surrounding diagnosis and prognosis, as well as the side effects of 
treatment may be central to patients’ perceptions and development of PPC.  




Positive Psychological Change Intervention(s)  
Park and Helgeson (2006) have cautioned against the rapid development of large-
scale PPC interventions among individuals who have experienced a traumatic life 
event before a number of key conceptual and empirical questions are answered, in 
particular, the time course of PPC development.  That is, at what point does a coping 
strategy used by an individual in an acutely stressful period solidify into a cognitive 
and behavioural change?   
If initial reports of positive change are short term coping or, as discussed above, a 
form of responding in a socially desirable way, this could compromise the 
rehabilitation process as, for example, cancer survivors reporting such PPC may be 
less likely to engage with rehabilitation services or attend hospital review 
appointments. 
Paper 6 shows longitudinal research which starts to shine a light on the pattern of 
PPC development in people who have been treated for HNC.  However, a greater 
understanding of the development and trajectories of change, including variables 
that differentiate sub-groups, is required before it would be possible to comment on 























Other Details Key References 
Adult Hope 
Scale 





The adult hope scale (AHS) 
measures Snyder's cognitive model 
of hope which defines hope as "a 
positive motivational state that is 
based on an interactively derived 
sense of successful (a) agency 
(goal-directed energy), and (b) 
pathways (planning to meet 
goals)".  
1. Snyder, C. R., Harris, C., Anderson, J. R., 
Holleran, S. A., Irving, L. M., Sigmon, S. T., 
et al.(1991). The will and the ways: 
Development and validation of an 
individual-differences measure of hope. 
Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 60, 570-585. 2. Snyder, C. R. 
(1994). The psychology of hope: You can 
get there from here. New York: Free 
Press. 3. Snyder, C. R. (2002). Hope 
theory: Rainbows in the mind. 









Yields scores for explanatory style 
for bad events and for good events 
using three causal dimensions: 
internal versus external, stable 
versus unstable, and global versus 
specific causes. 
1. Buchanan, G. and Seligman, M.E.P. 
(Eds.). (1995). Explanatory Style. Hillsdale, 
N.J.: Erlbaum. 2. Peterson, C. (1988). 
Explanatory style as a risk factor for 
illness. Cognitive Therapy and Research, 
12, 117-130. 3. Peterson, C., Semmel, A., 
von Baeyer, C., Abramson, L. T., Metalsky, 
G. I., & Seligman, M. E. P. (1982). The 
Attributional Style Questionnaire. 
Cognitive Therapy and Research, 6, 287-
300. 4. Seligman, M.E.P., Nolen-
Hoeksema, S., Thornton, N., and 
Thornton, K.M. (1990). Explanatory style 
as a mechanism of disappointing athletic 
performance. Psychological Science, 1, 
143-146. 5. Seligman, M.E.P. and 
Schulman, P. (1986). Explanatory style as 
a predictor of productivity and quitting 
among life insurance agents. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology, 50, 
832-838. 6. Sweeney, P.D., Anderson, K, & 
Bailey, S. (1986). Attributional style in 
depression: A meta-analytic review. 
Journal of Personality and Social 
















Other Details Key References 
Benefit Finding 
Scale 





Items were adapted from Behr’s 
Positive Contributions scale used 
with parents of disabled children 
(Behr, Murphy & Summer, 1991).  
Psychometrics are established with 
364 breast cancer patients.  
Cronbachs alpha is 0.95 
1. Tomich, P. L., & Helgeson, V. S. (2004). 
Is finding something good in the bad 
always good? Benefit finding among 
women with breast cancer. Health 
Psychology, 23, 16-23.  2. Behr, S.K., 
Murphy, D.L., & Summer, J.A. (1991). 
Kansas inventory of parental perceptions. 
Lawrence: University of Kansas. 3. Carver, 
C.S. (2013) The Benefit Finding Scale for 
breast cancer. Measurement Instrument 
Database for the Social Science. Retrieved 









Internal consistency reliability of 
the positive scale is -0.79 and 
negative changes scale has been 
found to be 0.81.  The two factors 
have good properties of 
convergent and discriminant 
validity and has been found to 
relate to posttraumatic stress and 
psychological distress in a 









Assessing individual differences in 
the recognition, pursuit, and 
integration of novel and 
challenging experiences and 
information. The CEI has good 
internal reliability, and shows 
moderately large positive 
relationships with intrinsic 
motivation, reward sensitivity, 
openness to experience, and 
subjective vitality.  
1. Kashdan, T.B., Rose, P., & Fincham, F.D. 
(2004). Curiosity and Exploration: 
Facilitating positive subjective 
experiences and personal growth 
opportunities. Journal of Personality 
Assessment, 82(3), 291-305. 2. Kashdan, 
T.B. (2002). Social anxiety dimensions, 
neuroticism, and the contours of positive 
psychological functioning. Cognitive 
Therapy and Research, 26, 789-810. 3. 
Kashdan, T.B. (2004) The neglected 
relationship between social interaction 
anxiety and hedonic deficits: 
Differentiation from depressive 


























GQ-6 measures the disposition to 
experience gratitude. It has good 
internal reliability, with alphas 
between .82 and .87, and there is 
evidence that the GQ-6 is 
positively related to optimism, life 
satisfaction, hope, spirituality and 
religiousness, forgiveness, 
empathy and prosocial behaviour, 
and negatively related to 
depression, anxiety, materialism 
and envy. 
1. McCullough, M. E., Emmons, R. A., & 
Tsang, J. (2002). The Grateful Disposition: 
A conceptual and Empirical Topography. 
Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 82, 112-127. 





IS demonstrates a consistent two-
factor structure, internal 
consistency, temporal stability, 
and measurement invariance 
across time and across 
populations. It has construct 
validity. 
1. Thrash, T. M., & Elliot, A. J. (2003). 
Inspiration as a psychological construct. 
Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 84, 871-889. 
Meaning in Life 
Questionnaire 





MLQ has good reliability, test-
retest stability, stable factor 
structure, and convergence among 
informants. Presence is positively 
related to well-being, intrinsic 
religiosity, extraversion and 
agreeableness, and negatively 
related to anxiety and depression. 
Search is positively related to 
religious quest, rumination, past-
negative and present-fatalistic 
time perspectives, negative affect, 
depression, and neuroticism, and 
negatively related to future time 
perspective, close-mindedness 
(dogmatism), and well-being. 
Presence relates as expected with 
personal growth self-appraisals, 
and altruistic and spiritual 
behaviours as assessed through 
daily diaries. 
1. Steger, M. F., Frazier, P., Oishi, S., & 
Kaler, M. (2006). The Meaning in Life 
Questionnaire: Assessing the presence of 
and search for meaning in life. Journal of 
Counseling Psychology, 53(1), 80-93. 2. 
Steger, M. F., & Frazier, P. (2005). 
Meaning in life: One link in the chain from 
religion to well-being. Journal of 


























MAAS is designed to assess a core 
characteristic of dispositional 
mindfulness, namely, open or 
receptive awareness of and 
attention to what is taking place in 
the present. The scale shows 
strong psychometric properties. 
1. Brown, K.W. & Ryan, R.M. (2003). The 
benefits of being present: Mindfulness 
and its role in psychological well-being. 
Journal of Personality and Social 










OAASQ is a version of the ASQ 
modified to be appropriate to the 
lives of older adults.  
1. Isaacowitz, D.M. & Seligman, M.E.P. 
(2002). Cognitive style predictors of affect 
change in older adults. International 
Journal of Aging and Human 
Development, 54(3), 233-253. 2. 
Isaacowitz, D.M. & Seligman, M.E.P. 
(2001). Is pessimistic explanatory style a 
risk factor for depressive mood among 
community-dwelling older adults? 









Cronbach’s alpha reliability 
coefficients for the PBS positive 
scales range from 0.73 to 0.93, and 
test-retest correlation coefficient 
reported over 2 weeks range from 
0.66 to 0.97.  Information for the 
PBS negative scale was not 
reported.  Strong correlations 
between PBS and PTGI were 
reported. 
1. McMillen, J.C., & Fisher, R.H. (1998) The 
Perceived Benefits Scales: Measuring 
perceived positive life changes after 
negative events. Social Work Research, 









PGIS is scale for personal growth 
initiative. Personal growth 
initiative is a person's active and 
intentional involvement in 
changing and developing as a 
person. There is evidence that the 
PGIS is strongly positively related 
to psychological well-being and 
negatively related to psychological 
distress. Reliability and validity 
evidence has been strong. 
1. Bartley, D. F., & Robitschek, C. (2000). 
Career exploration: A multivariate analysis 
of predictors. Journal of Vocational 
Behavior, 56, 63-81. 2. Robitschek, C. 
(1998). Personal growth initiative: The 
construct and its measure. Measurement 
and Evaluation in Counseling and 
Development, 30, 183-198. 3. Robitschek, 
C. (1999). Further validation of the 
Personal Growth Initiative Scale. 
Measurement and Evaluation in 
Counselling and Development, 31, 197-
210. 4. Robitschek, C., & Cook, S. W. 
(1999). The influence of personal growth 
















Other Details Key References 
exploration and vocational identity. 
Journal of Vocational Behavior, 54, 127-
141. 5. Robitschek, C., & Kashubeck, S. 
(1999). A structural model of parental 
alcoholism, family functioning, and 
psychological health: The mediating 
effects of hardiness and personal growth 
orientation. Journal of Counseling 
Psychology, 46, 159-172. 6. Whittaker, A. 
E., & Robitschek, C. (2001). 
Multidimensional family functioning as 
predictors of personal growth initiative. 










Internal consistency coefficients 
ranged from 0.67 to 0.85 for the 
subscales.  The alpha coefficient 
for the normative sample was 
0.90.  Test-retest reliability 
measured two months later, was 
0.71 for the total score, but 0.37 
for some of the sub-scales. 
1. Tedeschi, R.G., & Calhoun, L.G. (1996) 
Posttraumatic Growth Inventory: 
Measuring the positive latency of trauma. 









This scale conceptualises 
psychological well-being as 
consisting of 6 dimensions: 
autonomy, environmental 
mastery, personal growth, positive 
relations with others, purpose in 
life, self-acceptance.  
1. Ryff, C.D., & Singer, B. (1998). The 
contours of positive human health. 
Psychological Inquiry, 9, 1-28. 2. Ryff, C.D. 
(1995). Psychological well-being in adult 
life. Current Directions in Psychological 
Science, 4, 99-104. 3. Ryff, C.D., & Keyes, 
C.L.M. (1995). The structure of 
psychological well-being revisited. Journal 
of Personality and Social Psychology, 69, 
719-727. 
Quality of Life 
Inventory 





QOLI assesses an individual's 
quality of life through the 
importance they attach to each of 
16 life domains, as well as their 
current satisfaction with each 
domain. 
1. Frisch, M.B. (1992). Use of the Quality 
of Life Inventory in problem assessment 
and treatment planning for cognitive 
therapy of depression. In A. Freeman & 
F.M. Dattilio (Eds). Comprehensive 
Casebook of Cognitive Therapy (pp. 27-
52). New York: Plenum. 2. Frisch, M.B., 
Cornell, J., Villanueva, M., & Retzlaff, P.J. 
(1992). Clinical validation of the Quality of 
Life Inventory: A measure of life 
















Other Details Key References 
and outcome assessment. Psychological 
Assessment: A Journal of Consulting and 
Clinical Psychology, 4, 92-101. 
Satisfaction 
with Life Scale 





The Satisfaction with Life Scale was 
developed to assess satisfaction 
with people's lives as a whole. The 
scale does not assess satisfaction 
with specific life domains, such as 
health or finances, but allows 
subjects to integrate and weigh 
these domains in whatever way 
they choose. 
1. Diener, E., Emmons, R.A., Larson, R.J., & 
Griffin, S. (1985). The satisfaction with life 
scale. Journal of Personality Assessment, 
49, 71-75. 2. Pavot, W. & Diener, E. 
(1993). Review of the Satisfaction with 
Life Scale. Psychological Assessment, 5, 
164-172. 3. Pavot, W. G., Diener, E., 
Colvin, C. R., & Sandvik, E. (1991). Further 
validation of the Satisfaction with Life 
Scale: Evidence for the cross-method 
convergence of well-being measures. 









The Silver Lining Questionnaire 
measures the extent to which 
people believe their illness has had 
a positive benefit despite the 
negative consequences of being ill. 
Research suggests that this 
positive interpretation is not due 
to a form of self-delusion but 
instead reflects personal growth 
and that it can be enhanced by the 
context. 
1. Sodergren, S. C. & Hyland, M. E. (1997). 
Qualitative phase in the development of 
the Silver Lining Questionnaire. Quality of 
Life Research, 6, (7-8), 365. 2. Sodergren, 
S. C., & Hyland, M. E. (2000). What are the 
positive consequences of illness? 
Psychology and Health, 15, 85-97. 3. 
Sodergren, S. C., Hyland, M. E., Singh, S. J., 
& Sewell, L. (2002). The effect of 
rehabilitation on positive interpretations 
of illness. Psychology and Health; 17, 753-
760. 4. Sodergren, S. C., Hyland, M. E., 
Crawford, A., Partridge, M. R. (2004). 
Positivitiy in illness: self-delusion or 
existential growth? British Journal of 
Health Psychology, 9, 163-174. 5. Hyland, 
M. E., Sodergren, S. C., & Lewith, G. T. 
(2006). The role of positivity in chronic 
fatigue syndrome (CFS). Journal of Health 
























 10 / 5 
Minutes 
STCI instrument measures the 
three concepts of cheerfulness, 
seriousness, and bad mood as both 
states (STCI-S) and traits (STCI-T). 
The concepts are considered to 
assess the temperamental basis of 
humour and the scales have been 
validated in a variety of studies 
1. Ruch, W., Kohler, G. & van Thriel 
(1996). Assessing the "humorous 
temperament": Construction of the facet 
and standard trait forms of the State-
Trait-Cheerfulness-Inventory - STCI. In W. 
Ruch (Ed.), Measurement of the sense of 
humor [special issue]. Humor: 
International Journal of Humor Research, 
9, 303-339. 2. Ruch, W., Kohler, G. & van 
Thriel (1997). To be in good or bad humor: 
Construction of the state form of the 
State-Trait-Cheerfulness-Inventory - STCI. 
Personality and Individual Differences, 22, 
477-491. 3. Ruch, W. & Kohler, G. (1998). 
A temperament approach to humor. In: 
W. Ruch (Ed.), The sense of humor: 
Explorations of a personality 
characteristic. (Humor Research Series, 
vol. 3). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 203-
230. 4. Ruch, W. & Carrell, A. (1998). Trait 
cheerfulness and the sense of humor. 
Personality and Individual Differences, 24, 
551-558. 5. Ruch, W. (1997). State and 
trait cheerfulness and the induction of 









Internal consistency coefficients 
for the SRGS in the mid 0.90s. Two 
week test-retest reliability was 
0.81. 
Park, C.L., Cohen, L.H., & Murch, R. 
(1996). Assessment and prediction of 
stress related growth. Journal of 

















Other Details Key References 
Subjective 
Happiness Scale  





SHS is a global subjective 
happiness scale. SHS has high 
internal consistency, which has 
been found to be stable across 
samples. Test-retest and self-peer 
correlations have suggested good 
to excellent reliability, and 
construct validation studies of 
convergent and discriminant 
validity have confirmed the use of 
this scale to measure the construct 
of subjective happiness. 
1. Lyubomirsky, S., & Lepper, H. S. (1999). 
A measure of subjective happiness: 
Preliminary reliability and construct 
validation. Social Indicators Research, 46, 
137-155. 2. Lyubomirsky, S., & Ross, L. 
(1997). Hedonic consequences of social 
comparison: A contrast of happy and 
unhappy people. Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology, 73, 1141-1157. 3. 
Lyubomirsky, S., & Ross, L. (1999). 
Changes in attractiveness of elected, 
rejected, and precluded alternatives: A 
comparison of happy and unhappy 
individuals. Journal of Personality and 
Social Psychology, 76, 988-1007. 4. 
Lyubomirsky, S., & Tucker, K. L. (1998). 
Implications of individual differences in 
subjective happiness for perceiving, 
interpreting, and thinking about life 
events. Motivation and Emotion, 22, 155-
186. 5. Lyubomirsky, S. (2001). Why are 
some people happier than others?: The 
role of cognitive and motivational 
processes in well-being. American 
Psychologist, 56, 239-249. 





Cronbach’s alpha reliability 
coefficient for the TS of 0.92. No 
test-retest information is reported. 
1. Abraido-Lanza, A.F., Guier, C., & Colon, 
R.M. (1998). Psychological thriving among 
Latinas with chronic illness. Journal of 











TRIM assesses the motivations 
assumed to underlie forgiving: 
Avoidance and Revenge. TRIM 
subscales not only correlate with a 
variety of relationship, offense, 
and social-cognitive variables, they 
have also demonstrated strong 
relationships to a single-item 
measure of forgiveness. 
1. McCullough, M. E., Rachal, K.C., 
Sandage, S. J., Worthington, E. L., Brown, 
Susan W., & Hight, T. L.(1998). 
Interpersonal Forgiving in Close 
Relationships: II. Theoretical Elaboration 
and Measurement. Journal of Personality 
and Social Psychology, 75, 1586-1603. 2. 
McCullough, M. E., Hoyt, W. T., & Rachal, 
K. C. (2000). What We Know (and Need to 
Know) about Assessing Forgiveness 
Constructs. In McCullough, M. E., 
Pargament, K.I., & Carl E. Thoresen (Eds.), 
Forgiveness: Theory, Research, and 
















Other Details Key References 
Publications,Inc. 3. McCullough, M. E., 
Bellah, C.G., Kilpatrick, S. D., & Johnson, J. 
L. (2001). Vengefulness: Relationships 
With Forgiveness, Rumination, Well-
Being, and the Big Five. Journal of 
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 
27, 601-610. 
VIA Inventory of 
Strengths 





VIA-IS has face-validity and is 
intended for use with adults in the 
contemporary United States.  
1. Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. E. P. (in 
preparation). The VIA classification of 
strengths. Cincinnati, OH: Values in Action 
Institute. 2. Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. 






Appendix 17: Impact of research of paper 7 
Systematic reviews do not easily lend themselves to conference presentations (oral 
or poster), so my focus for the dissemination of this work, was also a peer review 
journal publication.  Due to the growing popularity of PPC, and the limited number of 
publications within HNC I was very keen to publish this review in an open access 
journal.  At the time, I was only really aware of PeerJ and PLOS ONE, and also that 
there were a growing body of 'journals' that were pay to publish.  These later types 
were not indexed on the traditional databases (Scopus, AIDS Abstracts, SIIC Data 
Bases, Current Contents/Life Sciences and Clinical Medicine, MEDLINE®, Excerpta 
Medica, Science Citation Index, Current Awareness in Biological Sciences, EMBASE), 
so once published no one would easily find the review to reference.  At the time I 
choose PeerJ it had not been published for long enough to have an impact factor, but 
a year later it was rated as 2.1 and had a Source Normalized Impact per Paper value 
of 0.84. 
At the time of writing and excluding self-citations, Mendeley indicated that it has 
been cited 19 times, all of which can be identified through the Web of Science 
services: 
1. Zhang MM, Yang YJ, Su D, Zhang T, Jiang XX & Li HP. (2019) A randomized 
controlled trial of a guided self‐disclosure intervention to facilitate benefit 
finding in Chinese breast cancer patients: study protocol. Journal of 
Advanced Nursing, doi: 10.1111/jan.14042.  
2. Dunne S, Coffey L, Sharp L, Desmond D, Cullen C, O'Connor J, O'Sullivan E, 
Timon C & Gallagher P. (2019) Investigating the impact of self‐management 
behaviours on quality of life and fear of recurrence in head and neck cancer 
survivors: A population‐based survey. Psycho-Oncology, 28(4):742-749. 
doi10.1002/pon.5010. 
3. Leong Abdullah MFI, Hami R, Appalanaido GK, Azman N, Shariff NM, Md 
Sharif SS. (2019) Diagnosis of cancer is not a death sentence: Examining 
posttraumatic growth and its associated factors in cancer patients. Journal of 
Psychosocial Oncology Mar 1:1-16. doi: 10.1080/07347332.2019.1574946. 
4. Wu X, Kaminga AC, Dai W, Deng J, Wang Z, Pan X & Liu A. (2019)The 
prevalence of moderate-to-high posttraumatic growth: A systematic review 
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and meta-analysis. Journal of Affective Disorders. 15;243:408-415. doi: 
10.1016/j.jad.2018.09.023. 
5. Lopes CB, Magalhães LL, Teófilo CR, Alves APNN, Montenegro RC, Negrini M 
& Ribeiro-dos-Santos A. (2018) Differential expression of hsa-miR-221, hsa-
miR-21, hsa-miR-135b, and hsa-miR-29c suggests a field effect in oral cancer 
BMC Cancer. 6;18(1):721. doi: 10.1186/s12885-018-4631-z. 
6. Li Q, Lin L, Zhou H, Xu Y, Yang L, & Xu Y. (2018) Factors moderating the 
mutual impact of benefit finding between Chinese patients with cancer and 
their family caregivers: A cross‐sectional study Psycho-Oncology. 
27(10):2363-2373. doi: 10.1002/pon.4833. 
7. Shand LK, Brooker JE, Burney S, Fletcher J & Ricciardelli LA. (2018) 
Psychosocial factors associated with posttraumatic stress and growth in 
Australian women with ovarian cancer Journal of Psychosocial Oncology. 
36(4):470-483. doi: 10.1080/07347332.2018.1461728. 
8. Olson A, Reiland S, Davies S & Koehler AR. (2018) Learning about the 
experience of living with chronic conditions: A framework analysis of nursing 
students’ reflections on their conversations with older adults. Gerontology & 
Geriatrics Education. 39(3):295-315. doi: 10.1080/02701960.2016.1247067. 
9. Kendell K & Armstrong NJ. (2018) Survivorship: The Role of the Clinical 
Psychologist and the Clinical Nurse Specialist in Thyroid Cancer Care.  
Practical Management of Thyroid Cancer, Chapter 27 pp 369-385 
10. Litzelman K, Blanch-Hartigan D, Lin CC & Han X. (2017) Correlates of the 
positive psychological byproducts of cancer: Role of family caregivers and 
informational support Palliative & Supportive Care. 15(6):693-703. doi: 
10.1017/S1478951517000050. 
11. Jones SMW, Ziebell R, Walker R, Nekhlyudov L, Rabin BA, Nutt S, Fujii M & 
Chubak J. (2017) Association of worry about cancer to benefit finding and 
functioning in long-term cancer survivors. Supportive Care in Cancer. 
25(5):1417-1422. doi: 10.1007/s00520-016-3537-z. 
12. Gonzalez BD, Manne SL, Stapleton J, Myers-Virtue S, Ozga M, Kissane D, 
Heckman C & Morgan M. (2017) Quality of life trajectories after diagnosis of 
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gynecologic cancer: a theoretically based approach. Supportive Care in 
Cancer. 25(2):589-598. doi: 10.1007/s00520-016-3443-4. 
13. Holtmaat K, van der Spek N, Cuijpers P, Leemans CR & Verdonck‐de Leeuw 
IM. (2017)Posttraumatic growth among head and neck cancer survivors with 
psychological distress. Psycho-Oncology, 26(1):96-101. doi: 
10.1002/pon.4106. 
14. Ruini C. (2017) Positive Psychology in the Clinical Domains. Research and 
Practice, Dordrecht, Springer Netherlands, 2017, pp. 206 
15. Keitel MA & Wertz LH. (2017) Gender and Meaning Making.  The Experiences 
of Individuals With Cancer, Reconstructing Meaning After Trauma, Chapter 4, 
pp 47-68 
16. Adams SV, Ceballos R & Newcomb PA. (2016) Quality of Life and Mortality of 
Long-Term Colorectal Cancer Survivors in the Seattle Colorectal Cancer 
Family Registry. PLoS ONE , 2;11(6):e0156534. doi: 
10.1371/journal.pone.0156534. 
17. Ridgway E, Grose J, Charles A,  Hewett J, Jarvis M & Benjamin S. (2016) The 
experience of patients with a ‘good’ cancer. European Journal of Cancer 
Care. 25(3):348-55. doi: 10.1111/ecc.12258. 
18. Chiba R, Miyamoto Y & Harada N, (2016) Psychological Transformation by an 
Intervention to Facilitate Benefit Finding Among People With Chronic Mental 
Illness in Japan. Perspectives In Psychiatric Care. 52(2):139-44. doi: 
10.1111/ppc.12110. 
19. Martz E & Livneh H. (2016) Psychosocial Adaptation to Disability Within the 
Context of Positive Psychology: Findings from the Literature. Journal of 
Occupational Rehabilitation. 26(1):4-12. doi: 10.1007/s10926-015-9598-x. 
Paper 7, at the time of writing, has a Mendeley statistic of 43.   
As with the papers in previous chapters, Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  
Once again we used the Joanna Briggs Institutes range of tools and for paper 3 we 
used the Case Series checklist.
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Quality Appraisal - Systematic Reviews (Aromatataris, Fernandez, Godfrey et 
al 2015) 
 
Yes No Unclear 
Not 
applicable 
1. Is the review question clearly and explicitly 
stated? 
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Were the inclusion criteria appropriate for 
the review question? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Was the search strategy appropriate? ☑ □ □ □ 
4. Were the sources and resources used to 
search for studies adequate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Were the criteria for appraising studies 
appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
6. Was critical appraisal conducted by two or 
more reviewers independently? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Were there methods to minimize errors in 
data extraction? 
□ □ ☑ □ 
8. Were the methods used to combine 
studies appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was the likelihood of publication bias 
assessed? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
10. Were recommendations for policy and/or 
practice supported by the reported data? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
11. Were the specific directives for new 
research appropriate? 




Appendix 18: Impact of research of paper 8 
As mentioned above systematic reviews do not lend themselves to conference 
presentations, and as such Anna did not present the review as a standalone piece of 
work, although did refer to it in subsequent presentations of her PhD research. 
The paper was published in Communication Disorders Quarterly, which at the time of 
publishing paper 8 had an impact factor of 0.5 and a Source Normalized Impact per 
Paper value of 0.908.  The Communication Disorders Quarterly in an international 
journal aimed at speech and language pathologists/therapist and teachers of the 
deaf and hard of hearing.  As a Sage Publishing journal, it is indexed on the usual 
databases (Cumulative Index to Nursing Administration and Health Literature, 
Contents Pages in Education (T&F), Educational Research Abstracts Online (T&F), 
Gale: Expanded Academic ASAP, MediaFinder, NISC, ProQuest: Linguistics and 
Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA), PsycINFO, Scopus).  
At the time of writing and excluding self-citations, Mendeley indicated that it has 
been cited 6 times, all of which can be identified through the web of science services: 
1) McDonald D, Colmer S, Guest S, Humber D, Ward C & Young J. (2019) Parent-
implemented language intervention delivered by therapy assistants for two-
year-olds at risk of language difficulties: A case series. Child Language 
Teaching and Therapy. https://doi.org/10.1177/0265659019842244 
2) Yuill N & Little S. (2018) Thinking or feeling? An exploratory study of maternal 
scaffolding, child mental state talk, and emotion understanding in language‐
impaired and typically developing school‐aged children. British Journal of 
Educational Psychology. 88(2), 261-283, https://doi.org/10.1111/bjep.12194 
3) Green KB, Towson JA, Head C, Janowski B & Smith L. (2018) Facilitated 
playgroups to promote speech and language skills of young children with 
communication delays: A pilot study Child Language Teaching and Therapy. 
34(1), 37-52, https://doi.org/10.1177/0265659018755525 
4) Lüke C, Ritterfeld U, Grimminger A, Liszkowski U & Rohlfing KJ. (2017) 
Development of Pointing Gestures in Children With Typical and Delayed 
Language Acquisition. Journal of Speech Language and Hearing Research. 
60(11), 3185-3197, https://doi.org/10.1044/2017_jslhr-l-16-0129 
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5) Zevenbergen AA, Holmes A, Haman E, Whiteford N & Thielges S. (2016) 
Variability in mothers’ support for preschoolers’ contributions to co-
constructed narratives as a function of child age. First Language - 3 6(6), 601-
616, https://doi.org/10.1177/0142723716673955 
6) Medeiros KF & Cress CJ. (2016) Differences in maternal responsive and 
directive behavior during free play with and without aided AAC. 
Augmentative and Alternative Communication. 32(2), 151-161, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/07434618.2016.1179341 
Paper 8, at the time of writing, has a Mendeley statistic of 46.   
As with the papers in previous chapters, Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  
Once again we used the Joanna Briggs Institutes range of tools and for paper 3 we 
used the Case Series checklist. 
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Quality Appraisal - Systematic Reviews (Aromatataris, Fernandez, Godfrey et 
al 2015) 
 
Yes No Unclear 
Not 
applicable 
1. Is the review question clearly and explicitly 
stated? 
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Were the inclusion criteria appropriate for 
the review question? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Was the search strategy appropriate? ☑ □ □ □ 
4. Were the sources and resources used to 
search for studies adequate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Were the criteria for appraising studies 
appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
6. Was critical appraisal conducted by two or 
more reviewers independently? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Were there methods to minimize errors in 
data extraction? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
8. Were the methods used to combine 
studies appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was the likelihood of publication bias 
assessed? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
10. Were recommendations for policy and/or 
practice supported by the reported data? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
11. Were the specific directives for new 
research appropriate? 




Appendix 19: Impact of research reported of paper 9 
As with the previous two papers (7 and 8), this work was not presented prior to its 
dissemination via paper 9.  The paper was published in the International Journal of 
Language and Communication Disorders.  At the time of publishing paper 9, the 
International Journal of Language and Communication Disorders had an impact 
factor of 1.50 and a Source Normalized Impact per Paper value of 1.214.  This journal 
is also indexed on a surprisingly large number of databases (Abstracts on Hygiene & 
Communicable Diseases (CABI), Academic Search Alumni Edition (EBSCO Publishing), 
British Education Index (EBSCO Publishing), CAB Abstracts® (CABI), Current Contents: 
Social & Behavioral Sciences (Clarivate Analytics), ERIC: Educational Resources 
Information Center (CSC), Global Health (CABI), Health & Medical Collection 
(ProQuest), Health Research Premium Collection (ProQuest), Hospital Premium 
Collection (ProQuest), Linguistics Collection (ProQuest), MLA International 
Bibliography (MLA), ProQuest Central (ProQuest), ProQuest Central K-253, ProQuest 
Central K-254, Psychology Database (ProQuest), Science Citation Index Expanded 
(Clarivate Analytics), Social Science Premium Collection (ProQuest), Social Sciences 
Citation Index (Clarivate Analytics), Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics)), and is 
picked up multiple time when running the type of searches used during systematic 
reviewing. 
At the time of writing, Mendeley indicates that it has been cited 3 times, all of which 
can be identified through Web of Science services: 
1. Alsaad M, McCabe P & Purcell A. (2019) The Application of the Maximal 
Opposition Therapy Approach to an Arabic-Speaking Child, Journal of 
Communication Disorders, 10.1016/j.jcomdis.2019.105913, (105913). 
2. Hegarty N, Titterington J, McLeod S & Taggart L (2018) Intervention for 
children with phonological impairment: Knowledge, practices and 
intervention intensity in the UK, International Journal of Language & 
Communication Disorders, 53, 5, (995-1006) 
3. Nakamichi N, Takamoto K, Nishimaru H, Fujiwara K, Takamura Y, Matsumoto 
J, Noguchi  M & Nishijo H. (2018) Cerebral Hemodynamics in Speech-Related 
Cortical Areas: Articulation Learning Involves the Inferior Frontal Gyrus, 
Ventral Sensory-Motor Cortex, and Parietal-Temporal Sylvian Area, Frontiers 
in Neurology, 10.3389/fneur.2018.00939, 9. 
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Paper 9, at the time of writing, has a Mendelet statistic of 53.  The paper has yet to 
be cited many times, probably due to only being published at the start of 2018.  This 
is likely due to the lag between publishing, reading and informing fellow researchers’ 
thinking.  However, the paper was commended as being one of the top 20 articles 
from the International Journal of Language and Communication Disorders 
downloaded in 2018 (Appendix 21), so we hope it will be cited a lot in the near 
future. 
As with the papers in previous chapters, Dr Phil Clatworthy and I applied a QA tool.  
Once again we used the Joanna Briggs Institutes range of tools and for paper 9 we 
used the Systematic Review checklist. 
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Quality Appraisal - Systematic Reviews (Aromatataris, Fernandez, Godfrey et 
al 2015) 
 
Yes No Unclear 
Not 
applicable 
1. Is the review question clearly and explicitly 
stated? 
☑ □ □ □ 
2. Were the inclusion criteria appropriate for 
the review question? 
☑ □ □ □ 
3. Was the search strategy appropriate? ☑ □ □ □ 
4. Were the sources and resources used to 
search for studies adequate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
5. Were the criteria for appraising studies 
appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
6. Was critical appraisal conducted by two or 
more reviewers independently? 
☑ □ □ □ 
7. Were there methods to minimize errors in 
data extraction? 
□ □ ☑ □ 
8. Were the methods used to combine 
studies appropriate? 
☑ □ □ □ 
9. Was the likelihood of publication bias 
assessed? 
□ ☑ □ □ 
10. Were recommendations for policy and/or 
practice supported by the reported data? 
☑ □ □ □ 
11. Were the specific directives for new 
research appropriate? 








Appendix 21: Southmead Hospital Charity, Expression of 
Interest – Male Breast Cancer  
 
1. Project Details 
Project title 
(To be written in plain 
English): 
Men have breasts too - What is it like to be a man with 
breast cancer? 
Start date: 1st March 2020 
Project duration (months): 12 months 




2. Lead Applicant Details 
Name: Sam Harding 
Department: Research and Innovation 
Job Title: Senior Research Associate 




NBT contract held:  Substantive 
If Honorary, where is your 
main contract held? 
 
Qualifications held: DHealthPSych, MPhil, MSc, BSc  
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4. Scientific Summary 
i. Background 
Detail the size and nature of the problem to be addressed; include a brief literature 
review (500 word max) 
Male Breast Cancer is rare, accounting for less than 1% of all breast cancer 
cases and 1% of cancer cases in men.1  This means that there is little awareness 
among men, and even among physicians, regarding the occurrence of breast cancer 
in males.  A major implication of this being late diagnosis and subsequent negative 
impact on clinical prognosis and psychological well-being.2  Across all cancer sites 
people are now twice as likely to survive at least 10 years than they were at the 
start of the 1970s. Better screening and advances in treatment over the last forty 
years mean we have seen a huge change in what a cancer diagnosis means in terms 
of mortality. This has also led to changes in morbidities and treatment side effects 
people have to live with.4   
Recent psychological research has focused on the potential for people 
diagnosed with cancer to have substantial “positive psychological change resulting 
from the struggle to overcome highly challenging life circumstances".5-11In some 
cases these benefits merely mitigate the negative consequences of illness, but there 
are also instances where people report an overall benefit from being ill.  These 
changes may concern alterations in the perceptions of oneself, social relationships 
with family and friends, life priorities, and appreciation of life.  Cancer survivors 
from tumours in a range of locations frequently report having altered priorities and 
psychology,7,12-15 but the pattern and time course of these changes has been found 
to differ by age, location, tumour stage, and gender.   
It is becoming clear that both good and bad can come from the diagnosis 
and treatment of breast cancer, at least for women.  The researchers have yet to 
identify breast cancer studies focusing on psychological factors that are relevant to 
men.  Published studies investigating breast cancer most frequently have no male 
participants at all and in the rare cases that they do, they do not reach a 
representative number of men e.g. approximately 1 in 100.  Clinicians are therefore 
reliant on their own patients to understand men’s perspectives, but that this is 
hampered by the low numbers any one clinician will see. 
ii. Aim(s) and Objectives  
Detail the research question and how this is going to be addressed (200 word max) 
Research Question: 
What are the psychological experiences of men who have been treated for breast 
cancer? 
Aim: 
The aim of the proposed study is to identify the lived experiences of men who have 
been treated for breast cancer and how these compare to literature on women's 
experiences.  This will inform a future project to develop bespoke materials for 




1. A systematic review of the literature  
2. Undertake in-depth interviews (using interpretive phenomenology) with 5 
men who have been treated for breast cancer in the last 5 years 
3. Engage with social media platforms to form a group of men who have 
experienced breast cancer, who will be willing to work with the Chief 
Investigator to develop future grants. 
iii. Plan of investigation and methodology   
Briefly include all stages of the study design. Methods of data collection, measures 
and techniques of analysis should be described and justified for both qualitative and 
quantitative designs (500 word max) 
 
Methodology: 
1. Systematic Review of relevant literature following PRISMA guidelines and 
formulated using PICO.  Steps to complete this review will include: 
1) Define research question and inclusion/exclusion criteria 
2) Identification of search terms and search engines 
3) Retrieve studies from search engines (Qualitative and Quantitative) 
4) Refine retrieved references, using the inclusion/exclusion criteria 
5) Extract data from retained studies 
6) Quality appraise retained studies using an appropriate tool such as 
Critical Appraisal Skills Program 
7) Synthesis data from retained paper 
8) Findings will be written up for publication in a peer review journal 
2. Qualitative Interviews 
1) Ethics approval will be obtained prior to undertaking the qualitative 
interviews 
2) Potential participants will be sent a letter from their consultant alerting 
them to the study and asking them to contact the CI if they are interested in 
being part of the study 
3) It is anticipated that in-depth, semi-structured interviews will be the 
primary data collection methodology.  These will be undertaken face-to-
face or via telephone depending on what is preferred by the participant 
4) Participants will also be asked if they have any diaries, photo's, letters or 
other materials that tell aspects of their journey through and beyond their 
cancer treatment, that they would be willing to share with the CI  
5) Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) will be used.  IPA is a 
qualitative approach developed within psychology for the examination of 
personal lived experience.  IPA is concerned with examining lived 
experience, as far as possible, in its own terms as opposed to being overly 
influenced by prior psychological theorising or researcher bias.  IPA does 
recognise that the exploration of the meaning of personal experience is an 
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interpretative endeavour on the part of both participant and researcher.  
This methodology will ensure that the individual lived experience is 
reflected rather simply described through existing frameworks established 
primarily with female breast cancer patients. 
6) Narrative findings will be written up for publication in a peer review 
journal 
3. Social media - Patient Public Involvement  
1) Participants from the qualitative interviews will be asked if they would 
willing/interested in being part of the PPI group for this and future work.  
They will also be asked to review current literature, such as information 
sheets, to gain understanding of how relevant they are for men and how 
they could be amended to reflect a man’s journey through breast cancer  
2) The CI will undertake a programme of work to identify and make contact 
with established male breast cancer groups.  The nature of social media will 
mean that these interactions are likely to transcend national boundaries.  
The aim to establish a relationship with this groups and either work with 
each organisation to form PPI working groups, or to form an independent 
group from men across the existing groups.  Examples of these are: 
https://www.facebook.com/MaleBreastCancerCoalition/  
https://www.facebook.com/malebreastcancerawareness47/ 
Twitter - @MaleBreastStudy 
Twitter - @MBCC_MHBT 
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+TimeslikethesefilmOrg  
5. Relevance to the NHS and Potential Impact 
Detail how your research project is relevant to the NHS and its potential impact e.g. 
potential patient benefit, service improvement, cost savings, generalisability. Explain 
how the gaps in knowledge will be addressed by your project and why it is important 
to carry out the research now (300 words max) 
 
Male breast cancer is a rare and under-studied disease.  As such, it is not as 
immediately attractive to funders as generic breast cancer.  This has led to the 
position where men experience the same excellent care as women, but 
psychologically this may not be as suitable or beneficial for them.  Men may have 
different needs that at present are not addressed either by psychological services or 
more globally by the multi-disciplinary team.   
The proposed work will be the first to synthesise and evaluate psychosocial 
research with men with breast cancer, providing an understanding of the current 
state of the literature.  The interview study will provide lived experiences that will 
enhance the literature and highlight areas of practise within breast cancer that can 
be amended to better treat men. 
The work will have direct patient benefit at NBT.  Findings will be disseminated 
locally, allowing all teams in the cancer pathway to understand the challenges male 
breast cancer patients’ face, which differ from their female patients. 
The insights into the experiences of being a man with breast cancer will enable 
psychological services to better help coping, adjustment, and subsequently reducing 
factors identified as negative by men.  Findings may be generalizable to appearance 
and masculinity research, and to the understanding of treatment of other cancers 
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such as prostate, where lived experience for men is also poorly understood. 
The PPI panel will advise the CI regarding the validity of the research and 
interpretation of the findings.  This will ensure future grants are relevant to the 
population and produce data and materials that will directly benefit this small but 
significantly under-supported group. 
The local PPI members will guide the development of literature for use within NBT, 
allowing the organisation to lead the way in developing support specifically tailored 
to men diagnosed and being treated for breast cancer. 
 
6. Future Direction of Research 
Outline the end goal of your research project and how findings from this study will 
feed into future research development or NBT-led research grant applications (e.g. 
NIHR) or other outputs. Detail how you plan to disseminate results of your research  
amongst peers, patients and decision makers (300 words max) 
 
Future research will involve: 
The findings from this research will be used to inform and develop a national 
study.  It is anticipated that this national study will develop the qualitative 
elements from within the current study.  The qualitative work from the current 
study will be used to inform the content of a quantitative prospective longitudinal 
cross-sequential study design.  The aim of which would be to gain insight into the 
journey of man following a diagnosis of breast cancer over at least a 5 year period. 
 
7. Plain English Summary 
This summary will be used as a stand-alone piece to judge this entire application 
and so please use this section to summarise your project in full, in plain English 
(500 words max) 
 
Men have breasts too!   
Very little is known about how men experience breast cancer, what is important to 
them, and how this is different from what we know from research undertaken 
with women. 
The planned work has 3 parts: 
1) Review research  already published 
2) Talk in depth to a number of men who have had breast cancer.  Find out 
what it was like for them, what they thought and felt during their 
diagnosis, treatment, and recovery 
3) Contact and talk with a large number of men who are members of a 
number of male breast cancer support groups 
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9. Health Categories  (please mark all that apply) 
Blood   Metabolic and Endocrine  
Cancer  x Musculoskeletal  
Cardiovascular  Neurological  
Oral and Gastrointestinal  Renal and Urogenital  




Ear  Respiratory  
Eye   Skin  
Infection  Stroke  
Inflammatory and Immune System  Generic health Relevance  
Injuries and Accidents  Other (please specify) 
 Mental Health x 
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Appendix 22: Drawing as a novel methodology – Harding 


























Developmental Language Disorder has a childhood prevalence rate of approximately 
7%.  Every UK primary classroom has children with difficulties understanding the 
complex instructions, formulating sentences, learning new vocabulary or making 
themselves understood.  Developmental Language Disorder is associated with 
considerable risk to the child’s future wellbeing, mental health and social integration. 
Positive effects of early interventions have been demonstrated despite challenges in 
identification in preschool.  Approaches are often known as Parent-Child Interaction 
Therapy (PCIT).  The methods of delivery vary, however, the emphasis is on teaching 
the parents key strategies.   
There are concerns about the validity of PCIT for some families.  The inclusion of 
mostly westernised middle class families in studies underpinning PCIT limits their 
external validity.  There are implicit cultural biases contained within PCIT, with 
assumptions about aspects of social organisation related to interaction, the value of 
talk, how status is handled in interaction, beliefs about intentionality, and beliefs 
about teaching language to children.  
This lack of external validity could explain difficulties experienced by speech and 
language therapists trying to deliver PCIT to families from diverse backgrounds.   
This programme of work aims to explore; 
 the pattern of children’s typical activities at home, 
 what language interactions occur on a typical day, 
 the relationship between beliefs and attitudes towards raising children and 
linguistic interactions with children 
The objective is to improve understanding of typical interactions in preschool 
children from a range of backgrounds in order to facilitate the future development of 





Fifteen-to-twenty preschool children and their main caregivers, will be recruited 
purposively.  Children will have a range of language development levels within the 
typical range, based on data collected via the preschool settings from the Early Years 
Foundation stage and the communication sections Ages & Stages Questionnaire.  
Children will be between 2 and 4 years 11 months.  
Data collection: 
Audio recordings will be captured during one 16 hour period for one typical day 
using the Language ENvironment Analysis (LENATM). 
Diaries of family activity: Care-givers will be asked to keep a diary of the day that 
LENA is used.   
Interviews with care-givers will be conducted to capture caregivers' immediate 
recollections of how these compare to other days; a second in-depth interview will 
explore caregivers’ explanations of activities and structures of conversations.  
Analysis: 
Automated analysis of LENA recordings provides information on the interactions 
between parent and child that can be mapped onto activities.  Times of high and low 
interaction will be analysed using discourse analysis.  Non-English samples will be 
translated into English.   
Synthesis:  
The multiple data sets will be synthesised using a meta-ethnographic method; ‘lines-
of-argument’.  This will build a rich description of communication environments that 
relates language patterns to social events and provides an understanding of the 
parental beliefs that underpin them.  
Impact and dissemination: 
Findings will recommend changes to existing PCIT and generate ideas for new ways 
of working that are sensitive to different contexts.  This will enable development of 
guidelines for professional groups to support the delivery of PCIT interventions that 
are culturally sensitive to the range of families accessing health and education 
services. 
 
